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FOREWORD

It has been a special pleasure to sponsor the doctoral research o f Randolph C.
Grace. Randy’s interest in the analysis o f choice behavior began in a seminar on Learning
and Behavior Analysis in the spring o f 1992, and he developed his contextual model of
choice (COM, Chapter 1) during the following year. At the same time, he began a
vigorous program of research using innovative methods for the study o f preference in
concurrent-chains schedules. The experiments reported in this dissertation were designed
to extend the application of CCM, to test some of its theoretical implications, and to refine
some of its features. Articles describing CCM and some related experiments have already
been published or submitted for publication, but at my urging, Randy has included these
articles in his dissertation in order to reflect the cumulative development o f his theoretical
and empirical work. Taken as a whole, it is an outstanding contribution to the science of
behavior.

John A. Nevin
Professor Emeritus
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ABSTRACT

TEMPORAL CONTEXT AND CHOICE
by
Randolph Carey Grace
University o f New Hampshire, December, 1995

An extension of the generalized matching law is proposed as a model for choice in
concurrent chains. The contextual choice model (CCM) assumes that effects o f temporal
context on choice are determined by the relative times spent in the terminal and initial links
(TtlTi), and that terminal-link value is independent o f temporal context. CCM gives an
excellent description of a wide range o f archival data, and because it simplifies to the
generalized matching law when terminal-link duration is zero, provides a quantitative
integration of concurrent chains and concurrent schedules. A series of experiments with
pigeons as subjects is described to test and extend the model. Results indicate that: a)
reinforcement delay and magnitude are independent dimensions o f value, as required by
CCM; b) when the definition o f value is generalized to apply to delay distributions, CCM
can also describe data on preference for variability in concurrent chains and the adjustingdelay procedure; c) the function relating value to delay is the same in the two procedures;
d) terminal-link value is independent o f temporal context, consistent with CCM but
contrary to delay-reduction theory (DRT); e) the relationship between DRT and CCM, as
models for conditioned reinforcement, parallels that between contingency theory
(Rescorla, 1968) and scalar expectancy theory (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981), as accounts o f
Pavlovian conditioning; f) a ratio invariance in temporal context, i.e., effects o f context on
choice depend on the relative, not absolute, values o f Tt and 77, is approximately satisfied

x
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in concurrent chains; g) preference is an increasing, negatively-accelerated function o f
27/27; and h) when effects o f bias, temporal context, and unequal terminal-link entries are
accounted for by CCM, strict matching to relative terminal-link reinforcement immediacy
may describe choice in concurrent chains. Therefore, when temporal context is
characterized properly in the framework o f the generalized matching law, concurrent
chains may be viewed as a natural extension o f concurrent schedules. Important goals for
future research are the development o f a molecular model that can explain temporal
context effects and matching in concurrent chains, and whether temporal context effects
are isomorphic in concurrent chains and in other procedures such as autoshaping.

xi
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INTRODUCTION

Hermstein’s (1961) report that relative response and reinforcement rates were
approximately equal for pigeons exposed to a pair o f concurrently-available variableinterval (VI) schedules began a tradition o f research on choice in the experimental analysis
o f behavior. Mathematically, Hermstein found that
Bl

Rl

(01)

where B L, B r Zxq the response rates to, and R l, R r the reinforcement rates obtained from
the left and right alternatives, respectively. Equation 0.1, known as the “matching law”, is
the key empirical result in the study o f behavioral choice. The matching law has been
found to describe choice when other variables such as reinforcement magnitude are varied
(Catania, 1963b), has served as the basis o f a quantitative statement o f the law of effect
(Hermstein, 1970), and has inspired intensive efforts to discover underlying processes that
may be responsible for its success in describing steady-state choice (e.g., Gibbon, Church,
Fairhurst, & Kacelnik, 1988; Gibbon, 1995; Hermstein & Vaughan, 1980; Rachlin, Green,
Kagel, & Battalio, 1981; Shimp, 1969; see Davison & McCarthy, 1988, and Williams,
1988,1994a, for review).
However, there is an important extension of the matching law that has proved
unsuccessful so far —whether matching describes choice between conditioned as well as
unconditioned reinforcers. Because the status o f conditioned reinforcement (also known
as secondary reinforcement) has been highly controversial, a brief review and rationale for
its treatment in this dissertation is necessary.

1
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A conditioned reinforcer is an initially-neutral stimulus that has acquired the
capacity to act as a reinforcer in its own right through a history o f pairing with an
unconditioned reinforcer such as food. Historically, conditioned reinforcement had been
given a prominent place within learning theory because o f its presumed importance in
accounting for human behavior (e.g., Hull, 1943). But the concept fell into disrepute
because of various methodological and interpretive problems. For example, Bugelski
(1938) showed that rats made more lever presses in extinction if a feedback click present
during training was also present during the extinction test, compared with a group for
which the click was omitted in extinction. Although Bugelski interpreted this result as
demonstrating the click was a “sub-goal” (i.e., secondary reinforcer), the decreased
responding for the group for which the click was omitted might have resulted from a
greater generalization decrement in testing, and not the absence of reinforcement from the
click per se. Many early studies which purported to demonstrate secondary reinforcement
effects suffered from a similar lack of adequate controls. When controls were included,
the strength of secondary reinforcement was often small or nonexistent (see Myers, 1958).
New procedures for establishing and testing secondary reinforcement were sought, but
with disappointing results. Zimmerman (1957,1959) claimed that a “doubleintermittency” procedure (i.e., intermittent pairing of the secondary and primary reinforcer
during training, and intermittent presentation o f the secondary reinforcer following a new
response during testing) produced strong and durable effects. His rats were placed in a
start box, and occasionally a buzzer sounded followed by the raising of a door to a
runway, at the end of which was a goal box containing food. During testing a lever was
placed in the start box, and barpresses were intermittently reinforced with the buzzer and
raising of the door. Even though no food was present during testing, Zimmerman (1959)
observed substantial rates o f barpressing in extinction. Wike, Platt and Knowles (1962)
replicated Zimmerman’s study and included a control group for which barpressing
produced escape from the start box but not the buzzer. Unfortunately, this group
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barpressed as much during testing as the group which had secondary reinforcement
training. Apparently, escape from the start box had intrinsic reward properties that
allowed barpressing to be sustained. The difficulties in demonstrating reliable secondary
reinforcement effects that could not be explained in terms o f other processes led one
influential reviewer to conclude: “No concept in all o f psychology is in such a state of
theoretical disarray as the concept of secondary reinforcement” (Bolles, 1975, p. 446).
Introduction of free-operant methodologies, in particular chain and tandem
schedules, enabled more convincing demonstrations o f the ability of previously neutral,
response-contingent stimuli to control behavior. In a tandem schedule, two or more
component schedules must be completed before food reinforcement is delivered. No
exteroceptive stimulus change signals the transition from one component to another.
Chain schedules are identical to tandem schedules except that a unique exteroceptive
stimulus is correlated with each component. Typically, responding in the initial link o f a
two-component chain schedule is greater than in the initial link of the corresponding
tandem schedule, which has been interpreted as evidence for the conditioned reinforcing
effectiveness of the terminal-link stimulus (see Kelleher and Gollub, 1962, for review).
But this interpretation has not been universally accepted. Staddon (1983) claimed that
chain schedule performance could be explained by temporal proximity to reinforcement,
thus rendering the concept o f conditioned reinforcement superfluous. However, Royalty,
Williams, and Fantino (1987) showed that contiguity between a response and a stimulus
that signals transition into the next component was critical in maintaining chain schedule
performance. They trained pigeons on a three-component chain schedule and selectively
imposed a brief unsignaled delay o f transition between either the first and second link or
the second and third link. Responding in the component that preceded the delay was
decreased by approximately 75-80% from baseline levels, but responding in other
components was unaffected. Because similar decrements in responding have been
observed when response-reinforcer contiguity has been disrupted by unsignaled delays on
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simple VI schedules (Sizemore & Lattal, 1978; Williams, 1976), this suggests that the
chain stimuli were functioning as reinforcers.
But perhaps the most popular free-operant paradigm for the study o f conditioned
reinforcement has been the concurrent-chains procedure, introduced by Autor (1960;
1969) and Hermstein (1964a). A typical arrangement is shown in Figure 0.1. The side
keys are illuminated white, signifying the initial links or choice phase o f the procedure.
The subject (usually a pigeon) responds to the two keys, and occasionally and
unpredictably (according to equal concurrent V IV I schedules) a response to either key
produces a conditioned reinforcer —a change in the color o f that key (in Figure 0.1, left
key to red, or right key to green), together with the other key being extinguished. This
signals the start of a terminal link or reinforcement phase of the procedure. During a
terminal link, responding to the red or green keys is reinforced with food according to
separate reinforcement schedules. After food is delivered, the initial links are reinstated
and the next cycle begins. The independent variable in concurrent chains is usually the
terminal-link schedules, and the dependent variable is choice in the initial links, which is
interpreted variously as a measure o f the relative strength, effectiveness, or value of the
terminal-link stimuli as conditioned reinforcers. Concurrent chains is, in effect, a two-key
concurrent schedule of conditioned reinforcement. The controversial history o f
conditioned reinforcement notwithstanding, in a recent review Williams (1994b) surveyed
research with single chain and concurrent-chain schedules, and concluded that it remains a
valid and necessary explanatory constmct for behavior theory. Because the focus o f this
dissertation will be the development and test o f a quantitative model for concurrent chains
that makes a distinction between learning and performance, the term “conditioned
reinforcement value” will be retained as a learning constmct, to represent, according to
Kimble’s widely-accepted definition, the “more or less permanent change in behavior
which occurs as a result o f practice” (1961, p. 2). It should be emphasized, however, that
the model will be equally applicable whether the putative conditioned reinforcer serves a
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Figure 0.1. Schematic diagram of a typical concurrent-chains procedure. Responding on
the concurrently-available White keys (initial links) occasionally produces access into one
o f two mutually-exclusive terminal-link schedules (Red and Green keys). Responding
during terminal links is reinforced with food, after which the initial links are reinstated.
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reinforcing function or merely a discriminative one. The “conditioned reinforcement
value” o f a terminal-link stimulus refers to what the subject has learned about the
consequences (e.g., delay to food reinforcement) signalled by onset of that terminal link.
Early concurrent-chains studies (Autor, 1960,1969; Hermstein, 1964a) found that
relative initial-link responding matched the relative rate o f reinforcement delivered during
the terminal links. Hermstein concluded: “Variations in either the frequency of primary
reinforcement or in the frequency with which a secondary reinforcer is paired with a
primary, have essentially identical effects. In either case, there is equality between the
relative rate o f responding and the relative rate o f reinforcement” (1964a, p. 35). In other
words, the matching law described choice in concurrent chains, as well as in the simpler
concurrent schedules procedure. This was an important result if the matching law was to
apply to behavior for which there was no immediate, biologically-relevant consequence
(i.e., most human behavior). Their results also suggested a quantitative definition of
conditioned reinforcement: The strength or value of a conditioned reinforcer was
determined by the rate o f reinforcement in its presence.
At this point, however, research on concurrent schedules and concurrent chains
began to diverge. In concurrent schedules, empirical deviations from the strict equality of
relative response and reinforcement rates required by the matching law accumulated, and
Baum (1974a) proposed a generalized version o f the matching law capable o f describing
these deviations:

( 0.2)

Two parameters have been added to Equation 0.1: bias, b, which represents a constant
proportionality in behavior due to factors such as color or position preference, and an
exponent, a, which reflects the degree o f sensitivity o f the behavior ratio to changes in the
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reinforcement-rate ratio. Equation 0.2, known as the “generalized matching law”, is
typically applied by taking logarithms o f both sides and performing a linear regression to
obtain best-fitting values o f b and a. Baum (1979) showed that the generalized matching
law gave an excellent overall description o f concurrent-schedules data, accounting for an
average of 90% of the variance in over 100 data sets. Having accepted the generalized
matching law as a characterization o f molar, steady-state choice, researchers then
attempted to find behavioral processes or mechanisms at a more molecular level that could
explain regularities, such as persistent “undermatching” {a <1.0), described by the
generalized matching law (Davison & Jenkins, 1985; see Williams, 1988, 1994a for
review).
Research on concurrent chains did not follow this same path. Instead, problematic
results were obtained early on that led to the abandonment of the matching law as a
descriptive framework, and a proliferation o f hypotheses regarding the determiners of
conditioned reinforcement and processes controlling choice in concurrent chains. The
result perhaps most damaging to the matching law was reported by Fantino (1969). He
found that if the terminal-link schedules remained constant while the duration of the equal
initial links varied, that preference regressed towards indifference as initial-link duration
increased. This contradicts the matching law, which requires choice to be invariant for
constant ratios of the terminal-link schedules, regardless o f initial-link duration. To
explain his results, Fantino proposed an alternative model in which conditioned
reinforcement value was determined by the overall temporal context of reinforcement:

Br

T -D r

(0.3)
}

k

Equation 0.3 is the original version o f what has come to be known as delay-reduction
theory (DRT; for review, see Fantino, 1977,1981; Fantino, Preston & Dunn, 1993). In
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Equation 0.3, D l and A? are the average times to reinforcement from onset o f the left and
right terminal links, and Tis the overall average time to reinforcement, measured from the
onset of the initial links. According to DRT, the value o f a terminal-link stimulus as a
conditioned reinforcer is determined by the reduction in delay to reinforcement signalled
by that stimulus, relative to the overall context o f delay to reinforcement. Besides
correctly predicting the effect of absolute initial-link duration, DRT also predicts the effect
of absolute terminal-link duration: If, with constant initial links, terminal-link duration
increases while the ratio o f terminal links is kept constant, preference becomes more
extreme (MacEwen, 1972; Williams and Fantino, 1978). Because its predictions
regarding temporal context (i.e., changes in initial- and terminal-link duration) have been
repeatedly confirmed, and because it has been extended to make predictions in a variety of
additional experimental situations, DRT has been the most popular and widely-cited
theory of conditioned reinforcement and model for concurrent chains. As Williams
(1994b) put it, DRT “provides a valuable first approximation to a general theory of
conditioned value” (p. 468).
Although DRT was successful in making qualitative predictions in concurrent
chains, it could not provide the kind o f quantitative summaiy o f the data that the
generalized matching law could for concurrent schedules. As a result, additional models
were proposed (e.g., Davison & Temple, 1973; Killeen, 1982; Squires & Fantino, 1971;
Vaughan, 1985) based on a variety of assumptions about the effects o f conditioned and
unconditioned reinforcement in concurrent chains. But in a quantitative review, Davison
(1987) fitted several o f these models to archival data from 10 studies and found that none
was able to describe adequately more than a small subset o f the data. Because there was
no comprehensive model for concurrent chains, analogous to the generalized matching
law, it was unclear how conditioned reinforcement should be defined quantitatively, and
Hermstein's (1964a) goal of the matching law being able to account for choice in
concurrent schedules and concurrent chains seemed remote. In fact, some researchers
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began to question whether concurrent chans, specifically the interaction of initial- and
terminal-link duration, might be too complex to yield useful data and introduced new
procedures for the study o f choice. For example, Mazur (1984) employed a discrete-trial
adjusting-delay procedure in which pigeons chose between a fixed delay and a schedule of
variable delays to reinforcement. The fixed delay was titrated over the course of several
sessions to estimate an indifference point —the fixed delay that was equally preferred to
the schedule o f variable delays. His data showed that it was possible to equate fixed and
variable schedules on a single scale o f value, a goal that had eluded similar research in
concurrent chains (e.g., Navarick & Fantino, 1972). Mazur suggested that the reason his
experiment had succeeded was that the adjusting-delay procedure allowed pigeons to
register choice with a single peck, thereby avoiding the effects o f initial-link duration that
plagued concurrent chains (Fantino, 1969).
The goal o f this dissertation is to show that the matching law remains a viable
framework for concurrent chains, by first deriving and then providing empirical support
for an extension o f the generalized matching law capable o f describing choice in both
concurrent schedules and concurrent chains. The fundamental assumption o f the new
model -- called the “contextual choice model” (CCM) —is that temporal context, defined
as relative terminal and initial-link duration, modulates the sensitivity o f choice to
differences in conditioned reinforcement value.
The dissertation is comprised of five chapters. Each chapter is self-contained and
written as a stand-alone paper. The first chapter, “A Contextual Model o f ConcurrentChains Choice”, reviews previous attempts to apply the generalized matching law to
concurrent chains, and derives the new model (CCM) on the basis of a quantitative
reanalysis of archival data. The relationship o f CCM to other models o f concurrent
chains, in particular DRT, is discussed, and several predictions specified that will be tested
in succeeding chapters.
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The second chapter, “Independence of Reinforcement Delay and Magnitude in
Concurrent Chains”, describes an experiment which tests an important assumption of the
matching law —that different dimensions of reinforcement value (delay and magnitude) do
not interact in their effect on preference. Specifically, the experiment investigates whether
sensitivity to delay is greater when reinforcement magnitudes are equal than when they are
unequal; if so, this would be evidence for a same-different interaction in pigeon preference
analogous to the human choice literature (e.g., Tversky, 1969). Another goal of the
experiment is to explore a new procedure for the rapid determination of parametric data:
a three-component concurrent chain in which all stimuli in each component are the same
color. This procedure should yield, in a manageable time-frame, sufficient data for
evaluating models such as CCM.
The third chapter, “Choice Between Fixed and Variable Delays to Reinforcement
in the Adjusting-Delay Procedure and Concurrent Chains”, attempts to show that the
determiners of conditioned reinforcement value are the same in concurrent chains and the
adjusting-delay procedure (Mazur, 1984). First, a generalization of CCM is derived that
can describe preference for variability, i.e., preference for variable over fixed schedules
that each deliver the same overall rate of reinforcement. Then, three experiments are
presented that constitute a strong test of the hypothesis that value is determined identically
in both procedures. In Experiment 1A, fixed-delay indifference values for a variety of
variable-delay schedules are obtained using the adjusting-delay procedure. These data are
then used to generate for individual subjects in Experiment 2, pairs of fixed and variable
delays that should be equally preferred as terminal links in concurrent chains. Finally,
Experiment IB replicates some of the conditions of Experiment 1A. If there is no
substantial or systematic deviation from indifference in Experiment 2, that would be strong
evidence that conditioned reinforcement value is a valid construct, because operationallyindependent measures of value would have proved equal.
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The fourth chapter is titled, “Temporal Context and Conditioned Reinforcement
Value”. This chapter explores the relationship between DRT and CCM in more detail,
noting that although the models make many similar predictions, they differ in the
fundamental question o f whether conditioned reinforcement value depends on (DRT) or is
independent of (CCM) temporal context. An experiment is described which tests this
prediction, as well as the ratio invariance required by both models (i.e., that preference
does not change if average initial and terminal-link durations are multiplied by a constant,
while keeping a constant ratio between the terminal links). To investigate the relationship
between value and context, pigeons are trained on two concurrent chains with different
temporal contexts in each session. After sufficient baseline training, terminal-link stimuli
from different contexts are presented together in nonreinforced probe tests. Choice during
the probes provides a measure of value independent o f initial-link responding. The
chapter concludes by tracing parallels in the lines o f development of models for Pavlovian
conditioning and conditioned reinforcement. CCM is similar to “comparator” models o f
Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., Gibbon & Balsam, 1981) in that it assumes that “what is
learned” about a stimulus is independent of temporal context, but that context modulates
the behavioral expression o f learning.
The fifth chapter, “The Dynamics o f Temporal Context”, describes two
experiments which manipulate temporal context as the independent variable. The
experiments use a three-component concurrent chain, in which the terminal links
schedules, in constant ratio, increase by a factor o f two across the components. This
allows two point estimates o f the first derivative o f preference with respect to terminallink duration to be obtained. Comparing these estimates indicates whether preference is a
positively-accelerated, linear, or negatively-accelerated function o f terminal-link duration.
The experiments are identical except that independent initial-link schedules are used in
Experiment 1, whereas interdependent initial links (Stubbs & Pliskoff, 1969), which
guarantee equal terminal-link entry frequency, are used in Experiment 2. In addition, the
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experiments constitute another test o f CCM’s ratio invariance prediction, as well as
providing estimates o f sensitivity to terminal-link immediacy of reinforcement that are
independent of temporal context. For 3 out o f 4 subjects in each experiment these
estimates were almost exactly 1.0, which indicates virtually perfect matching to relative
immediacy o f terminal-link reinforcement. This suggests that Hermstein’s (1964a)
original insight —that strict matching describes choice in concurrent chains -- may be
valid, when factors such as position bias and temporal context effects are controlled for in
the model.
In conclusion, this dissertation demonstrates that by representing temporal context
separately from value, a model based on the matching law is possible (CCM) that gives an
excellent description o f most o f the data on choice collected in the past 35 years: choice
between time-based schedules of reinforcement in concurrent schedules, concurrent
chains, and the adjusting-delay procedure. Several important predictions o f the model,
specifically a) that the determiners of value in concurrent chains and the adjusting-delay
procedure are isomorphic; b) that concurrent-chains preference does not change if average
terminal- and initial-link durations are multiplied by the same constant (ratio invariance);
and c) that value is independent of temporal context, are supported by the experimental
results. Important questions for future research are whether context effects are
isomorphic in concurrent chains and other procedures such as autoshaping and multiple
schedules, and the relationship between CCM and models for Pavlovian conditioning such
as scalar expectancy theory (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981).
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CHAPTER I

A CONTEXTUAL MODEL OF CONCURRENT-CHAINS CHOICE

Introduction

This chapter presents the model that is the focus o f this dissertation. The
contextual choice model (CCM) is an extension o f the generalized matching law and
assumes that temporal context effects on choice in concurrent chains are determined by
the ratio of average times spent, per reinforcement, in the terminal and initial links. CCM
gives an excellent description o f a wide range o f concurrent-chains data, and because it
simplifies to the generalized matching law when terminal-link duration is zero, provides a
quantitative integration o f concurrent schedules and concurrent chains. Two important
assumptions of the model, which will be tested in Chapters Four and Five, are noted:
Temporal context effects depend on the relative, not absolute, times spent in the terminal
and initial links (i.e., ratio invariance), and terminal-link value is independent o f temporal
context.

13
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Abstract

An extension of the generalized matching law incorporating context effects on
terminal-link sensitivity is proposed as a quantitative model o f concurrent-chains. The
contextual choice model makes many of the same qualitative predictions as the delayreduction hypothesis, and assumes that the crucial contextual variable in concurrent-chains
is the ratio of average times spent, per reinforcement, in the terminal and initial-links,
which controls differential effectiveness o f terminal-link stimuli as conditioned reinforcers.
Ninety-two concurrent-chains data sets from nineteen published studies were fitted to the
model. Averaged across all studies, the model accounted for 90% o f the variance in
pigeons' relative initial-link responding. The model therefore demonstrates that a
matching law analysis of concurrent-chains--the assumption that relative initial-link
responding equals relative terminal-link value—remains quantitatively viable. Since the
model reduces to the generalized matching law when terminal-link duration is zero, it
provides a quantitative integration o f concurrent schedules and concurrent-chains.
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Choice in the concurrent-chains procedure, as operationalized by relative initiallink responding, has proven highly resistant to a single, comprehensive quantitative
analysis. In a recent review Davison (1987) fitted three competing concurrent-chains
models, those of Davison and Temple (1973), Killeen (1982), and Squires and Fantino
(1971), to archival data from 10 studies. He reported that none o f the models provided an
adequate quantitative description of the data across the studies. Davison (1987)
concluded that model-building in concurrent-chains was premature, and that research
should proceed through a careful parametric analysis o f circumscribed aspects of the
concurrent-chains procedure. Other researchers have noted the difficulties the "complex
contingencies of the concurrent-chains procedure" create for a quantitative model (Mazur,
1984, p. 436; see also Houston, 1991).
In spite o f these difficulties, the concurrent-chains paradigm has inspired some of
the most popular theories of choice. These theories, such as the delay-reduction
hypothesis (Squires & Fantino, 1971), incentive theory (Killeen, 1982) and melioration
(Vaughan, 1985), embody to some extent what Davison (1987) termed the "lore” of
concurrent-chains: 1) As initial-links increase relative to terminal-links, preference
becomes more sensitive to initial and less sensitive to terminal-link differences; and 2) As
initial-links decrease relative to terminal-links, preference becomes less sensitive to initial
and more sensitive to terminal-link differences.
A new model is presented here which provides an adequate quantitative
description of a wide range of concurrent-chains data. The model is called the contextual
choice model (CCM) because it generalizes the generalized matching law (Baum, 1974a)
through the incorporation of context effects. CCM demonstrates that a matching law
analysis o f concurrent-chains, that is, the assumption that relative initial-link responding
equals relative terminal-link value, remains quantitatively viable.
It is important to clarify exactly what is meant by context. When preference for an
alternative is determined by factors other than attributes o f the alternative itself, we say
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that preference is affected by context. There are several ways in which context may
influence preference, however. Grace (1993) showed that if sensitivity exponents in a
generalized matching model were affected by similarities between attributes o f the choice
alternatives, violations o f weak stochastic transitivity (i.e., a is preferred to b and b to c,
but c is preferred to a) could result. Context effects o f this nature are often studied in
human preference (e.g., Tversky, 1969). Another way in which context can influence
preference occurs when parameters o f the choice procedure, common to both alternatives,
affect preference separately from a direct comparison o f the alternatives. For example,
increasing the period during which a pigeon chooses between the same pair o f alternatives
results in less extreme preference (Fantino, 1969). This kind of context effect has been
widely reported in concurrent-chains, and is the focus o f this paper. More precisely,
context in concurrent-chains refers to relative initial and terminal-link lengths. Before
describing the new model (CCM), I will review previous applications o f the matching and
generalized matching laws to concurrent-chains.

Concurrent-Chains and the Matching Law

The concurrent-chains procedure was introduced by Autor (1960,1969) and
Hermstein (1964a) to determine whether the matching law could describe allocation of
behavior maintained by conditioned rather than immediate primary reinforcement. A
typical arrangement is diagrammed in Figure 1-1. Responding on concurrent variableinterval variable-interval (cone V IV I) schedules ("initial-links") is reinforced by access to
one of two mutually-exclusive schedules ("terminal-links") which terminate in primary
reinforcement. After a reinforcer has been delivered in a terminal-link, the initial-links are
reinstated. Relative initial-link responding is assumed to be a measure o f preference for
terminal-link schedules, or a measure o f the value o f the terminal-link stimuli as
conditioned reinforcers. Autor and Hermstein found that relative initial-link responding
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TerminalLinks

Reinforcement

Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram o f a typical concurrent-chains procedure. In the initiallinks, both keys are illuminated white, and responding is occasionally reinforced according
to cone V IV I schedules by entry into one o f two mutually-exclusive terminal-links, during
which one key is illuminated red or green and the other extinguished. Responding during
terminal-links is reinforced by access to grain, after which the initial-links are reinstated.
Relative responding in the initial-links is taken as a measure o f preference for left (red)
versus right (green) terminal-link schedules.
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matched relative terminal-link reinforcement rates, and concluded that 1) the value o f a
terminal-link stimulus as a conditioned reinforcer was proportional to the rate of
reinforcement in the presence o f the stimulus, and 2) the matching law described cone VI
VI performance maintained by conditioned reinforcement.
The generality of both conclusions was soon questioned, however. Fantino (1969)
showed that absolute initial-link duration strongly affected preference, and proposed the
delay-reduction hypothesis—the value o f a terminal-link stimulus as a conditioned
reinforcer is determined by the reduction in time to primaiy reinforcement, relative to the
onset o f the initial-links, signalled by the stimulus~as a model for concurrent-chains. In
concurrent schedules, frequent empirical deviations from strict matching resulted in the
generalized matching law, which introduced two parameters: a bias term, b, that reflected
a constant proportionality in behavior due to factors such as unequal response key force
requirements, and an exponent, a, that indicated the degree of undermatching or
overmatching (Baum, 1974a):

fJR

T
Br= « f\ f JLj'

( 1. 1)

In Equation 1.1, BL and#* are the responses emitted, and n L and juR the average intervals
between reinforcers on the left and right schedules, respectively!. The generalized
matching law has proven to be a reliable quantitative description of behavior allocation in
concurrent schedules (Baum, 1979; Wearden & Burgess, 1982; Davison & McCarthy,
1988).
There has been no consensus on a quantitative description o f concurrent-chains,
however. Williams (1988) suggested the concurrent-chains procedure was so complex
that it might be impossible for a single model to describe it adequately. Instead,
concurrent-chains has inspired a variety o f competing theoretical explanations, such as
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delay-reduction (Squires & Fantino, 1971), incentive theory (Killeen, 1982) and
melioration (Vaughan, 1985). Although these models may bear some relationship to the
matching law~for example, the Squires and Fantino model reduces to strict matching
when terminal-link durations are zero--it would be desirable for reasons o f parsimony for a
concurrent-chains model to reduce to the generalized matching law in the limit as
terminal-link duration approached zero. Such a model, since cone V IV I can be viewed as
a special case o f concurrent-chains when terminal-link delays are zero (Davison, 1983,
1987), would provide a quantitative integration of cone VIVT and concurrent-chains.
One further generalization of the matching law is relevant for concurrent-chains.
According to Baum and Rachlin (1969), response allocation in cone V IV I matched the
value of the alternative schedules. Furthermore, different independent variables such as
rate, amount, and immediacy o f reinforcement could be combined to produce a single
intervening variable of reinforcer value. If we allow an arbitrary number of independent
variables to be combined multiplicatively to determine reinforcement value, the most
general form of the matching law becomes (Baum, 1974a):

( 1.2)

According to Equation 1.2, the value o f a schedule is a multiplicative concatenation o f its
appropriately-scaled attributes. Killeen (1972) has noted that the matching law is really a
statement about how value is to be scaled: Given that relative behavior corresponds to
relative value, we need only specify how independent variables differentially affect value.
O f course, this is the assumption made by Autor (1969) and Hermstein (1964a): Relative
initial-link responding in concurrent-chains equals the relative value o f the terminal-link
stimuli as conditioned reinforcers. The failure to date o f matching models o f concurrentchains means the validity of this assumption is uncertain, and that other important
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questions remain unanswered: How is the conditioned reinforcement value o f a terminallink stimulus to be defined? How is the interaction between initial and terminal-links to be
represented? To address these questions, we need to consider in detail research that has
applied the generalized matching law to concurrent-chains.

Concurrent-Chains and Generalized Matching

Davison and colleagues have attempted a generalized matching analysis of
concurrent-chains (Alsop & Davison, 1988; Davison, 1983, 1987; Davison & McCarthy,
1988; Wardlaw & Davison, 1974). Noting that differential terminal-link delay to
reinforcement could correspond to differential reinforcement magnitude in cone VIVT
schedules, Davison (1983) suggested that the following version o f the concatenated
generalized matching law might apply for at least some concurrent-chains performances:
/

fl\R

VI

\a 2

JU2R

1BTr = 41V/zi iJ \M 2lJ

(1.3)

where b is a bias term, ju l and jxjr are the mean initial-link intervals between
conditioned reinforcers, JJ-2L and M2R 3X0 the mean terminal-link delays to primary
reinforcement, and a \ and d l are the sensitivities, respectively, to initial-link conditioned
reinforcement and terminal-link primary reinforcement rates. Davison (1983) argued that
since cone V IV I can be viewed as a special case o f concurrent-chains when terminal-link
delay to reinforcement is zero, a model o f concurrent-chains should reduce to the
generalized matching law in the limit as terminal-link delay approaches zero. However,
Davison (1987) noted that Equation 1.3 could not account for the effect of absolute
initial-link length on preference (Fantino, 1969), and suggested that <z2, the sensitivity to
terminal-link reinforcement, might be a decreasing function of the smaller initial-link
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duration instead of a fixed parameter. In that case, one might question the legitimacy o f a
generalized matching law without parameter invariance (Davison & McCarthy, 1988). In
discussing these difficulties Davison concluded, "such considerations seriously
compromise the generalized matching approach to concurrent-chains" (1987, p. 228).
Interaction between terminal-link sensitivity and relative initial to terminal-link length has
also been reported by Duncan and Fantino (1970), MacEwen (1972), and Williams and
Fantino (1978).
Although such context effects on terminal-link sensitivity (a2) remain unexplained
by a straightforward application o f the generalized matching law to concurrent-chains, it
may be that a \, the sensitivity to initial-link reinforcement, is unaffected by context and
hence adequately represented by Equation 1.3. Using a 3-s initial-link changeover delay
(COD) and fixed-duration blackout as the terminal-links, Davison (1983) found that for a
wide range of conditions a 1 was independent o f changes in either relative or absolute
terminal-link delays. Davison (1983) concluded that the use o f an initial-link COD may
have eliminated troublesome interactions and made a generalized matching analysis more
feasible. However, in a replication and extension o f Davison's (1983) study, Alsop and
Davison (1988) reported that a \ increased significantly in a non-parametric trend test as a
function o f shorter initial-link duration. Alsop and Davison (1988), who used variableinterval (VI) terminal-links, concluded that concurrent-chains performance, even with a
COD, was considerably more complex than Davison (1983) originally thought and that a \
might be a function of both initial and terminal-link durations.
Davison noted that constancy o f a \ was "quite at variance" with the "lore" of
concurrent chains: Initial-link sensitivity should increase as initial-link length increases
(1987, p. 236). He presented a re-analysis o f group-mean data from Fantino and Davison
(1983) showing a monotonic increase in a \ as the average initial-link duration increased
(Davison, 1987, Figure 11.2). Terminal-links were constant and equal (V I20 s) across
the conditions analyzed. This result can be questioned on two grounds. First, the increase
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may be an artifact o f using group-mean data. Second, instead of the average initial-link
duration that Davison (1987) used for the x-axis, the reciprocral o f the sum o f reciprocals
o f the initial-link lengths may be more appropriate because it represents the programmed
average time spent, per terminal-link entiy, in the initial-links. The importance o f this
measure is implied by the delay-reduction hypothesis (Fantino, 1969), since it is the
average time from onset o f initial-links to conditioned reinforcement. Also, this measure
is much more sensitive to changes in the shorter initial-link: The average time spent in the
initial-links is never greater than the shorter initial-link. The importance of the shorter
initial-link has been noted by Davison (1983), who suggested that it may affect a2, and
Alsop and Davison (1988), who showed that grouping conditions according to the shorter
initial-link produced data that was well described by a generalized matching model of
concurrent-chains (Equation 1.3).
I have re-analyzed the Fantino and Davison (1983) individual subject data (in logratio form) for the conditions analyzed by Davison (1987), and plotted the initial-link
sensitivities against the average time spent in the initial-links. The results are shown in
Figure 1.2. Although there is individual variation in initial-link sensitivity, which may have
resulted from only two data points being used to obtain each estimate, Figure 1.2 indicates
that, across subjects, there is no consistent monotonic trend. Bird 34, for example,
appears to have an increasing trend and Bird 36 a decreasing one.
In the three largest concurrent-chains data sets, therefore, there is evidence for a
monotonic, increasing trend in a l as the initial-links increased in one study (Alsop &
Davison, 1988), but not in two others (Davison, 1983; Fantino & Davison 1983).
Because of the simplification it affords, I wall make the assumption that a 1 is constant and
unaffected by context. It should be emphasized that this assumption is provisional and
future data may require its revision.
Although the status o f a 1 may be unclear, researchers have more consistently
reported that 02, the sensitivity to terminal-link reinforcement, is affected by procedural
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Figure 1.2. Sensitivity to initial-link reinforcement (al in Equation 1.1) plotted as a
function o f the average time spent, per reinforcement, in the initial-links. Data are from
Fantino and Davison (1983). Four pairs o f initial-links (V I15 s and V I45 s; V I 15 s and
V I 180 s; V I30 s and V I 180 s; V I60 s and V I 180 s) with equal terminal-links (V I20 s)
were arranged. Data were analyzed in log-ratio form. Absence o f a consistent monotonic
trend across subjects suggests there was no interaction between initial-link sensitivity and
relative terminal to initial-link duration.
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context. Specifically, a l appears to decrease as initial-links increase relative to terminallinks and to increase as initial-links decrease relative to terminal-links. Williams and
Fantino (1978) found that, with constant initial-links, preference between two fixedinterval (FI) schedules in constant ratio (2:1) became more extreme as the absolute
terminal-link duration increased. Also using constant initial-links, MacEwen (1972)
reported that preference between two FI schedules in constant ratio (4:1) became more
extreme as absolute terminal-link duration increased, but that preference seemed to reach
an asymptote; that is, preference was a negatively accelerated, monotonic increasing
function o f terminal-link duration. Fantino and Davison (1983) arranged three sets of
equal initial-link conditions, V I 15 s, V I60 s and V I 180 s, and found that preference for
VI terminal-links became less extreme as absolute initial-link length increased, which can
be interpreted as a decrease in a l. Alsop and Davison (1988), however, using a constant
pair of terminal-links (V I6 s and V I 12 s), found no systematic change in a l as a function
o f the shorter initial-link, but noted that their terminal-links may have been too short to
observe the expected decrease in a l.
The finding that preference between two terminal-links becomes less extreme as
absolute initial-link length increases was first reported by Fantino (1969), and led to the
delay-reduction hypothesis, probably the most popular theory o f conditioned
reinforcement: The strength of a stimulus as a conditioned reinforcer depends on the
reduction in delay to reinforcement signalled by the stimulus, relative to the overall
context of delay to reinforcement. As Davison (1987) noted, this result creates
fundamental problems for a parameter-invariant generalized matching analysis of
concurrent-chains.
A generalized matching analysis may still be possible, however, if we can specify
exactly how terminal-link sensitivity changes as a function o f procedural context. If
terminal-link sensitivities can be shown to be a function o f initial or terminal-link
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parameters, the generalized matching law would gain rather than lose in support (Davison,
1987). With this in mind, it may be helpful to examine archival data.
Fantino and Davison (1983) reported a large number o f conditions for which, with
different pairs o f constant initial-links, terminal-links whose durations summed to 60 s
were scheduled. Since Fantino and Davison's (1983) data also have at least nine
conditions per pair o f initial-link schedules, a reliable estimate o f d l can be obtained.
Figure 1.3 shows a re-analysis of their individual subject data. For each subject, a l (the_yaxis in Figure 1.3) was estimated for three groups o f initial-link conditions: equal V I 15 s,
V I60 s and V I 180 s (the x-axis in Figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3 demonstrates that, for all six subjects, a l, the sensitivity to terminal-link
reinforcement rate, was a decreasing monotonic, negatively accelerated function o f initiallink length. Although this rules out a parameter-invariant generalized matching model o f
concurrent-chains, such as Equation 1.3 (Davison, 1983), it implies that a model only
moderately more complex, one that captures the functionally-invariant effects of initial and
terminal-link context on terminal-link sensitivity, may be adequate. Based on the studies
reviewed here, terminal-link sensitivity is a function o f the ratio o f average terminal to
initial-link duration: As terminal-links increase relative to initial-links, d l increases
(Williams & Fantino, 1978; MacEwen, 1972); as terminal-links decrease relative to initiallinks, d l decreases (Fantino, 1969; Fantino & Davison, 1983).
To recapitulate: Davison's (1983) application of the generalized matching law to
concurrent-chains (Equation 1.3) assumed that initial and terminal-link determinants o f
preference were additive and independent, with invariant sensitivity exponents. Whereas
conflicting results exist regarding invariance o f a l (initial-link sensitivity), d l (terminallink sensitivity) is not invariant, but is a function o f the ratio o f average terminal to initiallink durations. So, in what follows we will continue to assume that a l is invariant and that
initial and terminal-link determinants o f preference are additive, as in Equation 1.3; but we
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Figure 1.3. Sensitivity to terminal-link mean delay to reinforcement {dl in Equation 1.1)
plotted as a function of the initial-link length. Data are three sets of conditions, equal VI
15 s, V I60 s, and V I180 s initial-links, from Fantino and Davison (1983). For each
initial-link length nine pairs of terminal-links that summed to 60 s were arranged. For all
six subjects, d l is a monotonic decreasing, negatively accelerated function. Data were
analyzed in choice-proportion form.
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now will assume that the interaction of initial and terminal-links—the extent to which
independence is violated—affects terminal-link sensitivity.

The Contextual Choice Model

Terminal-link sensitivity is a function of the ratio of the average terminal to initiallink durations. A natural way to represent this quantitatively, as an extension of Equation
1.3, is to raise the terminal-link term to an additional exponent: The (generalized) ratio of
the average terminal and initial-link durations. Since the new exponent should also affect
any other terminal-link variables, such as reinforcement magnitude, we have the following
general equation:

(1.4)

where

is the additional exponent, k is a scaling parameter, and the ratio

represents a possible additional variable, such as reinforcement magnitude. 27 is the
average terminal-link duration, including any post-reinforcer blackouts, and 27 is the
average initial-link duration, per reinforcement. The scaling parameter, k, represents how
sensitive the terminal-link sensitivities {al and ai) are to changes in relative initial and
terminal-link duration, and may be necessary because the different terminal-link stimulus
conditions that have been employed in concurrent-chains (e.g., terminal-links as delays in
blackout versus signalled terminal-links) might be unequally affected by temporal context.
Equation 1.4 is the most general form of the "contextual choice model" (CCM).
Terminal-link sensitivities are an increasing function of terminal-link duration and a
decreasing function of initial-link duration, as suggested by Davison and McCarthy (1988,
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p. 214). Because of the laws o f exponents, the effective terminal-link sensitivity to delay
r Tt\*
becomes a l — j . Equation 1.4 can therefore be regarded as a kind o f "recursive"
generalized matching law: Sensitivity exponents are themselves a generalized ratio o f the
procedural context.
It would be preferable for reasons o f parsimony if we could assume the effect o f
context to be consistent across experiments; in other words, to set k = 1. As will be
discussed below, with this restriction Equation 1.4 is still able to predict nearly all data
sets accurately, and changes in the value o f k appear to be related to terminal-link stimulus
conditions. When k = \ and delay to reinforcement is the only attribute varied, Equation
1.4 becomes:

f
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(1.5)

Equation 1.5 predicts that terminal-link sensitivities will approach zero
(indifference) as initial-link length increases relative to terminal-link length, as required by
the delay-reduction hypothesis (Fantino, 1969, 1977). Also, Equation 1.5 predicts that
terminal-link sensitivity will become more extreme as terminal-link length increases
relative to initial-link length, the empirical result reported by MacEwen (1972) and
Williams and Fantino (1978).
In addition, Equation 1.5 has the advantage of reducing to the generalized
matching law in the limit as terminal-link length approaches zero, since when Tt = 0 the
terminal-link ratio equals one. Thus it meets one o f Davison's (1987) criteria for a
candidate model for concurrent-chains. If Equation 1.5 can provide successful
quantitative predictions for concurrent-chains, it may serve to integrate concurrentschedule and concurrent-chains research. Before discussing the fits o f CCM to the data, it
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is worth considering some of the theoretical assumptions o f the model with respect to
conditioned reinforcement and preference scaling.

Theoretical Assumptions

According to CCM, relative responding in the initial-links is controlled by relative
rate o f conditioned reinforcement, as described by the generalized matching law, and
terminal-link value can be concatenated multiplicatively (Baum & Rachlin, 1969; Davison,
1983). CCM retains the traditional assumption (Kelleher & Gollub, 1962;Nevin, 1973)
that the value o f a terminal-link stimulus as a conditioned reinforcer is determined by the
average delay to reinforcement (i.e., rate) in its presence (but see below). The
effectiveness o f differences in conditioned reinforcement value depends on context,
however: When relatively more time is spent in the presence o f terminal-link
discriminative stimuli, differences in conditioned reinforcement value exert more control
over behavior allocation; when relatively less time is spent in the presence o f terminal-link
discriminative stimuli, differences in conditioned reinforcement value exert less control
over behavior allocation. This parallels a result in delayed-reward discrimination learning,
where the effectiveness of immediate conditioned reinforcement increases as the absolute
delay to primary reinforcement increases (Winter & Perkins, 1982).
There is an important distinction in the way in which conditioned reinforcement
value is defined in CCM and in the delay-reduction hypothesis. The delay-reduction
hypothesis states that values of stimuli as conditioned reinforcers are determined by
context (Fantino, 1969, 1977). CCM states that values o f stimuli are determined
independently o f context, but that differential effectiveness of the stimuli is contextdependent. The separation o f value and effectiveness makes sense for concurrent-chains
because context affects variables other than terminal-link delay in a similar way. For
example, several studies have shown that as absolute delay increases, preference becomes
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more sensitive to differences in magnitude o f reinforcement (Ito, 1985; Ito & Asaki, 1982;
Navarick & Fantino, 1976; White & Pipe, 1987). If relative terminal and initial-link
durations are functionally equivalent in their effect on sensitivity to different terminal-link
variables such as delay and magnitude o f reinforcement, then the assumption o f Equation
1.4 —that terminal-link variables combine to determine relative value before being re
scaled by context —is supported. Therefore, CCM assumes that conditioned
reinforcement value and effectiveness o f differences in conditioned reinforcement value are
separately determined.
CCM represents the effect of temporal context through changes in terminal-link
sensitivity. Baum (1974a) suggested that changes in generalized-matching sensitivity
could be related to discriminability. Miller, Saunders and Bourland (1980) supported this
interpretation by demonstrating that when discriminative stimuli for cone V IV I schedules
were made more similar (in terms of line orientation), the sensitivity exponent decreased
substantially. Since decreases in sensitivity have been observed in concurrent-chains
without systematic manipulation o f physical stimulus differences, it is unclear why
spending relatively more (or less) time in the presence o f terminal-link stimuli would affect
discriminability o f the value of the stimuli. An analysis o f reinforcement as situation
transition (Baum, 1973, 1974b) may predict this result, however: As a pigeon spends
relatively more time in the terminal-link situation, it obtains more information about the
situation and hence terminal-link cues should be more effective as discriminative stimuli.
As noted above, Equation 1.5 assumes that the value o f a terminal-link stimulus as
a conditioned reinforcer depends on the rate (i.e., arithmetic-mean delay) o f primary
reinforcement in its presence. Clearly, the preference for variable over fixed schedules
that has been repeatedly demonstrated (Davison, 1969,1972; Hermstein, 1964b; Killeen,
1968; Hursh & Fantino, 1973; Mazur, 1984) contradicts this assumption. However, the
present analysis is restricted to experiments which arranged either two variable (V IV I) or
two fixed (fixed-interval (FI) or fixed-delay (FD)) schedules. When delay-of-
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reinforcement distributions do not differ by a scalar multiple, (e.g., FI versus VI) it will be
necessary to modify Equation 1.5 (Grace, 1993, May)2.
When terminal-links are uncued, that is, when the stimuli during the terminal-links
are the same, it is unclear whether temporal context will have the same effect on initiallink allocation as when the stimuli are different. Temporal context may not have the same
overall effect on preference in cued and uncued procedures since only in the cued case is
the relative time spent in the presence o f exteroceptive terminal-link discriminative stimuli
a function of context. Although some studies which arranged uncued terminal-links have
found that terminal-link sensitivity increases with absolute duration (Williams & Fantino,
1978; and their reanalysis of Chung & Hermstein, 1967), the magnitude o f the context
effect may be different.
Another way to understand the generalization represented by CCM is to consider
the matching law, generalized matching law, and CCM as pure scaling procedures. The
original or strict matching law (Hermstein, 1961) states that measures of behavior and
reinforcement will be equal ("match") in a choice situation, and that behavior and
reinforcement can be measured on interval scales with equal interval sizes and a common
zero point. The generalized matching law states that measures of behavior and
reinforcement will match in a choice situation, and that behavior and reinforcement can be
measured on interval scales with unequal interval sizes (sensitivity exponent) and different
zero points (bias term). CCM states that measures of behavior and reinforcement will
match in a choice situation, that behavior and reinforcement can be measured on interval
scales with different zero points (bias term) and with interval sizes that may depend
systematically on procedural context, and that systematic effects of procedural context on
interval size can be represented through a combination o f independent scaling operations.
CCM therefore generalizes the generalized matching law by specifying how contextrelative terminal to initial-link length—systematically rescales preference.
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Empirical Evaluation of CCM

To assess the adequacy of CCM as a quantitative model o f concurrent-chains,
Equation 1.5 was fitted to every archival concurrent-chains data set meeting the following
criteria: 1) at least four data points available per subject; 2) use of time-based terminallink schedules whose delay distributions differed by a scalar multiple (i.e., FI FI or VIVI);
3) equal terminal-link reinforcer magnitudes; and 4) obtained preference measures with a
range of at least 12.5%. The data sets included independent and non-independent (Stubbs
& Pliskoff, 1969) initial-links, changeover (and no changeover) delays in the initial-links,
response-dependent and response-independent terminal-links, FI versus FI and VI versus
VI terminal-links, uncued delays in blackout terminal-links (Chung & Hermstein, 1967;
Davison, 1983; Gentry & Marr, 1980), constant duration terminal-links (Davison, 1988;
Omino & Ito, 1993). Tandem schedules were not included (Schneider, 1972; Leung &
Winton, 1985), and neither were probabilistically reinforced terminal-links (Spetch &
Dunn, 1987). Average initial-link duration was calculated as the reciprocal of the sum of
the reciprocals of the initial-link intervals between reinforcers. Average terminal-link
duration was calculated as a weighted average in studies where terminal-link entries were
reported, otherwise as a simple average o f terminal-link durations. Zero second initial and
terminal-link delays were taken as one second (Davison, 1983). In total, 92 data sets from
19 published studies were fitted to Equation 1.5. Relative choice proportions rather than
log ratios were used, as is usual with concurrent-chains (Davison, 1987; Fantino &
Davison, 1983). Parameter values were determined through a non-linear optimization
procedure (Microsoft Excel 4.0 Solver; Microsoft, Inc., 1992). To assess the model,
obtained choice proportions were related to predicted choice proportions calculated using
fitted values of b, a l and a2. The context scaling parameter, k, was fitted for nine data
sets, as will be discussed below.
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Table 1.1
A comparison o f concurrent-chains models: percentage o f variance accounted for (VAC)
when fitted to 10 archival data sets. Fits for Davison and Temple (1973; "D&T"), Killeen
(1982; "K") and Squires and Fantino (1971; "S&F") models are those reported in the
review by Davison (1987). These fits were to group mean data. VAC reported for CCM
(Equation 1.5) are averaged across individual-subject data sets, except for Davison (1976)
and Wardlaw and Davison (1974) where only group means were reported.

Data Set_________________ D&T________K__________ S±F_________CCM
Fantino, 1969
Duncan & Fantino, 1970
Squires & Fantino, 1971
MacEwen, 1972
Davison & Temple, 1973
Wardlaw & Davison, 1974
Davison, 1976
Gentry & Marr, 1980
Fantino & Davison, 1983
Davison, 1983

7
76
53
0
95
91
78
0
77
74

2
90
56
0
98
85
65
0
65
47

95
64
56
0
87
70
31
0
82
59

99
98
86
92
92
94
98
78
92
82

Average VAC

55

51

54

91
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Table 1.2
Summary of estimated parameters, variance accounted for, and obtained versus predicted regression
statistics when CCM (Equation 1.5) was fitted to each data set. All estimated parameters and regression
statistics are averaged across individual data sets, n = number of data points in set. b, a l, a2, and k are
parameters estimated for CCM. m = slope, b' = intercept, SDm = standard deviation of slope, SDb' =
standard deviation of intercept, and SDy = standard error of prediction, are statistics for regression
performed on the obtained versus predicted data points. Sparams is the number of parameters estimated.
See text for further explanation.
n

b

al

al

k

VAC

m

b' SDm SDb'SDy nparai

Alsop & Davison 1988

26 1.68 0.82 0.19

Chung & Hermstein 1967

10 1.41

1 2.85 0.84 0.91

Duncan & Fantino 1970

6

1.03

1 5.40

1 0.98

1.00 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.07

2

Dunn & Fantino 1982

6

1.08

1 1.81

1 1.00

1.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.03

2

Davison & Temple 1973

26 1.02 1.94 2.05

1 0.92

1.01 -0.01 0.08 0.04 0.08

3

Davison 1976

20 1.51 0.41 3.05

1 0.97

0.99 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.05

3

Davison 1983

61 1.12 0.68 1.18 0.42 0.82

0.99 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.10

3*

Davison 1988

24 1.12

1 0.55 0.86 0.92

0.94 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.09

2*

Fantino 1969

4 0.93

1 1.24

1 0.99

1.00 -0.01 0.06 0.03 0.04

2

Fantino & Davison 1983

56 0.92 0.19 1.11

1 0.92

0.95 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.08

3

Fantino & Royalty 1987

7

1 0.81

1.00 0.01 0.22 0.16 0.08

2

Gentry & Marr 1980

10 1.11

1 0.84 0.57 0.75

0.95 0.02 0.22 0.12 0.08

2*

Killeen 1970

4 0.83

1 4.35

1 0.99

0.96 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.04

2

MacEwen 1972

8

1.60

1 3.27

1 0.92

0.94 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.02

2

Omino & Ito 1993

5

1.03

1 0.94

1 0.95

1.00 0 0.14 0.07 0.05

2

Preston & Fantino 1991

9 2.22 0.77 0.20

1 0.75

0.99 0.01 0.25 0.18 0.07

3

Squires & Fantino 1971

9 0.88 0.45

1 0.86

1.01 0 0.20 0.10 0.07

2

Wardlaw & Davison 1974

20 1.36

1 3.91

1 0.94

0.97 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.07

2

Williams & Fantino 1978

12 1.43

1 3.82

1 0.91

0.99 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.09

2

Average VAC across all studies:

1.49

1 0.86

1

1 0.91

0.99 0 0.06 0.04 0.08
1

0 0.11 0.06 0.06

3
2*

0.905

* For five data sets in Davison (1983), two in Gentry and Marr (1980), and one each in Chung and
Hermstein (1967) and Davison (1988), k was allowed to vary as well.
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Table 1.1 compares the variance accounted for by predictions from CCM
(Equations 1.4 and 1.5) with the variance accounted for by the three models fitted to the
data from 10 studies in the review by Davison (1987). From Table 1.1 it is clear that
CCM was more successful in this regard than the other models. It should be noted, in
fairness, that CCM should be expected to account for more variance because it contains
more free parameters.
Table 1.2 lists the average estimated parameter values, variance accounted for, and
obtained versus predicted regression statistics, for CCM in each o f the 19 studies. A table
of individual-subject parameter estimates for all 92 data sets is available from the author.
Column 1 in Table 1.2 lists the number of data points per subject for each study. Columns
2 through 5 list average estimated parameter values. Column 6 gives the average
proportion of variance accounted for by the model. Columns 7 through 11 list average
parameters o f regressions performed on the obtained versus predicted data. Accurate
prediction is indicated by a slope (Column 7) near or equal to one, an intercept (Column
8) near or equal to zero, and small standard errors of slope (Column 9), intercept (Column
10) and prediction (Column 11).
Averaged across all studies, CCM accounted for 90% o f the variance, significantly
more than the roughly 55% accounted for by the other models. While accounting for a
large percent o f variance is desirable, it is also important, as Davison (1987) noted, that
regressions performed on the obtained versus predicted data points indicate little
systematic deviation. Davison (1987) suggested two regression criteria for an adequate
quantitative fit to a data set: The slope and intercept estimates should differ from 1.0 and
0.0 (perfect prediction) by less than two standard deviations, and the standard error of
prediction (SEy) should be 0.10 or less. All but 3 o f the 92 fits to the individual-subject
data sets met these criteria.
Davison (1987) added an additional criterion, that the slope be accurately
estimated, defined as a standard deviation o f one-tenth or less o f the parameter estimate.
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The fits were less successful in this regard, with 39 data sets not meeting tins criterion.
However, this criterion may be affected by the number o f data points. Of the the 60 sets
with 12 or fewer data points, 37 had slope standard deviations greater than one-tenth the
slope estimate, whereas for the 32 sets with more than 12 data points, only 2 had slope
standard deviations greater than one-tenth the slope estimate. This was significant on a
chi-square,

~ 15.12,/? < .001. Hence, requiring the standard deviation of the slope

estimate to be less than one-tenth the slope estimate may be inappropriate for smaller data
sets.
It was noted previously that the effect o f temporal context may depend on stimulus
conditions—cued versus uncued terminal-links. To investigate this hypothesis, the
following procedure was used for fitting k, the context scaling parameter. First, Equation
1.4 (with k = 1) was fitted to each data set. Eighty-one o f the ninety-two fits satisfied
Davison's (1987) regression criteria (except requiring the slope standard deviation to be
less than one-tenth the slope). For the remaining 11 data sets, a value of k was estimated.
If the fit now met the regression criteria, or a significantly greater proportion o f variance
was accounted for, then k was set at the estimated value; otherwise k was set equal to one.
With this procedure, estimated values o f k were used for 9 o f the 92 data sets:
two in Gentry and Marr (1980), five in Davison (1983), and one each in Chung and
Hermstein (1967) and Davison (1988). For these data sets, the estimate of k was always
less than one, and in two cases a value o f zero was obtained, indicating no effect of
context. These studies, however—with the exception of Davison (1988), who noted (p.
226) that Bird 33's performances were anomalous—were the only 3 out of 19 analyzed to
arrange exclusively uncued terminal-links. The effect of context on cued and uncued
terminal-link sensitivity may not be equivalent because, for uncued terminal-links, relative
time spent in the presence o f exteroceptive terminal-link discriminative stimuli does not
depend on context. The fact that the three studies which used uncued terminal-links
exclusively required different values of k from the cued terminal-links studies is evidence
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that the effect o f temporal context in concurrent-chains is mediated by terminal-link
stimulus conditions. It is unclear, however, why every data set in these studies did not
require values o f k less than one.
As an example of how context effects on terminal-link sensitivity are represented in
CCM, Figure 1.4 shows a re-analysis o f data for Bird 31 from Fantino and Davison
(1983). For each of three pairs o f equal initial-links, V I 15 s, V I60 s, and V I 180 s, nine
pairs of terminal-links whose duration summed to 60 s were arranged. First, Equation 1.3
(i.e., no effect of temporal context) was fitted individually to each group o f nine
conditions. The three values estimated for d l are plotted as points in Figure 1.4. Then,
Equation 1.5 (including context) was fitted to all 27 conditions as a single group, and a
value of a2 was estimated (with k = 1).
Tt
The solid line in Figure 1.4 shows the effective terminal-link sensitivity, a 2 — ,
Ti
produced by the estimated value o f d l for Bird 31, as initial-link duration increased.
Figure 1.4 illustrates how CCM (Equation 1.5) has replaced the parameter invariance of
the original generalized matching law with a functional invariance: Terminal-link
sensitivity is no longer constant, but a specified function o f procedural context.
Nevin (1984) rightly noted that parameter invariance is a desirable, though not
easily attainable, property of a quantitative model. Determination of parameter invariance
poses a special difficulty for CCM, however. The problem is that because the curve-fitting
procedure is non-linear, in some cases multiple sets o f parameter values can be found that
minimize error variance. How, then, do we choose between two parameter sets for a data
fit, one which minimizes error and another whose values are more consistent with other
data sets? This issue has rarely arisen in the quantitative analysis o f behavior because
models have usually employed linear regression, which gives a unique solution (although
the difficulties posed by estimating parameters for Hermstein's (1970) hyperbola have
been much discussed (cf. Davison & McCarthy, 1988)). An attainable initial goal,
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Figure 1.4. This figure illustrates how context effects on terminal-link sensitivity (a2) are
represented in CCM (Equation 1.5). Data points are values o f a2 for Bird 31 for three
groups of equal initial-link conditions from Fantino and Davison (1983), estimated for a
parameter-invariant generalized matching model (Equation 1.1). The solid line shows the
"effective d l" produced when CCM (Equation 1.5) was fit to the same data. The
parameter invariance (fixed d l) o f the original generalized matching law is replaced by a
functional invariance (d l a monotonic decreasing, negatively accelerated function of
context) in CCM.
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however, is identification o f a quantitative model that captures the functional invariances
of concurrent-chains behavior; parameter invariance across studies must be addressed after
functional invariance has been adequately modeled. Its success in predicting results across
a wide range o f studies is strong evidence for CCM (Equation 1.5) modeling the
functional invariances of concurrent-chains.
Another difficulty in estimating parameters for CCM arose in some studies where
not all independent variables represented in the model were manipulated. In this case the
parameters o f the model were not independent in their effect on the dependent variable.
For example, Alsop and Davison (1988) arranged a constant pair o f terminal-links, V I 6 s
(left) and V I 12 s (right). Sensitivity to terminal-link reinforcement (a l) and bias (b) were
not independent, because increasing a2 could be compensated for by a decrease in b. In
some data sets, this resulted in combinations of extreme parameter values accounting for
asymptotically smaller increments of variance (e.g., a b o f nearly zero and an d l o f more
than 50). However, in these instances virtually the same percentage of variance was
accounted for by parameter values more in accord with the other data sets, and these
values were chosen.
The fits exhibit more parameter variability than is usually obtained with the
generalized matching law (Baum, 1979), although not more than obtained when fitting
Hermstein's hyperbola (de Villiers & Hermstein, 1976). In particular, terminal-link
sensitivity (d l) was the most variable parameter, ranging from 0.19 to 5.40 across the
studies, with an average o f 2.09. Fitted values o f a2 appear to be a function o f the type of
terminal-link schedules arranged, however. In the 12 studies that arranged fixed (e.g., FI
versus FI) terminal-links, average d l was 2.68; in the 7 studies that arranged variable
(e.g., VI versus VI) terminal-links, average d l was 0.90. This confirms the finding that
preference between fixed delays to reinforcement frequently results in overmatching
(Killeen, 1970; Williams & Fantino, 1978), whereas preference between variable delays
results in undermatching. Similarly, Duncan and Fantino (1970) argued that terminal-link
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sensitivity was a function o f the shortest delay interval comprising either schedule.
Although a popular theory o f temporal discrimination (Scalar Expectancy Theory; Gibbon,
Church, Fairhurst, & Kacelnik, 1988) is able to explain this result-through postulating
representations in memory-it is unclear in terms o f CCM why sensitivity to relative
terminal-link reinforcement rate should vary as a function of the distributions of delays
comprising the terminal-links.
To summarize: The good fits in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 indicate that CCM provides an
adequate quantitative description o f a wide range o f concurrent-chains data. That CCM
accurately predicts results across a wide range of experiments, with different independent
variable manipulations and procedural variations, is strong evidence for its representing
the essential determinants o f preference in the concurrent-chains procedure. The model's
aggregate performance, in terms o f variance accounted for, is on a par with the
generalized matching law description of cone V IV I (Baum, 1979). That CCM reduces to
the generalized matching law when terminal-link delays are zero allows for cone V IV I
and concurrent-chains to be described by a single integrative quantitative model.

CCM and Belay-Reduction Theory

One motivation for CCM was to represent the "lore" of concurrent-chains
quantitatively within the generalized matching framework. Much o f the lore of
concurrent-chains stems from the intuitively plausible predictions o f the delay-reduction
hypothesis: Preference for an alternative is determined by the reduction in delay to
reinforcement signalled by that alternative, in terms o f the overall context o f delay of
reinforcement (Fantino, 1969,1977, 1981; Squires & Fantino, 1971; see also Fantino &
Davison, 1983). The delay-reduction hypothesis was the first attempt to incorporate the
effect o f procedural context on preference in concurrent-chains. Delay-reduction's
intuitive plausibility is reflected by its being the most popular and widely-cited theory of
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conditioned reinforcement (see Fantino, Preston and Dunn, 1993, for a review), and by its
extension to other areas such as foraging (Abarca & Fantino, 1982), self-control
(Navarick & Fantino, 1976), observing responses (Case & Fantino, 1981), the serialposition effect in short-term memory (Wixted, 1989), and three-alternative choice
(Fantino & Dunn, 1983). I will consider the relationship between CCM and the delayreduction hypothesis with respect to three issues: 1) Choice as a function o f the length of
the initial-link preceding the longer terminal-link (Preston & Fantino, 1991); 2) Operant
simulations of foraging (Fantino & Abarca, 1985); and 3) Effect o f post-reinforcer
blackouts. In each case CCM performs as well or better than the delay-reduction model.

Choice as a bitonic function

CCM represents the qualitative predictions o f delay-reduction through the double
sensitivity exponent, which enables preference to become less sensitive to terminal-link
differences as initial-links increase relative to terminal-links, and more sensitive to
terminal-link differences as initial-links decrease relative to terminal-links. In a recent
article, Preston and Fantino (1991) compared the predictions made by three models,
delay-reduction (Squires & Fantino, 1971), melioration (Vaughan, 1985) and incentive
theory (Killeen, 1982), of preference as a function o f the length o f the initial-link leading
to the longer of two terminal-links. Consistent with the predictions o f delay-reduction,
but not melioration or incentive theory as currently formulated, Preston and Fantino
(1991) reported that pigeons' preference for the shorter terminal-link was a bitonic (not
monotonic) function o f the initial-link leading to the longer terminal-link. After Preston
and Fantino's Figure 4 (1991, p. 161), Figure 1.5 shows preference for the shorter (V I10
s) terminal-link as a function of the initial-link preceding the longer (V I20 s) terminal-link,
as predicted by CCM (Equation 1.5). (The initial-link preceding the shorter terminal-link
was V I60 s. Representative parameter values were chosen: b = 1, a \ = .80, a2 = 1).
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Figure 1.5. Preference for shorter terminal-link (V I10 s) plotted as a function of the
initial-link preceding the longer terminal-link (V I20 s), predicted by CCM (Equation 1.5).
Parameter values were set as follows: b = l , a l - 0.80, d l = 1. The initial-link preceding
the V I 10 s terminal link was V I60 s. Figure 1-5 demonstrates that preference for the VI
10 s was a bitonic, not monotonic, function o f the initial-link preceding the longer
terminal-link, as reported by Preston and Fantino (1991). Figure 1.5 indicates that CCM
makes a similar qualitative prediction to the delay-reduction hypothesis when the initiallink leading to the longer terminal-link is varied.
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Figure 1.5 shows that preference for the shorter terminal-link predicted by CCM is also a
bitonic function of the length of the initial-link preceding the longer terminal-link,
consistent with the qualitative prediction of the delay-reduction hypothesis (Preston &
Fantino, 1991).

Operant simulations o f foraging

The delay-reduction hypothesis has been applied to operant simulations of foraging
using a procedure similar to concurrent-chains (Abarca & Fantino, 1982; Fantino &
Abarca, 1985). In the successive-encountersprocedure, introduced by Lea (1979), a
search phase (similar to initial-links) terminates in a prey-encounter or choice phase where
the subject can either accept or reject the "prey", which is typically a short or long delay to
reinforcement (similar to terminal-links). Abarca and Fantino (1982) and Lea (1979)
found that as the choice phase increased in length, the probability of accepting the long
delay increased. However, probability increased gradually, not in a step function as
predicted by both delay-reduction and optimal foraging theoiy (Fantino & Abarca, 1985).
When adapted to the successive-encounters procedure, CCM predicts a gradual
increase in probability of accepting the long delay. To demonstrate this, the model will be
applied to group-mean data from Abarca and Fantino (1982), Experiment 1. Assume that
the relative probability of accepting the long delay equals the relative value of the long
delay choice stimulus as a conditioned reinforcer. Relative value is calculated as a power
function of the ratio of handling times (i.e., terminal-link delays), and temporal context
(average handling time divided by search time) modulates sensitivity as in Equation 1.5.
We have the following equation for the relative value of the long and short delays:

( 1.6)
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where VL and Vs are the values, p(L) and p(S) are the probabilities o f accepting, and H i
and Hs are the handling times, respectively, for the long and short delay choices. Th is the
average time spent in the handling phase (terminal-links) and Ts the average time spent in
the search phase (initial-links). Note that p(S) = 1, because the short delay was accepted
100% of the time (Abarca & Fantino, 1982, p. 120). Equation 1.6, containing one
parameter (a2), was fitted to the group-mean data from four search phase conditions from
Abarca and Fantino (1982). The results are shown in Figure 1.6.
With ct2 = 0.29, the model accounted for 92% o f the variance in Abarca and
Fantino's (1982) data. The smooth curve in Figure 1.6 shows the predictions o f CCM as
adapted to the successive-encounters procedure, and demonstrates that, unlike delayreduction and optimal foraging theory, CCM predicts a gradual increase in the probability
of accepting the less-valuable item as search time increases. CCMs success in predicting
Abarca and Fantino's (1982) data indicates that the effect o f temporal context in the
successive-encounters procedure—the ratio of average handling to search time—may be
similar to the effect of context in concurrent-chains. In that case, CCM could prove a
useful quantitative model for operant foraging simulations.

Post-reinforcer blackouts

There is another instance in which CCM and the delay-reduction hypothesis make
different predictions. If total terminal-link duration is kept constant while two delays to
reinforcement in constant ratio are varied, CCM predicts no increase in preference for the
shorter delay as the absolute delay duration increases, whereas delay-reduction predicts
preference for the shorter delay will increase as absolute delay duration increases. Post-
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Figure 1.6. Probability of accepting the long delay to reinforcement as a function of
increasing choice phase length, as predicted by CCM as adapted to an operant simulation
of foraging, the successive encounters procedure (see Equation 1.6). Data are averages of
four birds from Abarca and Fantino (1982). Unlike delay-reduction and optimal foraging
theory, CCM predicts a gradual increase in the probability of accepting the less-valued
prey item as search time increases.
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reinforcer blackouts have no effect, according to delay-reduction, because the critical
measure is the reduction in delay signalled by the terminal-link stimulus relative to the
average delay from the onset of the initial-links. Since differential blackouts are associated
with terminal-link stimuli, their value is included in Tt. If total terminal-link (and initiallink) duration is constant across conditions, CCM predicts there will be no context effect.
Omino and Ito (1993) reported data relevant to this question. For one group of
pigeons total terminal-link duration was 30 s, and delays of 4 s versus 8 s, and 8 s versus
16 s were arranged, for both FI and FD schedules. For a second group, terminal-link
duration was 40 s, and delays of 8 s versus 16 s, and 16 s versus 32 s, also for both FI and
FD schedules, were arranged. Pigeons showed no systematic increase in preference for
the shorter delay as absolute delay increased, for either FI or FD schedules. For the first
group (30 s terminal-link duration), obtained preferences for the shorter delay averaged
across three birds were: FD 4 s versus 8 s: 64%, FD 8 s versus 16 s: 62%, FI 4 s versus
8 s: 64%, FI 8 s versus FI 16 s: 64%. For the second group (40 s terminal-link
duration), obtained preferences for the shorter delay averaged across three birds were: FD
8 s versus 16 s: 60%, FD 16 s versus 32 s: 58%, FI 8 s versus 16 s: 76%, FI 16 s versus
32 s: 75%. Thus, preferences were approximately equal for delays in constant ratio as
absolute delay duration increased with total terminal-link duration controlled, as predicted
by CCM but not the delay-reduction hypothesis. This result may have been influenced by
the terminal-link stimulus conditions arranged by Omino and Ito (1993), however. For the
FD conditions terminal-links were non-differentially signalled delays in blackout, whereas
for the FI conditions the stimulus for a terminal-link was that the other key was
extinguished (not a change in color on the terminal-link key).
Therefore, even though there are some areas in which the models make different
predictions, CCM can account for the same qualitative effects as the delay-reduction
hypothesis, and with the additional advantage of accurate quantitative prediction across a
wide range of schedules and procedural variations.
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For the Future

CCM is based on the assumption that the ratio of the average terminal-link to
initial-link durations, T tjT i, is the crucial contextual variable in concurrent-chains. It
must be stressed that other formulations might be as successful empirically~in fact, any
monotonic decreasing, negatively accelerated function that would fit the data o f Figure 1.3
might work as well as Equation 1.5. As the article was being prepared, many alternative
models were fitted to the same data and some were just as successful. Equation 1.5 was
chosen on the basis o f parsimony; however, if more comprehensive parametric data are
collected, a more complicated equation may be necessary. For this analysis, the dependent
variable is no longer preference, but the terminal-link sensitivities themselves. A multiplecomponent concurrent-chains procedure (e.g., Cerutti & Catania, 1986; Safar, 1982;
White & Pipe, 1987) may be appropriate for data collection o f this type, if the experiments
are to be completed within a manageable time-frame.
According to CCM, the ratio TtjTi is a higher-order independent variable, and as
such its control over behavior needs to be explicitly tested. This research might proceed
in at least two directions. First, parametric experiments on the order o f Fantino and
Davison (1983), with conditions tailored to examine different terminal to initial-link
duration ratios, could be conducted. Alternatively, given that the ratio TtjTi determines
context effects on preference, experiments could test predictions which follow from this
assumption. For example, preference should be unchanged when both initial and terminallinks increase but their ratio is held constant. Also, manipulating average initial and
terminal-link duration should be functionally equivalent: Increasing Tt by a factor o f two
should have the same effect as decreasing Ti by a factor o f two, and vice versa.
Experiments of this sort could indicate whether TtjTi determines context effects in
concurrent-chains, or whether a more complex relation is needed.
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CCM makes a specific recommendation about how concurrent-chains can be
optimized as a preference scaling procedure. Average initial and terminal-link durations
should be kept constant across conditions. In that case, the relation between terminal-link
independent variables and initial-link responding should be uncontaminated by context
effects. Whereas some (e.g., Gentry & Marr, 1980) have attempted to increase control in
concurrent-chains through arranging post-reinforcer blackouts to equalize terminal-link
reinforcement rates, it may be more effective to control average terminal and initial-link
duration across conditions.
Since CCM is based on the matching law (Equation 1.2), it allows for natural
incorporation o f additional terminal-link variables such as magnitude o f reinforcement.
Although studies which have varied magnitude o f reinforcement were not considered here,
the effect of context on sensitivity to magnitude appears to be equivalent to that on
sensitivity to delay (Ito, 1985; Navarick & Fantino, 1976; White & Pipe, 1987). Another
variable which has been manipulated in concurrent-chains is probability of reinforcement
(Spetch & Dunn, 1987), and it may be possible to incorporate this as well.
Concurrent-chains is an extremely rich experimental procedure~it allows for the
manipulation o f many different reinforcement and stimulus parameters. A generalization
of the generalized matching law incorporating context effects on terminal-link sensitivity
was proposed. The empirical success o f the contextual choice model (CCM) shows that
the matching law remains a viable framework for the quantitative analysis of concurrentchains. Since the model reduces to the generalized matching law when terminal-link
duration is zero, it serves to integrate behavior allocation in concurrent schedules and
concurrent-chains. Future research should explore the generality o f the model's
assumptions, and the extent to which additional variables, such as magnitude and
probability o f reinforcement, can be incorporated while maintaining accurate quantitative
prediction.
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Postscript to Chapter I3

Chapter I was written over two and one-half years ago, before I had conducted
any o f the empirical research reported in this dissertation. If I were to rewrite the chapter
today, I would do it somewhat differently (of course), but I believe that its major
conclusions hold up quite well in the context o f the later research. Here I will give some
background on how the model described in the chapter evolved, and what some o f the
changes would be if I were to rewrite it.
What is often obscured in a published journal article is the actual steps by which
the research progressed. I had become interested in concurrent-chains models after
reading Davison’s (1987) quantitative review, which concluded that no existing model
accounted very well for concurrent-chains data. It seemed to me that previous models had
erred either in being too theoretical (Killeen, 1982), or in being based on a limited number
o f studies (Squires & Fantino, 1971). But Davison’s (1983) proposal that a concurrentchains model be based on the generalized matching law seemed reasonable, and I thought
that I could find such a model simply by trial-and-error, given the ease with which it is
possible to perform curve-fitting in software spreadsheet packages such as Microsoft
Excel. My starting point was what Davison (1987) termed the “lore” o f concurrent
chains: As initial links increase relative to terminal links, sensitivity to the terminal-link
entry ratio (<2;) increases and sensitivity to the terminal-link reinforcement rate ratio (a2)
decreases. I realized early on that raising the generalized matching ratios to an additional
exponent could be an effective strategy for quantifying temporal context. I struggled for
over a month trying to translate Davison’s “lore” into an equation that would simplify to
the generalized matching law as terminal-link duration approached zero, and would
account for a high proportion of the variance in the data. Although I finally found
something that seemed to work reasonably well, unfortunately the context exponent
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turned out to be very complicated. But much to my surprise, I found that the model did
an even better job describing the data if aj was assumed to be constant. There was still a
complicated expression for temporal context, but as I tested simpler expressions, I found
eventually that TtlTi worked as well as any o f the more complicated ones, and therefore
chose that on the basis of parsimony. So I had my model.
When I was writing the paper, I felt I had to justify the assumption that aj was
constant and unaffected by context. So I devoted a signifcant amount o f attention to a
reanalysis of data from Fantino and Davison (1983), showing that a small trend Davison
(1987) had found in the group data did not characterize the individual data. In retrospect,
I think this could have been significantly shortened or even omitted. I could simply have
noted that there were some data which apparently indicated that initial-link sensitivity
changed under some circumstances, but that these changes were small in comparison with
the changes in terminal-link sensitivity. The real focus o f the paper is context effects on
terminal-link sensitivity.
My preferred notation for the model has changed. Instead o f jun and H2t, i.e., the
mean delays to reinforcers in the initial and terminal links, I think that R l and DL are more
easily understood, and this is how the model is written in Chapter III and beyond. R l is
the rate o f conditioned reinforcement provided by the left initial-link schedule, and makes
the connection with the generalized matching law more apparent. DL is more traditional
usage for mean delay to reinforcement.
I never intended CCM to be another theory o f concurrent chains, only the most
economical quantitative description, a la Ernst Mach, o f the data. The first draft that was
submitted for publication said, in essence, “Here’s a generalization o f the generalized
matching law that describes all the concurrent-chains data. Period.” The associate editor
felt that really wasn’t sufficient, and encouraged me to try to give some theoretical
meaning to the model. The result was the “Theoretical Assumptions” section. In
retrospect, this was excellent advice, because in thinking about what the equation might
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mean I realized that its most important implication was that effects on choice o f context
and terminal-link value were separate. At the time, I did not realize that this paralleled the
learning-performance distinction in Pavlovian conditioning, or that the simpler scale of
value that resulted could be construed as salvaging Weber’s Law for concurrent chains. I
have addressed both of these implications in later chapters, but if I were rewriting Chapter
I they would be emphasized. Also, I would have used the generalized definition o f value
that is presented in Chapter IE, because it allows data on preference for variability to be
handled by the model, and demonstrated that delay-reduction theory predicts the same
ratio invariance as CCM.
The sections on foraging and the effect o f postreinforcer blackouts may seem out
o f place, given that later chapters do not follow them up. I have conducted an experiment
that suggests that postreinforcer delays do attenuate the terminal-link effect, as predicted
by CCM, but it is not included here. The material on foraging was included because o f a
reviewer’s comment.
Although there were implications o f the model that were not apparent to me when
Chapter I was written, I believe that this is further validation of my basic approach. I
wanted to show that a quantitative model for concurrent chains could be developed by
looking closely at the data, with a minimum o f theoretical assumptions. If theoretical
implications, such as the separation o f value and context, are realized later and result in
predictions that can be tested and confirmed (e.g., Chapter IV), then that demonstrates the
utility o f trying to find the most economical quantitative description o f the data.
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Endnotes to Chapter I
^ th o u g h it has been more common to write Equation 1.1 in terms o f rate rather than
time, I will express this and all subsequent equations in terms o f time-average interval
between reinforcers for initial-links and average delay to reinforcement for terminal-links
This is a matter of notation for concurrent schedules since the average interval between
reinforcers is the reciprocal of rate. For concurrent-chains, terminal-link delay and rate of
reinforcement can be manipulated separately, and delay seems to be the more potent
controlling variable (Davison, 1988; Davison & Smith, 1986; Mazur, Snyderman & Coe,
1985).
2Grace, R. C. (1993, May). Models for choice between fixed and variable delays. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society for the Quantitative Analysis o f Behavior,
Chicago, May 1993.
3Because Chapters One and Two had already been published at the time this dissertation
was submitted, postscripts are included in which the author comments on these chapters
from the vantage point of having completed all of the research in the dissertation.
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CHAPTER n

INDEPENDENCE OF REINFORCEMENT DELAY AND MAGNITUDE IN
CONCURRENT CHAINS

Introduction

There are two major goals of the experiment described in this chapter. The first is
the development o f a multiple-component concurrent-chains procedure, in which pigeons
are exposed to three different concurrent chains in the same session. This procedure
yields data relatively rapidly compared with traditional single-component procedures,
which is a benefit for evaluating complex models like CCM. The second goal was to test
whether evidence for a same-different interaction in multidimensional choice could be
obtained with pigeons, analogous to results in the human decision-making literature
(Tversky, 1969). If obtained, such an interaction would be an important boundary
condition for choice models based on the matching law. Specifically, it was hypothesized
that sensitivity to terminal-link delay of reinforcement might be greater when the
reinforcement magnitudes were equal than when they were unequal. Although initial
results indicated there was an interaction, when data were analyzed with CCM using
obtained time spent responding in the initial links, the interaction vanished. This supports
the assumption o f the matching law that different dimensions of reinforcement value, such
as delay and magnitude, should have additive and independent effects on choice.
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Abstract

A three-component concurrent-chains procedure was used to investigate
preference between terminal-link schedules that differed in delay and magnitude o f
reinforcement. Response and time-allocation data were well-described by a generalizedmatching model. Sensitivity to delay appeared to be lower when reinforcement
magnitudes were unequal than when they were equal, but when obtained rather than
programmed time spent responding in the initial links was used in the model the difference
vanished. The results support independence o f delay and magnitude as separate
dimensions o f reinforcement value, as required by the matching law, and the assumption o f
the contextual choice model (Grace, 1994) that sensitivities to delay and magnitude are
affected similarly by temporal context. Although there was statistical evidence for
interaction between successive components, the effects were small and transient. The
multiple-component concurrent-chains procedure should prove useful in future research
on multidimensional preference, although it may be necessary to control obtained initiallink time more precisely.
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Perhaps the most significant extension o f the matching law —with the possible
exception o f Hermstein’s (1970) quantitative law o f effect -- is Baum and Rachlin’s
(1969) suggestion that different independent variables could be combined to form an
intervening variable o f reinforcement value:
B ^ _ R l_

M

1/D l

Vl

B r ~ R r ' M r ' 1/Dr ~ V r '

(

As applied to concurrent schedules, BL and BR represent behavior maintained by left and
right schedules, and can be measured as number o f responses or time allocated. Baum and
Rachlin’s matching law states that the ratio of behavior equals the ratio of value received
from the schedules, VJVR. In turn, value is defined as the multiplicative combination of
three independent variables —reinforcement rate (R), magnitude (M), and immediacy
(1ID, the reciprocal o f delay). Equation 2.1 is the matching law made multidimensional,
as it specifies how independent dimensions o f reinforcement combine to determine
preference. Anticipating developments such as the generalized matching law (Baum,
1974a) in which ratios in Equation 2.1 are transformed by power functions, Killeen (1972)
noted that when arbitrary functional transformations are permitted for the independent
variables, the theoretical content of the matching law is simply that an additive utility
model (Tversky, 1969) is the best mathematical description of choice. The cardinal
assumption o f the additive model is that different variables, such as delay and magnitude
o f reinforcement, do not interact.
Davison and McCarthy (1988) noted that a complete test o f Equation 2.1, with
five different levels of each independent variable, required 125 experimental conditions. It
is not surprising, then, that a two-dimensional paradigm has been more popular: choice
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between alternatives that differ in delay and magnitude, commonly referred to as the study
o f “self-control”. When a subject chooses between a larger, delayed reinforcer and a
smaller, more immediate reinforcer, it is said to demonstrate self-control if the larger
reinforcer is chosen. Conversely, a subject shows “impulsiveness” if the smaller,
immediate reinforcer is chosen (see Logue, 1988, for review).
Early research successfully tested the prediction o f Equation 2.1 that if the
difference in delays to a small and large reinforcer remained constant while absolute delay
varied, subjects would prefer the smaller, immediate reinforcer at short delay durations but
reverse their preference and choose the larger, delayed reinforcer at greater absolute
durations (Rachlin & Green, 1972; Ainslie, 1974). This is a qualitative prediction that has
been repeatedly confirmed (Ainslie & Hermstein, 1981; Green, Fisher, Perlow & Sherman,
1981; White & Pipe, 1987). Other research on self-control has been more quantitative,
attempting to find the optimal mathematical description o f choice between alternatives
differing in amount and delay (Green & Snyderman, 1980; Ito & Asaki, 1982; Snyderman,
1983). Logue, Rodriguez, Pena-Correal and Mauro (1984) suggested that an extension of
the generalized matching law could accurately describe most o f the data from these
studies:

(2 .2)

In Equation 2.2 (which is a different but equivalent form to that used by Logue et al.),
and /Jr are the average delays to reinforcement, and M L and M R the reinforcement
magnitudes for the left and right alternatives. There are three parameters: bias, b, which
represents a proportional preference for either alternative due to factors such as position
preference, and the exponents, a2 and a3, which represent the sensitivity of behavior to
changes in the delay and magnitude ratios, respectively. Equation 2.2 can be applied by
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taking logarithms of both sides and performing a multiple regression to estimate values for
b, a2 and a3. In Logue et al’s original equation, the delays were fixed; here the
assumption is made that variable schedules of delays can be modeled as well.
However, other research poses a serious difficulty for the generalized-matching
approach to self-control in Equation 2.2. Navarick and Fantino (1976) found that when
the delays to the smaller and larger reinforcers were equal, preference for the larger
reinforcer increased as delay increased, a result replicated by Ito and Asaki (1982). Ito
(1985) obtained undermatching of relative response rate to relative reinforcement
magnitude with short delays, but overmatching with long delays. Finally, White and Pipe
(1987) showed that with unequal delays, sensitivity to magnitude (a3) increased as
absolute delay duration increased. These results cannot be explained by Equation 2.2,
which assumes that preference is determined by the ratio o f delays irrespective of their
absolute values.
Such results are common in the concurrent-chains procedure, in which access to
one o f two mutually-exclusive schedules (“terminal links”) reinforces responding on
concurrently-available schedules (“initial links”). In concurrent chains, relative duration of
initial and terminal links strongly affects preference. When initial links are increased,
preference between a constant pair o f terminal link schedules moves toward indifference;
that is, sensitivity to delay (a2) decreases (Fantino, 1969). When terminal links are
increased, preference between terminal links in constant ratio increases; that is, a2
increases (MacEwen, 1972; Williams & Fantino, 1978). Although the matching law
(Equation 2.1) was originally developed for simple concurrent schedules, whenever delay
to reinforcement is manipulated the procedure is really a concurrent-chains arrangement.
It is therefore not surprising that sensitivity to magnitude (a3) increases as absolute delay
increases (White & Pipe, 1987).
Grace (1994) proposed an extension of the generalized matching law that
represents the effect of relative initial and terminal-link duration on preference as a model
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for concurrent chains. He showed that when terminal-link ratios were raised to an
additional power —the ratio of the average time spent in the terminal and initial links per
reinforcement - the model accurately described the results of a large number of
concurrent-chains experiments. If terminal link delay and magnitude are varied with initial
links constant and equal, the following equation is obtained:
Tt
(2.3)

Equation 2.3 is called the contextual choice model, because it specifies how temporal
context (TtlTi) affects preference. Tt and Ti are the average times spent in the terminal
and initial links per reinforcement. According to this model, effective sensitivities to delay
and magnitude, az ■TtjTi and a%• TtjTi, will decrease as initial links increase relative to
terminal links (Fantino, 1969), and will increase as terminal links increase relative to initial
links (Williams & Fantino, 1978). Equation 2.3 predicts the results o f Navarick and
Fantino (1976) and White and Pipe (1987) —the apparent interaction o f sensitivity to
magnitude and absolute delay duration —that are unexplained by the generalized-matching
model.
The contextual choice model and generalized-matching model (Equation 2.2) share
with Equation 2.1 the fundamental assumption o f the matching law that delay and
magnitude are separate, independent dimensions o f reinforcement value. Given the
importance of this assumption, it is remarkable that it has been directly tested, with animal
subjects, only once. Rodriguez and Logue (1986) arranged four different reinforcer
magnitude and delay ratios and overall found no statistical evidence for an interaction (1
pigeon out of 8 had a significant interaction term). Logue, Forzano and Tobin (1992)
replicated this result with human subjects. However, it is possible that a magnitude-delay
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interaction may result if a different testing procedure is used. Such a result would present
a serious challenge to matching-law-based models o f preference, because it would
contradict independence o f delay and magnitude.
Specifically, sensitivity to one variable may be lower when values on a second
variable are different than when values on the second variable are the same. This is a
common finding in studies of human preference between multidimensional alternatives
(Tversky, 1972). Cognitively-oriented explanations o f this phenomenon might stress the
greater “information processing” demand placed on the subject when there are differences
on more than one dimension, or alternatively, it could be explained as selective attention, a
failure of stimulus control. Regardless, Rodriguez and Logue (1986) did not test for
same-different interactions, and given the importance o f the delay-magnitude
independence assumption for the matching law, it should be tested.
Another important limitation o f previous research is simply that insufficient
parametric data have been collected to test matching-law-based models such as Equations
2.2 and 2.3 rigorously. Green and Snyderman (1980) studied only six conditions per
subject; Snyderman (1983) studied eight. Rodriguez and Logue (1986) examined 16, but
the variance accounted for in their data by Equation 2.2, averaged across subjects, was
only 84% —which falls short o f the description given by the generalized matching law for
concurrent schedules (Baum, 1979), or by the contextual choice model for concurrentchains data (Grace, 1994). White and Pipe (1987) obtained a large amount o f data by
arranging three components within a session, but did not use a stability criterion,
conducting 20 sessions per condition, and some o f their data were more variable than
Rodriguez and Logue’s, although the overall effect reported (increase in sensitivity to
magnitude) was clear.
The primary goals of the present research were therefore (a) to develop a
concurrent-chains procedure optimized for producing high-quality parametric data on
choice between multidimensional alternatives, and (b) to test independence o f
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reinforcement delay and magnitude by determining whether sensitivity to delay would
change depending on whether magnitudes were equal or unequal. Three components,
whose order varied randomly, were arranged within a session. Each component scheduled
12 left and 12 right terminal-link entries in an irregular order. The components differed
only in key color and in the magnitude o f reinforcers for the left and right terminal links.
In one component the left terminal link delivered a small reinforcer and the right terminal
link delivered a large reinforcer, in the second component this was reversed, and in the
third the magnitudes were equal. Across conditions, the terminal-link schedules were
varied while remaining constant for components within a session. This allowed five-point
generalized-matching lines relating preference to delay to be obtained for three different
levels of magnitude in five conditions. All components within each condition were
continued to a stability criterion.
Consistency within components and separation between components were
enhanced by the use of a single color for all stimuli within a given component, and by a 3
min intercomponent blackout. Initial-link schedules were constant across conditions, a
single variable-interval (VI) 20 s, and terminal-link schedule values always summed to 50
s. In this way programmed Tt / Ti in Equation 2.3 was constant, which Grace (1994)
suggested as a way to optimize concurrent chains for preference scaling; when temporal
context is constant across conditions, the effects o f terminal-link parameters on initial-link
allocation should be maximally clear. Finally, the procedure arranged VI terminal links,
because in nearly all previous research on choice between alternatives differing in
magnitude and delay, fixed-delay terminal links have been used (but see Chelonis, King,
Logue & Tobin, 1994).

Method

Subjects
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Four White Cameau pigeons numbered 960, 963, 969 and 967 participated as
subjects, and were maintained at 85% a d libitum weight +/-15 g. All had previous
experience with a variety of multiple and concurrent-schedule procedures.

Apparatus

Four standard three-key operant-conditioning chambers, 35 cm deep x 35 cm wide
x 35 cm high, were used. The keys were 26 cm above the floor and could be
transilluminated red, green or white. Each chamber was equipped with a houselight 7 cm
above the center key and a grain magazine with a 6 cm x 5 cm aperture 13 cm below the
center key. The magazine was illuminated when wheat was made available. A force of
approximately 0.10 N was required to operate a key, and resulted in an audible feedback
click. Each chamber was enclosed in a sound-attenuating box and fitted with a ventilation
fan for masking extraneous noises. Event scheduling and data recording were controlled
with a MEDSTATE Notation program and a MED-PC system interfaced to an IBMcompatible microcomputer.

Procedure

Preliminary training. Because subjects were experienced, only several sessions o f
magazine training and autoshaping were necessary before a concurrent schedule procedure
was instituted. The side keys were illuminated either red, green or white. When a single
V I 10 s schedule timed out, a reinforcer (3 s magazine duration) was assigned with equal
probability to either the left or right key. No changeover delay (COD) was arranged, key
colors appeared equally often, and 72 reinforcers were delivered in a session. Because
steady responding was maintained for all subjects after three sessions, a multiple-
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component concurrent-chains procedure (as described below) with a V I 10 s initial-link
schedule and equal V I 5 s terminal-link schedules was begun. After six sessions, a 1.5 s
COD was imposed during the initial links. Finally, after three more sessions the initial-link
schedule was increased to V I 20 s and the terminal-link schedules to V I25 s; these
schedules served as the baseline condition for the experiment.

Concurrent-chains procedure. A multiple-component concurrent-chains procedure was
used. Every session consisted of three different components, defined by the color the side
keys were illuminated (red, green or white). Components finished after 24 initial and
terminal-link cycles, each terminating in reinforcement. Components were separated by a
3-min blackout during which all keylights and the houselight were extinguished, and the
order o f the components within the session varied randomly from day to day.
Components differed only in the color of the side keys and the reinforcement magnitude
(duration o f access to grain) for left and right terminal-link responses. For all conditions
(excepting a brief reversal that will be discussed below), the red-key component arranged
a small reinforcer for the left and a large reinforcer for the right terminal link, and the
green-key component arranged a large reinforcer for the left and a small reinforcer for the
right terminal link. Reinforcer magnitudes were equal in the white-key component except
for two conditions. Sessions terminated after three components had been completed or
120 min had elapsed, whichever occurred first. Sessions were conducted seven days a
week.
At the start of a cycle, the side keys were illuminated the same color (red, green or
white), signifying the initial links. A terminal-link entry was assigned randomly to either
the left or right key, with the restriction that exactly 12 entries to the terminal link on each
side were arranged during the component. An initial-link response was reinforced by
terminal-link entry provided that: (a) it was to the preselected key; (b) a V I20 s schedule
had timed out; and (c) a 1.5 s COD was satisfied, that is, at least 1.5 s had elapsed
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between the response in question and the first response since changeover on the side that
terminal-link entry was arranged.
For each cycle, the V I20 s schedule did not begin timing until the first peck to
either initial-link key occurred. This allowed postreinforcement pauses to be recorded
separately and not counted toward the completion o f initial-link schedule requirements.
The initial-link V I20 s schedule contained 12 intervals constructed from an arithmetic
progression, a ,a + d ,a + 2d, ..., in which a equals one-12th, and d equals one-sixth, the
schedule value. The intervals were sampled such that all 12 intervals preceded left and
right terminal-link entries exactly once per component.
Terminal-link entry was signaled by a change in the keylight from continuous to
blinking illumination, coupled with the other keylight being extinguished. Keylights
blinked at the rate o f twice per second during terminal links (0.25 s off, 0.25 s on).
Terminal-link responses were reinforced according to VI schedules containing 12 intervals
constructed from geometric progressions (Fleshier & Hoffman, 1962). Schedules varied
for the left and right terminal-links across experimental conditions, but were constant for
the three components within each session. The terminal-link VI schedules were sampled
such that each interval was selected exactly once per component. When a terminal-link
response was reinforced the keylight and houselight were extinguished, and the grain
magazine raised and illuminated for a specified duration. After reinforcement the
houselight and initial-link keylights were re-illuminated and the next cycle began, unless
the 24th reinforcer in the component had just been delivered in which case a 3-min
intercomponent blackout began.
Experimental conditions were maintained for each bird until a stability criterion for
each component had been reached five, not necessarily consecutive, times. The criterion
was that the median relative initial-link response rate during the last five sessions did not
differ by more than .05 from the median for the five immediately-preceding sessions.
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Typically performance remained stable within components that met the criterion five times
before the condition was changed.
The primary dependent variables recorded were the absolute and relative initiallink response rates, and initial-link time allocation as measured by time from first peck on
a side until first peck on the other side (excluding any postreinforcement pauses). In
addition these values were recorded separately for each component quarter (i.e., six
cycles). Also recorded were initial-link postreinforcement pauses and terminal-link
obtained times until reinforcement. All data analyzed, except where noted, were summed
over the last five sessions in stability.
Table 2.1 lists the experimental conditions, order o f presentation and number of
sessions for each bird. The initial-link schedule for all conditions was V I20 s, and the
terminal-link schedule values always summed to 50 s. Therefore the programmed average
time spent responding, per cycle, in the initial and terminal links was equal across all
conditions. Conditions were designed so as to provide parametric data on choice as a
function of relative mean terminal-link delay to reinforcement (i.e., terminal-link
reinforcement rate), at three different magnitude configurations: left small/right large, left
large/right small, and equal magnitudes. Two final conditions were arranged to explore
different magnitude ratios.
Training began with equal V I25 s terminal links as a baseline, and the magnitudes
o f reinforcement set as follows: Red: 1.5 s left, 4.5 s right; Green: 4.5 s left, 1.5 s right;
White: 3 s left, 3 s right. The initial plan o f the experiment was to use a fixed number of
sessions for each condition rather than a stability criterion; therefore, to explore several
different session totals, subjects were trained with V I25 s V I25 s for 20 sessions,
followed by V I 10 s V I40 s for 30 sessions and V I40 s V I 10 s for 25 sessions. Then a
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Table 2.1

Left and right terminal-link VI schedules for each experimental condition. The order o f
presentation for each bird is given in parentheses, followed by the number of sessions.
Magnitudes arranged on the left and right keys within each component for a condition are
as follows: Set A = Red 1.5 s 4.5 s; Green 4.5 s 1.5 s; White 3 s 3 s; Set B = Red 1 s 5 s;
Green 5 s 1 s; White 3.5 s 2.5 s; Set C = Red 2 s 4 s; Green 4 s 2 s; White 2.5 s 3.5 s.

VI (s)
LeftRieht

Reinforcer
Magnitude

960

963

969

967

Bird

25

25

Set A

(2)40

(2)40

(1)40

(2)40

40

10

Set A

(1)25

(3)24

(5)27

(3)24

10

40

Set A

(3)24

(1)30

(2)34

(1)30

33.33

16.67

Set A

(4)24

(5)22

(3) 28

(5)18

16.67

33.33

Set A

(5)18

(4)20

(4)20

(4)21

25

25

SetB

(6)18

(6)22

(6)20

(6)18

25

25

SetC

(7)24

(7)26

(7)37

(7)24
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color reversal was arranged for 15 sessions. Data for Birds 963 and 967 in the V I 10 s VI
40 s condition and Bird 960 for the V I40 s V I 10 s condition met the stability criteria and
were used. Conditions that were not stable were replicated, and all subsequent conditions
employed stability criteria. Only conditions that met the stability criterion are listed in
Table 2.1.
The color reversal was an attempt to determine to what extent stimulus-reinforcer
relations were arbitrary in the procedure. The terminal-link schedules were V I 25 s V I25
s, and the magnitudes were set as follows: R.ed: 4.5 s left, 1.5 s right; Green: 1.5 s left,
4.5 s right; White: 3 s left, 3 s right. After 15 sessions of color reversal training subjects’
preferences had changed in the predicted direction, but not nearly as rapidly as the
transition from V I 10 s V I40 s to V I40 s V I 10 s had been accomplished previously with
the magnitudes unchanged. Since a primary goal of the experiment was to develop a
multiple-component concurrent-chain capable of producing data more rapidly than
traditional single-component procedures, no further reversals were performed. The
magnitudes were set at their original values (producing the baseline condition) and 40
sessions of training given, at which point all birds had reached stability at preference levels
comparable to pre-reversal baseline.
The performances o f Bird 969 were more erratic than those of other birds,
especially in early conditions, and it was observed that response topography was
responsible. Bird 969 usually pecked at the rim, rather than at the center of the keys, and
ballistic head movements sometimes failed to make sufficient contact. Right-key pecking
seemed to be more affected than left-key pecking. Although the data were generally
. orderly, at times the problem was exacerbated and Bird 969 failed to complete a session.
Because the problem topography was correlated with a.reduction in overall response rate,
it was decided prior to the 40-session baseline recovery condition that only data from
sessions inw'hich 1500 or more initial-link responses occurred, summed over components.
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were to be used for this bird. Later in training, response topography improved and only
rarely were sessions discarded.

Results

Data analyzed included relative initial-link response and time allocation, cumulative
initial-link time and postreinforcement pauses, and obtained terminal-link mean delays to
reinforcement. Because subjects generally responded at a high rate during the terminal
links the obtained times were close to the arranged times.
The first question is whether the molar data are well described by the extension o f
the generalized matching law proposed by Logue et al. (1984) for choice between
alternatives differing in magnitude and delay (Equation 2.2). This is expected if the
multiple-component concurrent-chains procedure is comparable to traditional single
component procedures, because the generalized-matching equation has succeeded with
previous data (Logue, 1988).
Table 2.2 shows the estimated parameter values and variance accounted for by the
generalized-matching model (Equation 2.2). Fits were performed, using both response
and time allocation dependent variables, for the data from all seven conditions (21 data
points) together. Then, using the estimated values o f b and a3 (sensitivity to magnitude)
for the entire data set, values of a2 (sensitivity to delay) were estimated separately for data
from the unequal-magnitude components (redand green-key components from the first
five conditions, and all components for the last two conditions; 16 data points), and data
from the equal-magnitude components (white-key components from the first five
conditions). This was done to determine whether sensitivity to delay would change
depending on whether magnitudes were equal or unequal.
From Table 2.2 it is clear that overall, the data were well described by the
generalized-matching model. Measures o f variance accounted for by the model were
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Table 2.2
Estimated parameters (b, bias; a2, sensitivity to reinforcer delay; as, sensitivity to
reinforcer magnitude) and variance accounted for by extension o f generalized matching
law (Equation 2.2) when fitted to molar data. Fits were performed, for both response and
time allocation data from all conditions, from just the conditions with equal reinforcer
magnitudes, and from just the conditions with unequal magnitudes.

Conditions

Dependent
Variable

All
Response
All
Time
Equal Mag.
Response
Unequal Mag. Response
Equal Mag.
Time
Unequal Mag.
Time

Bird 960
b

a*

1.15 1.01 1.42
1.15 1.22 1.72
1.21
0.90
1.54
1.06

b

All
Response
All
Time
Equal Mag.
Response
Unequal Mag. Response
Equal Mag.
Time
Unequal Mag.
Time

a->

Bird 969
a,

VAC
0.94
0.94
0.90
0.96
0.87
0.96

a?

VAC

1.26 1.03 1.47
1.69 1.07 1.65
1.36
0.87
1.49
0.92

0.91
0.94
0.84
0.94
0.90
0.92

b

Bird 963
a?

a->

VAC

1.24 1.04 1.70
1.27 1.16 2.03
1.59
0.74
1.73
0.81

0.94
0.95
0.98
0.96
0.96
0.97

Bird 967
a?

a->

VAC

1.90 0.97 1.49
2.90 0.78 1.35
1.08
0.92
0.89
0.72

0.94
0.92
0.97
0.94
0.86
0.93

b
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consistently above 90%, averaging 93.25% for response and 93.75% for time data across
subjects. Although time-allocation in concurrent chains has been considered an inferior
measure of preference (Davison & McCarthy, 1988), here the quality of the fits to the time
and response-allocation data were comparable. The data fits for Bird 969 showed the
largest improvement in variance accounted for in time versus response data, which is
consistent with the response-topography problems for this bird noted previously. For
three o f four birds, time-allocation sensitivities were consistently greater than response
sensitivities, consistent with previous research (Davison, 1983). For Bird 967, sensitivities
for time data were slightly lower than for response data.
A major objective o f the present study was to determine whether sensitivity to
delay would be affected by magnitude o f reinforcement; specifically, it was anticipated that
sensitivity might be greater when magnitudes were equal than when they were unequal.
The fits in Table 2.2 seem to indicate that this effect was obtained. For all four subjects,
estimated values o f a2, sensitivity to delay, were greater for the equal-magnitude data set
than for the unequal-magnitude data set. This result held for both response and time
allocation. The effect was rather small for Bird 967, but was strikingly large for Bird 963,
whose values o f a2 for the equal set were more than twice the values for the unequal set.
The data can be analyzed in more detail by plotting log response and log time
allocation ratios as functions of log obtained immediacy ratios separately for each
magnitude configuration. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show, for both response and time data for
each bird, three generalized-matching functions, based on a 1:3 magnitude ratio (Red-key
component), a 1:1 magnitude ratio (White-key component), and a 3:1 magnitude ratio
(Green-key component). The lines in each panel depict the least-squares regression
equation. The slope of each line corresponds to a2 (sensitivity to delay). Intercept values
reveal the effect o f differential magnitude; as expected, all unequal-magnitude data are
biased in favor o f the large-magnitude side. The interaction effect is demonstrated by
greater slopes for the middle panels (1:1) than for the side panels (1:3 ,3:1). For three of
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0
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1

OBTAINED LOG IMMEDIACY RATIO

Figure 2.1. Log obtained terminal-link immediacy ratio (ratio of reciprocal of mean
terminal-link delays to reinforcement) plotted against log behavior ratio. There are three
plots for each subject, corresponding to the red-key component (1:3 reinforcement
magnitude ratio; 1.5 s left, 4.5 s right), white-key component (1:1 ratio; 3 s left, 3 s right)
and green-key component (3:1 ratio; 4.5 s left, 1.5 s right). The solid line in each panel is
the least-squares regression equation.
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Figure 2.2. Log obtained terminal-link immediacy ratio (ratio o f reciprocal o f mean
terminal-link delays to reinforcement) plotted against log time-allocation ratio. There are
three plots for each subject, corresponding to the red-key component (1:3 reinforcement
magnitude ratio; 1.5 s left, 4.5 s right), white-key component (1:1 ratio; 3 s left, 3 s right)
and green-key component (3:1 ratio; 4.5 s left, 1.5 s right). The solid line in each panel is
the least-squares regression equation.
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four birds (960, 963, 969), for both response and time data middle-panel slopes were
greater than both side-panel slopes. Bird 967 was the exception to this pattern. Although
the overall fits in Table 2.2 indicated that the interaction effect was present for Bird 967,
albeit smaller than that obtained with the other birds, this bird’s response and time slopes
for the 1:3 data were somewhat greater than those for the 1:1 data.
In general, the slopes for the 1:3 and 3:1 data were comparable for each bird, a
result that is expected if delay and magnitude are separate dimensions of reinforcement.
The largest discrepancy occurred in the 3:1 condition response-allocation slope for Bird
969, which was abnormally low at 0.57. However, this may have been caused by Bird
969’s response topography problems, which affected pecking more on the right than on
the left. Preference was strongly biased to the left side in the 3:1 ratio components;
apparently the increased sampling variability due to the topography problem was more
detrimental at low levels of right-key responding.
Nevertheless, the data from Figures 2.1 and 2.2 seem to indicate that a delaymagnitude interaction effect was present for 3 out of 4 birds. Such a result, if firmly
established, would be an important limitation for models of preference based on the
matching law because it would imply that delay and magnitude are not separate
dimensions of reinforcement. Instead, delay and magnitude interact in a way that could be
described, but not explained, by the matching law. Before reaching this conclusion it is
important to consider other explanations.
There are at least two possibilities. First, the decreased sensitivity in the unequalmagnitude components may result from interdependent scheduling. An equal number of
terminal-link entries were arranged for each side; therefore as preference became more
extreme more time should have been spent responding in the initial links. Because it is
well-established in concurrent chains that sensitivity decreases as time spent in the initial
links increases (Fantino, 1969), this could explain the apparent interaction. This can be
investigated by fitting the contextual choice model (Equation 2.3; Grace, 1994), which
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incorporates effects of relative initial and terminal-link duration, to the data and
determining if the difference in slopes is still obtained.
A second possibility is that the difference in sensitivity is produced by successive
interaction between the components within a session. McLean (1988) demonstrated that
successive independence of multiple concurrent-schedule components was robust;
however, this result may not hold for concurrent chains. The difficulty encountered in the
color reversal, described previously, indicates that stimulus-reinforcer contingencies
maintain behavior that is highly resistant to change in this procedure. Nevin, Mandell and
Whittaker (1978) obtained induction in a multiple discrete-trial concurrent schedule. They
found that allocation in a constant component shifted in the direction o f reinforcers in the
varied component. Although in the present experiment components were separated by a
3-min blackout, it is possible that induction effects still might have occurred; for example a
green-key component might have produced an increase in left-key responding in the
following white-key component. If induction effects on behavior in the white-key
component were different between preceding red and green-key components (i.e., if
induction was produced only by the component with the large reinforcer and smaller delay
on the same side), then increased sensitivity might result in the white-key component,
relative to red and green, producing an apparent interaction.
The possibility that the interaction may be due to an increase in initial-link time
will be investigated first. To determine if time spent responding in the initial links varied
as a function of preference, cumulative initial-link times were divided by the number of
cycles within each component to produce a “mean TF value, that is, the average time
spent responding in the initial link per reinforcement. Mean Ti values were calculated both
with and without postreinforcement pauses, and are plotted in Figure 2.3 as a function o f
the logarithm of response ratios. Figure 2.3 clearly reveals that, for all subjects, mean Ti
increased with magnitude o f preference, that is, with the absolute value o f the log response
ratio. Comparison of the left and right panels shows that when pauses were excluded the
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Figure 2.3. Mean time, in seconds, spent in the initial links (mean Ti) as a function o f log
behavior ratio, for all four subjects. Squares are used for data from red-key components,
circles for white-key components, and triangles for green-key components. The left
panels show average Ti when postreinforcement pauses are included; the right panels
exclude the pauses.
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data much more closely approximated a U-shaped function. Data from red-key
components are indicated by squares, white-key components by circles, and green-key
components by triangles.
Even though an attempt was made to minimize the effect o f temporal context by
keeping average programmed initial and terminal-link durations constant across
conditions, variation in obtained Ti may have affected preference. Effect o f Ti must be
controlled for before differences in sensitivity to delay (a2) in Table 2.2 can unambiguously
be attributed to a delay-magnitude interaction. Therefore a reanalysis o f the response and
time-allocation data was conducted employing the contextual choice model, which
incorporates effect of initial-link length on preference.
Table 2.3 presents an identical analysis to that in Table 2.2, except that Equation
2.3 was used instead of the generalized matching model (Equation 2.2).
Postreinforcement pauses were excluded from Ti because o f the better approximation to
U-shaped functions in the right panels of Figure 2.3. Equation 2.3 provided a slightly
better fit to the overall data, even though there was not much room for improvement in
the overall fits in Table 2.2. Averaged across subjects, the variance accounted for by the
contextual choice model was 94.25% for both response and time data.
When estimates o f sensitivity to delay (a2) were made with the generalized
matching model separately for the equal and unequal-magnitude data sets in Table 2.2,
estimates were greater for the equal-magnitude data than for the unequal-magnitude data,
for both response and time data for all 4 birds. In contrast, when a2 values were estimated
with the contextual choice model this consistent pattern disappeared. For Birds 960 and
967 a2 values were greater for the unequal data, for Bird 969 values remained greater in
the equal data, and for Bird 963 a2 was greater for the equal data for time allocation, but
was greater for the unequal data for response allocation. Also, differences in estimated a2
values between the equal and unequal data were much less with Equation 2.3. With the
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Table 2.3
Estimated parameters (b, bias; a2, sensitivity to reinforcer delay; a2, sensitivity to
reinforcer magnitude) and variance accounted for by the contextual choice model
(Equation 2.3) when fitted to molar data. Fits were performed, for both response and time
allocation data from all conditions, from just the conditions with equal reinforcer
magnitudes, and from just the conditions with unequal magnitudes.

Conditions

Dependent
Variable

All
Response
All
Time
Equal Mag. Response
Unequal Mag. Response
Equal Mag.
Time
Unequal Mag. Time

b

Bird960
aj
VAC

a->

1.15 1.48 2.06
1.15 1.79 2.50
1.30
1.45
1.65
1.72
Bird969
b

Response
All
All
Time
Equal Mag. Response
Unequal Mag. Response
Time
Equal Mag.
Unequal Mag. Time

a-> cti

1.30 1.49 2.09
1.74 1.57 2.33
1.57
1.45
1.70
1.50

0.93
0.93
0.82
0.94
0.80
0.95

VAC
0.93
0.95
0.85
0.94
0.95
0.95

Bird963

a■> a ?

VAC

1.20 1.91 2.81
1.22 2.15 3.33
1.59
1.77
2.38
2.03

0.96
0.96
0.98
0.96
0.97
0.96

b

Bird967
b

a7

ai

2.12 1.56 2.24
3.19 1.31 2.01
1.36
1.67
1.09
1.43

VAC
0.95
0.93
0.98
0.95
0.91
0.93
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generalized matching model, the mean absolute difference was 0.49; with the contextual
choice model, the mean absolute difference was 0.21.
Therefore, sensitivity to delay was no longer systematically different for the equal
and unequal reinforcement magnitude data sets when the effect o f initial-link-duration on
preference was included in the model. The absence o f a consistent pattern of parameter
deviation across the subjects, when Equation 2.3 was fitted to the data, suggests that delay
and magnitude are independent dimensions of reinforcement in concurrent chains, as
required by the matching law. A possible explanation for the apparent delay-magnitude
interaction depicted in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 is the effect o f increased initial-link duration for
those conditions in which preference was more extreme.
As a demonstration of the improvement provided by the contextual choice model
over the generalized matching law for these data, Figure 2.4 shows predicted versus
obtained preference for Bird 963, both excluding (generalized-matching model) and
including temporal context {Tt f Ti). Without temporal context, there is a clear systematic
deviation o f predicted from obtained values, as evidenced by the S-shaped curve in the left
panel. The systematic deviation is substantially reduced in the right panel. Although the
data for Bird 963 showed the clearest elimination in systematic deviation, data for Birds
969 and 967 revealed similar tendencies. The improvement afforded by the contextual
choice model over already-excellent fits for three o f four birds, is evidence that temporal
context effects in multiple-component concurrent-chains with two independent variables
are similar to those in traditional single-component, single-variable procedures.
To test whether the manipulation o f reinforcer magnitude in the last two conditions
was effective, Figure 2.5 shows preference as a function o f log magnitude ratio for the
three conditions in which terminal-link schedules were V I25 s V I25 s. The data fall into
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Figure 2.4. Predicted log behavior ratio versus obtained log behavior ratio for Bird 963,
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contextual choice model (Equation 2.3; with Tt / Ti).
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Figure 2.5. Log reinforcer magnitude ratio versus log behavior ratio for all subjects for
the conditions in which equal VI 25-s terminal links were arranged. Squares are used for
data from red-key components, circles for white-key components, and triangles for greenkey components. The lines through the points are the least-squares regression equations.
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three groups, corresponding in order of increasing preference to the red, white and greenkey components. Figure 2.5 demonstrates that when the magnitude ratios were changed
in the last two conditions preference generally changed in the expected direction,
indicating sensitivity to relative reinforcer magnitude within components. Although the
changes in preference were less consistent for the red and green-key components than for
the white-key components, this is predicted by the increase in initial-link duration at more
extreme levels o f preference shown in Figure 2.3.
Whether performances in successive components were independent remains an
important issue, because for the multiple-component concurrent-chains procedure to
provide data comparable to the traditional single-component procedure, successive
independence, as McLean (1988) found for multiple concurrent-schedule components,
would ideally be required. If successive independence were not obtained, it would be
necessary to detail its violation to understand the generality o f data produced by the
multiple-component procedure.
The following analysis was done to determine whether order o f component
presentation systematically affected preference. With three components arranged in each
session, there were six possible orders. Because order was selected randomly, it was not
possible to analyze only data in stability (i.e., last five sessions) due to inadequate
sampling. Therefore, data from all sessions in a condition were divided into nine sets
depending on component order —that is, data from red-key components were sorted into
sets according to whether red was the first component, or preceded by green or white, and
similarly for the other components. Log preference ratios for the sets in which a
component was preceded by another component were re-expressed as difference scores
■with respect to the log preference ratio when the component was first. An analysis of
variance (ANOVA; Condition x Component Order) performed for each component should
reveal whether there was any statistically-signiScant tendency for preference to deviate
systematically with respect to the preceding component. Specifically, if successive
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dependence in the form of induction (Nevin, Mandell & Whittaker, 1978) is found, then
log preference ratios for the white-key component should be negative, relative to baseline
(i.e., white-key component first), when preceded by the red-key component, and positive,
relative to baseline, when preceded by the green-key component. Log preference ratios
for the Red and Green-key components should be positive and negative, respectively,
when preceded by either of the other two components.
Table 2.4 presents the results from the 12 ANOVAs that were performed. Six of
the ANOVAs were statistically significant. Further, in every significant test, the average
deviations from baseline were in the direction indicating that induction effects were
present. And although none of the ANOVAs for Bird 969 reached significance, five out
of six deviations from baseline for this bird were in the predicted direction.
Therefore, when the preceding component delivered a larger reinforcer in a given
location than the following component did, allocation in the following component shifted
in the direction o f the larger reinforcer. This is similar to the induction reported by Nevin
et al. (1978) in discrete-trial concurrent schedules with very short intertrial intervals (6 s).
It is perhaps surprising here, because components were separated by a three minute
blackout, which is sufficient to eliminate behavioral contrast in multiple schedules (Nevin,
1992b). However, although the induction effects were statistically significant, they were
small. The mean statistically-significant absolute deviation in log preference was 0.100 log
units; the largest was 0.135. This can be compared to the differences in steady-state
preference between components in a condition, which often were greater than 1.5 log
units.
The problem of transient effects caused by sequential interactions can be
approached another way. Responses were recorded separately for each component
quarter (six cycles). If the stable molar data are analyzed by quarter, parameter estimates
may reveal systematic changes in sensitivity as a function o f temporal location within
components. Induction from the large magnitude reinforcer in the previous component
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Table 2.4
Results o f analyses of variance (Condition x Component Order) which tested whether
induction effects were present. For all subjects, response data for each component were
aggregated within conditions and separated into sets according to component order. For
each set, the preceding component is listed in parentheses after the component (unless the
component was first). Log preference ratios for sets in which a component was preceded
by another component were expressed as a difference score with respect to log ratio when
component was first. For significant F ratios, average difference scores are given in
parentheses below the F value. All significant difference scores are consistent with the
hypothesis that large-magnitude reinforcers induce behavior in the same location in the
following component.

Component

Bird 960_________ Bird 963

Red (first)
Red (Green)
Red (White)

ns

Green (first)
Greed (Red)
Green (White)

ns

White (first) F(2,12) = 7.31**
White (Red)
(-.135)
White (Green) (.103)

Bird 969_________ Bird 967

F(2,12) = 7.13**
(-120)
(.076)

ns

F(2,12) = 6.68**

F(2,12) = 4.49*

ns

ns

ns

F(2,12) = 3.55*
(-.060)
(.115)

(.080)
(.134)

(-.094)
(-.089)
F(2,12) = 4.26*
(-.061)
(.134)

Note: ns = not significant; * = p < .05; * * = p < .01.
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Figure 2.6. Parameters estimated for the contextual choice model (b, a2, a3) when data for
all birds were analyzed separately by component quarter (six reinforcement cycles).
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should reduce sensitivity to magnitude in the first quarter, and its effect should be
eliminated by the second quarter. Sensitivity to delay should not be affected, because
terminal-link schedules remained constant between components.
Figure 2.6 shows, for all 4 subjects, the parameter estimates obtained when the
contextual choice model was fitted to the component quarter data for the last 5 sessions of
each condition. For all 4 subjects sensitivity to magnitude (a3) for the second, third and
fourth quarters was greater than for the first quarter, substantially so for Bird 969. This
confirms the prediction that the preceding component acts to decrease sensitivity to
magnitude early in the following component. Also significant is that sensitivity to delay
(a2) remained almost constant for 3 of 4 subjects; Bird 967 demonstrated a very small
increase in a2. Preceding-component induction should leave sensitivity to delay unaffected
because terminal-link schedules were the same for all components. Finally, Figure 2.6
demonstrates that induction effects in the procedure were transient. For all subjects, the
largest aggregate change in parameter values (b, a2, a3) was between the first and second
quarters. After the first quarter all parameter values were more or less constant, indicating
that preceding-component induction affected preference in the first quarter only.
There is an apparent discrepancy between the evidence for induction effects in
Table 2.4 and Figure 2.6. In Table 2.4, only the data for Bird 969 failed to produce a
significant ANOVA, whereas in Figure 2.6 the parameter estimates for Bird 969 showed
the greatest change from the first to second quarter. However, as noted above, five of six
average deviations from baseline for this bird were consistent with induction effects; the
ANOVAs did not reach significance because o f excessive variability. Another possible
explanation for the discrepancy is that only data from the last five sessions o f each
condition were analyzed for Figure 2.6, whereas all sessions were analyzed for Table 2.4.

Discussion
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The orderly molar results depicted in Table 2.2 indicate that the multiplecomponent concurrent-chains procedure is an efficient and accurate method of generating
choice data. Variances accounted for by the generalized matching model (Equation 2.2)
and the contextual choice model (Equation 2.3) were always above 90%, often
substantially so, for both response and time-allocation measures. Excluding the baseline
condition that ran for a fixed number o f sessions (40), performance stabilized, on average,
in 24 sessions. Because there were three components per condition, this translates into
only eight sessions per data point -- a dramatic improvement over traditional single
component concurrent-chains procedures.
Two factors likely contributed to the relative lack o f noise in the data. First,
programmed average Tt / Ti was constant across conditions, which Grace (1994)
suggested as a way to optimize measurement resolution in concurrent chains. When Tt /
Ti is constant the effect of temporal context is minimized, thereby maximizing the
sensitivity of initial-link allocation to terminal-link independent variables. Second,
measurement o f sensitivity to magnitude was likely enhanced by arranging within session a
magnitude configuration and its reversal (red and green-key components). If there were
random shifts in bias across sessions, assumed to affect all components equally, this
guaranteed that the difference in log preference ratios for the red and green-key
components remained unaffected by bias shifts, improving measurement o f sensitivity to
magnitude (a3). Because it can easily be adapted to other variables (e.g., probability of
reinforcement) the multiple-component concurrent-chains procedure should prove to be
useful in future research on choice between multidimensional alternatives.
The experiment tested the hypothesis that sensitivity to delay would be lower when
reinforcer magnitudes were unequal than when they were equal. If alternatives differ on
more than one dimension, preference may become less sensitive to individual dimensions;
such effects are demonstrated by humans choosing between multidimensional alternatives
(Tversky, 1972). If obtained, this outcome might be explained as the result of selective
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attention, or in more cognitively-oriented terms as “competition for processing resources”
(Pearce & Hall, 1980).
When the generalized matching model (Equation 2.2) was fitted, data from all 4
subjects supported this prediction (Table 2.2). However, when obtained time spent
responding in the initial links was included and the contextual choice model (Equation 2.3)
was fitted to the data, systematic differences in sensitivity vanished (Table 2.3). An
increase in obtained initial-link time can explain the attenuation of preference in the
unequal-magnitude conditions evident in Table 2.2 and Figures 2.1 and 2.2; according to
Equation 2.3, as initial-link time increases, effective sensitivities to delay and magnitude
decrease. The increase in initial-link time is an artifact of the interdependent scheduling
employed, which arranged 12 left and 12 right terminal-link entries per component: As
preference became more extreme, more time was spent responding on the preferred side
while an entry was set up for the nonpreferred side. The U-shaped functions of obtained
average initial-link time as a function of preference (Figure 2.3), demonstrate that obtained
average initial-link time was often between two and three times the programmed value
(which was always 20 s). It should be noted, however, that evidence for initial-link time
as the cause of preference attenuation is correlational. Another factor, such as a ceiling
effect on relative response rate, might be responsible. Nevertheless, to the extent that the
attenuation can be attributed to factors other than reinforcement value, such as obtained
initial-link time or ceiling effects, the present data support independence of delay and
magnitude of reinforcement in concurrent chains, and hence the assumption of all models
based on the matching law that an additive utility model is the best representation of
terminal-link value (Killeen, 1972).
Although the fits of the generalized-matching model were excellent, the fits of the
contextual choice model were even better. Inclusion of obtained initial-link time improved
prediction, as evidenced by the elimination of systematic deviation in preference in Figure
2.4. This provides further support for the contextual choice model, and its assumption
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that sensitivity to magnitude and delay are similarly affected by temporal context, the ratio
o f average times spent in the terminal and initial links per reinforcement {Tt / Ti).
However, it indicates that simply arranging constant average Tt and Ti values across
conditions is insufficient to optimize concurrent chains as a preference scaling procedure.
Apparently, variation in obtained initial-link time had substantial effects on preference. In
fact it is possible, although perhaps unlikely, that such variation served to mask an actual
delay-magnitude interaction. Future research should explore methods o f controlling
obtained time in the initial links more precisely. For example, the procedure could be
programmed such that a running comparison o f arranged versus obtained initial-link time
be made, and subsequent initial-link intervals modified accordingly.
Somewhat surprising is that the fits for time allocation were equally as good, in
terms o f variance accounted for, as the fits for response allocation; Dawson (1983) noted
that time allocation is considered to be inferior as a preference measure in concurrent
chains. Novel features o f the present procedure that might be responsible for the orderly
time-allocation data were that the initial-link timer was not started until the first response
had been made in each cycle, and that postreinforcement pauses were excluded from time
allocation. Although analyses (not reported here) in which postreinforcement pauses were
included in time-allocation and obtained initial-link time data revealed no systematic
differences, across birds, in variance accounted for by Equations 2.2 and 2.3, the better
approximation to U-shaped functions of obtained initial-link time when pauses were
removed (Figure 2.3) suggests that pauses in concurrent chains should be counted as
“other” behavior and should not contribute towards completion o f initial-link schedule
requirements. The right panel of Figure 2.3 implies that after the postreinforcement pause,
subjects responded at a consistent overall rate in the initial links until terminal-link entry
was gained. If this is true, then the concurrent-chains procedure resembles a second-order
schedule in which there is a ratio component. The present study in its treatment o f
pausing thus dovetails nicely with Baum’s (1993) comparison o f single-schedule ratio and
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interval performance. Baum showed that when postreinforcement pauses were classified
separately, a more consistent account o f ratio and interval response differences was
obtained.
Previous researchers have found that sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude is typically
lower than sensitivity to reinforcer delay in concurrent chains (Ito & Asaki, 1982;
Rodriguez & Logue, 1986), although Logue et al. (1984) noted that the use o f a fading
procedure (Mazur & Logue, 1978) could result in greater sensitivity to magnitude.
Because these studies have all employed fixed rather than variable delays in the terminal
links, it is interesting that the present data showed the opposite trend: sensitivity to
magnitude was greater than sensitivity to delay for all subjects, for response and time data
(see Tables 2.2 and 2.3). Because overmatching to relative immediacy is obtained with
fixed terminal links (Killeen, 1970; Duncan & Fantino, 1970) and undermatching is
obtained with variable terminal links (Fantino & Davison, 1983), the greater sensitivity to
magnitude obtained here probably resulted from the use of VI terminal-link schedules.
The statistical evidence for induction effects (Table 2.4) indicates that the multiplecomponent procedure, although more efficient in its production o f data, introduces
additional complexities into concurrent chains. There was a tendency for responding to be
induced early in a component on the key for which the preceding component had delivered
a larger reinforcer. The induction effects were small in magnitude and transient in
duration, as is clear from an analysis of data across quarters of the component, which
showed that parameters estimated for the contextual choice model did not change
systematically after the first quarter (Figure 2.6). Nevertheless, that induction was
obtained even though a 3-min intercomponent blackout was arranged testifies to the
strength o f the Pavlovian, stimulus-reinforcer contingencies in the procedure. The
strength of these contingencies was also reflected in the insensitivity o f subjects’ behavior
when the reinforcement magnitudes for the red and green-key components were reversed.
However, such resistance to reversal may be peculiar to reinforcer magnitude
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manipulations or the use o f three components. Preliminary work in this laboratory has
indicated that pigeons can easily accomplish reversals in a two-component concurrent
chain in which terminal-link delay is the only variable, when reversals are instituted early in
training.
Sensitivities to delay and magnitude (a2 and a3) estimated for the contextual
choice model (Table 2.3) are consistently larger than values estimated for the generalizedmatching model (Table 2.2). This is because for all subjects and all conditions, obtained
average initial-link time (Ti) was greater than obtained average terminal-link time (Tt).
Thus Tt / Ti was always less than one, so larger parameter values were required to
describe the same data. In contrast to the generalized-matching model, the contextual
choice model asserts that sensitivities can never be measured separately from temporal
context (Tt / Ti). In effect, whereas the generalized-matching model provides ratio-scale
measurement characteristics for its parameters, the contextual choice model provides
interval-scale characteristics in that sensitivity exponents are estimated relative to Tt / Ti.
Parameter differences between the two models must be interpreted in this light.
The result that delay and magnitude are independent in their effects on preference
in concurrent chains appears to be at odds with concurrent schedule research on
magnitude showing evidence o f interactions that cannot be explained by the generalized
matching law. Logue and Chavarro (1987) found that preference between alternatives
with a constant magnitude ratio decreased as absolute magnitudes increased. Davison
(1988) showed that preference between unequal magnitudes decreased as overall
reinforcement rate increased. In these studies, sensitivity was not invariant with respect to
the absolute value o f an independent variable.
Although the measurement characteristics o f concurrent schedules and concurrent
chains (meaning the ability o f these procedures to measure higher-order dependent
variables such as sensitivities) are not necessarily independent of the absolute values of
variables chosen, an additive utility model does not require them to be. Preference may be
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influenced by factors other than reinforcement value. As a hypothetical example, in
concurrent schedules systematic change in postreinforcement pausing as a function of
reinforcer magnitude couid interact with measured preference. The contextual choice
model addresses a similar problem for concurrent chains by showing that when temporal
context effects are controlled for by the model, data are consistent with the generalized
matching law. Somewhat paradoxically, accounting for such effects may prove to be an
easier problem to solve for concurrent chains than for concurrent schedules, because
although it is more complex procedurally, the separation of initial and terminal links
affords concurrent chains a greater degree of experimental control than is possible with
simple concurrent schedules. Therefore, instead of disccnfirming the generalized matching
law, the results of Logue and Chavarro (1987) and Davison (1988) can be taken to mean
that a careful program of research is necessary to chart, using the generalized matching
law as a descriptive tool, the measurement characteristics of concurrent schedules. Once
these are better known, it may be that an additive utility model still remains the best
description of reinforcement value.
In conclusion, the present experiment demonstrated that a multiple-component
concurrent-chains procedure could produce rapid, orderly data on preference between
alternatives that varied in reinforcer delay and magnitude. No unequivocal evidence was
found for the hypothesis that sensitivity to delay would be reduced when magnitudes were
unequal rather than equal. The results therefore support the fundamental assumption of
the matching law (Killeen, 1972) that different dimensions of reinforcer value are additive
and independent in their effects on preference. The data were well described by the
contextual choice model (Grace, 1994) and supported its assumption that sensitivities to
delay and magnitude are similarly affected by temporal context {Tt / Ti). Although an
attempt was made to minimize the effect of temporal context on preference (and thereby
maximize the effect of terminal-link parameters) by arranging constant programmed
average initial and terminal-link durations, obtained initial-link time varied systematically
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with preference. Further measures to control initial-link time may be necessary to
optimize concurrent chains for preference scaling.
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Postscript to Chapter n

Chapter II was written over 18 months ago, but I am still satisfied with it and
would not make any significant changes in a rewrite. The research began as an attempt
“to build a better mousetrap”, so to speak, a concurrent-chains procedure that would
produce high-quality data more rapidly than those used in the past. I started running
pigeons in the procedure at about the same time as Chapter I was being written, and knew
that to answer questions posed by a model like CCM (see, e.g., Chapter V) would require
a great deal of parametric data.
I expected to find an interaction between delay and magnitude, i.e., that sensitivity
to delay would be greater when the magnitudes were equal than when they were unequal.
I had shown in an earlier paper (Grace, 1993) that this sort of interaction could produce
violations of weak stochastic transitivity (WST; i.e., a > b, b > c, but c > a), and wanted to
find evidence for such violations in pigeons. My plan was to estimate sensitivities to delay
for equal and unequal magnitudes, then use these estimates to derive sets of schedules
(a,b,c) for which each pigeon would violate WST. And the data seemed to support my
prediction: Sensitivity to delay was greater for equal than unequal magnitude components
(see Figures 2.1 and 2.2). However, I realized that the interdependent initial-link
scheduling could produce changes in obtained time in the initial links {Ti), and that any
effect of these changes on preference had to ruled out prior to concluding that a delaymagnitude interaction had been obtained. As noted in the chapter, when obtained Ti was
used in CCM the interaction disappeared. I was disappointed at first, because the purpose
of the study had been to find an interaction, but then realized that the independence of
delay and magnitude was itself an important result.
Nevertheless, I had (and still have) a nagging feeling that the changes in obtained
Ti might have masked an actual delay-magnitude interaction. I wonder how the
experiment would have turned out if independent initial-link schedules (which do not
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allow as much variation in obtained Ti) had been used. I believe that delay-magnitude
independence would have been found, but the experiment is worth replicating. Also,
given the results o f Chapter V in which data obtained with independent initial links
(Experiment 1) were generally more orderly than that obtained with interdependent initial
links (Experiment 2), it may be that the “better mousetrap” I was seeking (i.e., the optimal
version of concurrent chains for rapid, high-quality parametric data) would use
independent initial links.
A question that can be asked o f the present experiment (and more generally, o f all
research based on the generalized matching law) is whether the level o f aggregation o f the
data affected the results. Sensitivity parameters were estimated for data from each
condition pooled over the last 5 sessions. What if each session was treated as a separate
data point? Would the sensitivity estimates change? Consider the data in Figure 2.1. For
each subject there are three regressions, based on 5 data points. Slopes and intercepts of
these regressions represent, respectively, sensitivity to delay and the additive effect of
reinforcement magnitude. To investigate whether aggregation o f the data affected the
results, regressions were performed in which each o f the last 5 sessions was treated as a
separate data point. In other words, three regressions were performed for each subject,
each based on 25 data points.
Table 2P. 1 shows the regression parameters obtained when the data were pooled,
and the parameters obtained when data from individual sessions were treated separately.
For this analysis, the programmed rather than obtained log immediacy ratio was used as
the independent variable, so that the regression parameters for the pooled condition are
not identical to those shown in Figure 2.1. O f interest is whether the parameters differ
between the pooled and separate regressions. From Table 2P. 1 it is clear that the
parameters are virtually identical for every component for all subjects, regardless of
whether the data from the last 5 sessions were aggregated or considered as separate data
points. This would occur if day-to-day variability in preference across the last 5 sessions
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Table 2P.1
Parameters estimated for regressions performed on the log immediacy ratio (programmed)
versus log relative initial-link response rate ratio for data from Figure 2.1. For each
subject, two regressions were performed for each component, one in which the data were
pooled across the last 5 sessions (“pooled”), and one in which each session was treated as
a separate data point (“separate”). Regression parameters are listed as slope, intercept.

Red Component
Bird

Dooled

seDarate

White Component
Dooled

Green Component

seoarate

cooled

seoarate

960

0.85, -0.56

0.85, -0.56

1.16, -0.01

1.17, -0.01

0.84,0.81

0.84,0.81

963

0.71, -0.68

0.71, -0.69

1.49,0.11

1.50, 0.11

0.73,0.95

0.73,0.96

969

1.03, -0.57

1.04, -0.57

1.30,0.03

1.30,0.03

0.55, 0.80

0.55,0.80

967

1.03, -0.50

1.04, -0.50

1.02,0.34

1.03, 0.34

0.81,0.93

0.81,0.94
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is unsystematic as a function of the programmed log immediacy ratio. An implication is
that the widespread practice of aggregating data across the last 5 sessions does not bias
the parameters estimated for models based on the generalized matching law.
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CHAPTER III

CHOICE BETWEEN FIXED AND VARIABLE DELAYS TO REINFORCEMENT IN
THE ADJUSTING-DELAY PROCEDURE AND CONCURRENT CHAINS

Introduction

This chapter presents a generalized version o f CCM in which value is defined as a
function o f the distribution of terminal-link delays to reinforcement. The resulting model
is able to describe data on preference for variability, i.e., preference for variable over fixed
terminal-links that have the same average delay to reinforcement, in addition to the data
reanalyzed in Chapter I. The model can also describe data from the adjusting-delay
procedure, which was introduced by Mazur (1984) in an attempt to circumvent some of
the problems with concurrent chains. A series o f experiments is reported which
constitutes a strong, within-subjects test o f the hypothesis that terminal-link value is
determined equivalently in the two procedures. Fixed-delay indifference values were
determined for a set of variable-delay schedules in the adjusting-delay procedure. From
these indifference values, estimates o f sensitivity to delay in CCM were obtained, and used
to define for individual subjects pairs o f fixed and variable schedules that should have been
equally preferred as terminal links in concurrent chains. As predicted, deviation from
indifference in concurrent chains was small and unsystematic. This is evidence that the
functional relationship between value and delay is the same in the adjusting-delay
procedure and concurrent chains.

96
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Abstract

A generalization of the contextual choice model (CCM; Grace, 1994) is presented
that describes preference between fixed and variable schedules in concurrent chains and
the adjusting-delay procedure. In Experiments 1A and IB, fixed-delay indifference values
for pigeons for a series of variable-delay schedules were obtained using the adjusting-delay
procedure, to test the relative effectiveness of several models and an invariance based on
Weber’s Law. In Experiment 2, these data were then used to generate, for individual
subjects, pairs of fixed and variable schedules that should have been equally preferred as
terminal links in concurrent chains. As predicted, deviation from indifference was small.
These results indicate that the determiners of conditioned reinforcement value in the two
procedures are isomorphic, that the delay of reinforcement gradient is best represented as
a power function with a delay threshold, and that a single model (CCM) can accurately
describe data in the three most popular operant choice paradigms: concurrent schedules,
concurrent chains, and the adjusting-delay procedure.
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When given a choice between alternatives delivering reinforcement after either a
fixed or variable delay with mean delays equated, typically animals demonstrate a strong
preference for the variable-delay alternative. Early research in the Hull-Spence tradition
found preference for variable over fixed delays to reinforcement with rats in Y-mazes
(Pubols, 1962); more recently, it has been obtained with rats and pigeons in both discretetrial and free-operant choice procedures (Killeen, 1968; Mazur, 1984; Mazur, Stellar, &
Waraczynski, 1987; Rider, 1983). Theoretical accounts have postulated a decreasing,
negatively-accelerated delay of reinforcement gradient to explain preference for variability,
although whether that gradient is best described as an exponential (Hull, 1943; Spence,
1947; Killeen, 1994), hyperbolic (Mazur, 1984; Gibbon, Church, Fairhurst, & Kacelnik,
1988), or power function (Killeen, 1968) has been the subject of much debate.
Two procedures figure prominently in current research on preference for
variability: concurrent chains and the adjusting-delay procedure (Mazur, 1991b). A
typical concurrent-chains procedure is diagrammed in Figure 3.1. A pigeon is confronted
with two response keys illuminated white, signifying the “initial links” or choice phase.
Responses to the white keys are reinforced, according to concurrent variable-interval
variable-interval (VI) schedules, by a change in key color coupled with a darkening of the
other key. The change in key color (left key to red, right key to green) signals the onset of
a “terminal link” or reinforcement phase. Responding in the presence of the mutuallyexclusive red and green keys produces access to food according to separate reinforcement
schedules. After reinforcement is obtained in the terminal link the initial links are
reinstated. The relative initial-link response rate, scaled either as a choice proportion or a
log ratio, is taken as a measure of preference for the terminal-link reinforcement schedules,
or equivalently as a measure of the value of the terminal-link stimuli as conditioned
reinforcers. Typically, pigeons respond relatively more to the initial link that precedes the
terminal link delivering the more immediate, greater magnitude, or more probable primary
reinforcer (see Williams, 1988, for review).
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of a typical concurrent-chains procedure. Responding on
the concurrently-available White keys (initial links) occasionally produces access into one
of two mutually-exclusive terminal-link schedules (Red and Green keys). Responding
during terminal links is reinforced with food, after which the initial links are reinstated.
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Preference for variability in concurrent chains was first reported by Hermstein
(1964b), who showed that pigeons strongly preferred VI over fixed interval (FI) terminal
links that delivered the same rate (i.e., average delay) o f reinforcement. Noting
Hermstein’s results implied that reinforcement rate was inadequate as a measure o f
terminal-link value, Killeen (1968) conducted a parametric study o f preference for VI
versus FI terminal links. He tried to find a transformation applied to the intervals that
comprised the VI schedule distribution that could describe his results. If successful, this
would have yielded the appropriate measure o f reinforcement value such that Hermstein’s
(1961) matching law would apply to concurrent chains (i.e., relative initial-link responding
equals relative terminal-link value). Killeen investigated power functions of the form

n i=I diq

,

(3.1)

where Vis the value o f a distribution o f n delays to reinforcement, di,...,dn, and q is a
parameter. Killeen (1968) found that a value o f q = 1 gave the best description o f his
data, which implies that for pigeons, terminal-link value should be calculated by the
average immediacy o f reinforcement from the onset o f the terminal link (i.e., the harmonic
mean).
However, subsequent research that examined the number o f intervals comprising
the variable-schedule distribution found that q was not invariant but depended on the
particular distributions (Davison, 1969,1972; Duncan & Fantino, 1970; Hursh & Fantino,
1973; Killeen, 1970; Navarick & Fantino, 1972; see Davison & McCarthy, 1988, for
review). Additional complexity in concurrent chains was discovered by Fantino (1969),
who showed that preference between a constant pair o f terminal-link schedules regressed
toward indifference as the duration o f the initial links increased. Based on this result he
proposed the influential delay-reduction hypothesis, which states that the conditioned
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reinforcement value of a terminal-link stimulus depends not only on the delay to
reinforcement signalled by that stimulus, but also on the overall context o f delay to
reinforcement (see Fantino, 1977, 1981, and Fantino, Preston & Dunn, 1993, for review).
One implication o f such context effects, however, is that initial-link responding does not
give an unambiguous measure o f terminal-link value, so it may not be possible to use
concurrent-chains data to derive a single scale o f value relating fixed and variable
schedules (Fantino & Navarick, 1974). Because o f these (and other) difficulties, research
attempting to find a quantitative description o f terminal-link value in concurrent chains
was widely acknowledged to have failed (see Davison, 1987; Davison & McCarthy,
1988).
Mazur (1984) attempted to circumvent the problems in concurrent chains with a
new procedure. He reasoned that if animals could register choice with a single response,
orderly data on preference for fixed versus variable delays might be obtained, and
introduced the discrete-trial adjusting-delay procedure. Figure 3.2 shows the sequence o f
events on a typical trial. Following an intertrial interval (ITI) the center key is illuminated
white. After the pigeon makes a single response to the center key, one side key is
illuminated red and the other green. The position of the red and green keys varies
randomly from trial to trial. Then, a single response to the green (or red) key initiates a
variable (or fixed) delay to reinforcement. Discriminative stimuli (different-colored
houselights in Mazur’s original experiment) are presented during the variable and fixed
delays. The key feature of the procedure is that the fixed delay is adjusted gradually, over
trials, to estimate an indifference point -- the fixed delay that is chosen about equally often
as the variable delay. Mazur (1984) found that a relatively simple model gave an excellent
account o f his results:

V nttl+Kdi

'

( 3
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram o f a free-choice trial in the adjusting-delay procedure.
Following an ITI, the center key is illuminated white. A single response initiates the
choice phase, during which the side keys are illuminated red and green. A response to the
red or green key causes that key to begin flashing and darkens the other key. After either
a fixed delay that adjusts over trials (“adjusting delay”) for a red key choice, or a variable
delay sampled from a distribution (“standard delay”) for a green key choice, food is
delivered.
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According to Equation 3.2, called the hyperbolic-decay model, the value of a stimulus is
the expected value of delays to reinforcement from onset o f the stimulus, where delays are
scaled hyperbolically. A series of experiments by Mazur and colleagues have provided
strong support for Equation 3.2 (Mazur, 1985,1986,1987,1991a, 1994; Mazur &
Romano, 1992; Rodriguez & Logue, 1988). However, Mazur (1984) cautioned that the
hyperbolic-decay model could not apply to concurrent chains because it could not account
for effects o f initial-link duration (but see Davison, 1988).
An important unresolved question, therefore, is whether the functions relating
reinforcement delay and value in concurrent chains and the adjusting-delay procedure are
the same or different. If the functions were the same, a single model would be able to
describe data from both procedures, which Mazur (1991b) noted as being a major goal for
research on choice. This goal is attempted here. First, a generalization o f a model
proposed for concurrent chains by Grace (1994) is derived that can account for preference
for variability in concurrent chains and the adjusting-delay procedure. Next, several
experiments are described that provide a stronger test of the hypothesis that value is
determined in the same way in both procedures. In Experiment 1A, using the adjustingdelay procedure and pigeons as subjects, indifference points for a series of variable
schedules are used to obtain parameter estimates for a variety of models and to test an
invariance based on Weber’s Law. In Experiment 2, these parameter estimates are used to
generate, for individual pigeons, pairs of fixed and variable-delay schedules predicted to be
equally preferred as terminal links in concurrent chains. Finally, Experiment IB repeated
some of the conditions of Experiment 1A in an attempt to replicate the Weber’s Law test,
and to determine whether systematic change in parameter estimates occurred over the
course of the experiments. To the extent that the function relating reinforcement delay
and value is the same in the two procedures, there should be no substantial or systematic
deviation from indifference in Experiment 2. The Weber’s Law test attempts to
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discriminate the effectiveness of several descriptions of value for the adjusting-delay
procedure, including the power and hyperbolic models.

A Generalization of the Contextual Choice Model

Grace (1994) proposed an extension of the generalized matching law (Baum,
1974a) as a model for concurrent chains:

(3.3)

Equation 3.3 is called the contextual choice model (CCM). According to CCM, the
relative number of responses made to the left and right initial links (BL and BR) is a
multiplicative combination of bias, an initial-link term, and a terminal-link term. Bias (b)
represents a constant proportionality in responding due to factors such as position
preference. The initial-link term is the ratio of the left and right conditioned reinforcement
rates, RL and R r (i.e., terminal-link entry rates), raised to an exponent (i.e., sensitivity
parameter), a,. Together, bias and the initial-link term are equivalent to the generalized
matching law (Baum, 1974a). The terminal-link term is the ratio of the average
immediacies (reciprocals of delays) of reinforcement in the left and right terminal links,
with sensitivity parameter a2. To represent the effects of temporal context, this term is
raised to an additional exponent, Tt / Ti, the ratio of the average times spent in the
terminal (Tt) and initial links (27) per reinforcement. This additional exponent allows
CCM to make the same qualitative predictions regarding temporal context as the delayreduction hypothesis, i.e., that preference becomes less extreme as initial links increase
with terminal links held constant (Fantino, 1969), and also that preference becomes more
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extreme if with constant initial links, absolute terminal-link duration increases with the
ratio o f terminal links held constant (MacEwen, 1972; Williams & Fantino, 1978).
Despite their similar predictions, there is an important difference between CCM
and the delay-reduction hypothesis. According to CCM, conditioned reinforcement value
is independent o f context. Relative value is determined simply by the relative immediacy
of reinforcement, but the effectiveness or behavioral expression o f relative value is
modulated by context. This is similar to the distinction between learning and performance
made by some current models of associative learning (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Miller &
Schachtman, 1985; see Durlach, 1989, for review). The advantage o f this distinction is
that it allows CCM to reassert Weber’s Law in concurrent chains: By treating temporal
context separately, CCM yields a scale o f value for which relative value is constant for
constant ratios o f terminal-link delays to reinforcement (Gibbon, 1977).
Grace (1994) showed that Equation 3.3 gave an excellent description of
concurrent-chains data, accounting for 90.5% o f the variance in relative initial-link
responding averaged across 19 studies. Because concurrent V IV I schedules can be
conceptualized as a concurrent-chains procedure with zero-second terminal links
(Davison, 1983), and CCM reduces to the generalized matching law in the limit as 77
approaches zero, together CCM and the generalized matching law are really a single
model capable o f describing data in both concurrent schedules and concurrent chains.
However, Grace (1994) only analyzed studies that arranged either both fixed or both
variable terminal-link schedules. For these studies, reinforcement immediacy —the
reciprocal o f the mean of the distribution o f interreinforcement intervals (IRIs) —proved
sufficient as a measure of conditioned reinforcement value. However, immediacy is clearly
inadequate in general because it cannot predict preference for variability. What is required
is a definition of value that predicts preference for variability while at the same time
remaining compatible with the database analyzed by Grace (1994): a definition that is a
generalization of relative immediacy.
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A likely candidate is a function o f the ERI distribution that simplifies to a power
function of the ratio of the average delays when the delays comprising the terminal-link
distributions differ by a constant multiple; this occurs when the terminal links are VI
schedules constructed from the same type o f progression (i.e., arithmetic, or the FleshlerHoffinan (1962) approximation to an exponential distribution) or are fixed-interval (FI)
schedules. In Appendix A it is shown that the expected value o f the distribution that
results when delays are scaled according to a power function satisfies this constraint.
Also, the power function is the only such scaling function that will satisfy Weber’s Law
for relative value of two IRI distributions; specifically, that the relative value o f two
distributions is invariant if all intervals in both distributions are multiplied by the same
constant. Note that this definition of value is the same as that originally proposed by
Killeen (1968); i.e., the delay o f reinforcement gradient is a power function. With this
definition, CCM becomes

(3.4)

To demonstrate that with the generalized definition o f value CCM can describe preference
between fixed and variable delays in concurrent chains, Equation 3.4 was fitted to all
relevant published data with at least four data points per subject (Cicerone, 1976;
Davison, 1969, 1972; Hursh& Fantino, 1973; Killeen, 1968; Navarick & Fantino, 1972;
Rider, 1983). Only studies in which one reinforcer per terminal-link entry was delivered,
and in which there was a range of obtained choice proportions o f at least 12.5% were
analyzed (the latter criterion eliminated Bird 5, Navarick & Fantino, 1972). Delays of less
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than 1 s were taken as equal to 1 s. Parameter values were determined through a
nonlinear optimization procedure (Microsoft Excel 5.0 Solver; Microsoft, Inc., 1993).
Table 3.1 contains the average estimated parameter values, percentage of variance
accounted for, and obtained versus predicted regression statistics for the fits of Equation
3.4 in each of the studies. Column 1 lists the number of data points per subject, Columns
2 through 5 the average estimated parameter values, Column 6 the average percentage of
variance accounted for by the model, and Columns 7 through 11 the average parameters
of regressions performed on the obtained versus predicted data. These regressions can
indicate systematic deviation in the model’s prediction (Davison, 1987). Accurate
prediction is indicated by a slope (Column 7) near one, an intercept (Column 8) near zero,
and small standard errors of slope (Column 9), intercept (Column 10) and prediction
(Column 11).
Table 3.1 shows that Equation 3.4 gave a reasonably accurate description of the
concurrent-chains data on choice between fixed and variable delays, accounting for an
average of 87% of the variance in initial-link responding across seven studies. All but 2 of
the 35 fits to individual data sets met Davison’s (1987) criteria for the obtained versus
predicted regression, i.e., that the slope and intercept differ from 1.0 and 0.0 by less than
two standard deviations and that the standard error of prediction be 0.10 or less. Because
Equation 3.4 reduces to the original version of CCM when the terminal links are either
both fixed or both variable schedules, Equation 3.4 is able to describe choice in concurrent
chains between arbitrary distributions of reinforcement delays.
There are several caveats, however. First, Equation 3.4 suffers from the same lack
of parameter invariance as Equation 3.1 (Killeen, 1968) —it cannot explain systematic
deviation in sensitivity as a function of the IRI distributions (Davison & McCarthy, 1988).
This issue will be addressed in the General Discussion. Second, the fits in Table 3.1 were
more or less the same regardless of whether Tt / Ti was included in the model or not (i.e.,
set equal to one). This is not surprising because none of the studies manipulated Tt or Ti
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Table 3.1
Summary of estimated parameters, variance accounted for, and obtained versus predicted
regression statistics when CCM (Equation 3.4) was fitted to concurrent-chains data on
preference between fixed and variable alternatives. All estimated parameters and
regression statistics are averaged across individual data sets, n = number o f data points in
set. b (bias), a2 (sensitivity to delay) are parameters estimated for CCM. m = slope, b' =
intercept, SDm = standard deviation o f slope, SDb’= standard deviation o f intercept, and
SEy = standard error of prediction, are statistics for regressions performed on the obtained
versus predicted data points. See text for further explanation.

n

b

02

VAC

m

b'

Cicerone, 1976

12

0.91

2.98

0.93

0.98

Davison, 1969

5

0.89

2.96

0.95

1.02

Davison, 1972

12

1.05

2.41

Hursh & Fantino, 1973

7

1.07

Killeen, 1968

6

Navarick & Fantino, 1972
Rider, 1983

SDm SDb'

SEy

0.01

0.08

0.06

0.07

0.00

0.13

0.07

0.07

0.88

1.05 -0.01 0.12

0.06

0.06

1.71

0.81

0.95

0.22

0.11

0.10

1.11

1.08

0.78

1.03 -0.01 0.22

0.10

0.05

6

2.16

1.61

0.89

0.99

0.20

0.12

0.06

7

1.11

0.54

0.88

1.08 -0.05 0.17

0.10

0.06

Average VAC:

0.02

0.01

87.2%
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directly. Data are needed to test whether temporal context has the same effect regardless
o f terminal-link delay distributions. Finally, Equation 3.4 predicts that reinforcement value
becomes infinite as delay approaches zero. This is counterintuitive and contradicted by
empirical evidence (Mazur & Hermstein, 1988). For example, using the adjusting-delay
procedure Mazur (1987) showed that indifference functions relating amount and delay of
reinforcement had a positive intercept, indicating that the value o f an immediate (0-s
delay) reinforcer was not infinite. Rodriguez and Logue (1988) replicated this result with
both pigeons and humans as subjects. Finally, because it could be argued that food
reinforcers delivered to pigeons could never be truly immediate as some time was required
for the bird to place its head in the grain magazine, Mazur, Stellar and Waraczynski
(1987) used electrical brain stimulation (which could be delivered virtually
instantaneously) as a reinforcer for rats in the adjusting-delay procedure and still found
that the intercept was positive. Thus, it is clear that there is an upper limit to the value o f
a reinforcer as a function of immediacy.
The ceiling on the value of an immediate reinforcer may be represented by adding a
small constant (for simplicity, 1) to the denominator in Equation 3.1. The value of a
distribution o f delays then becomes

n f=1 \+di

(3.5)

In effect, Equation 3.5 combines features o f the power and hyperbolic models. Like
Mazur’s (1984) hyperbolic-decay model, there is an upper limit to the value o f an
immediate reinforcer, and when delays are sufficiently long the predictions o f Equation 3.5
are indistinguishable from the power model. (When Equation 3.5 was used as the
expression for value in CCM, the fits to the data in Table 3.1 were nearly unchanged.)
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An important question is whether CCM, with value defined as in Equation 3.1 or
3.5, can account for data in the adjusting-delay procedure. Certainly the power (Equation
3.1) and power+delay (Equation 3.5) functions will, if taken as stand-alone models,
account for a high proportion of the variance in Mazur’s (1984) data, as the hyperbolicdecay model does, because they also assume the delay of reinforcement gradient to be a
decreasing, negatively-accelerated function. The critical issue in adapting CCM
successfully to the adjusting-delay procedure is whether effects of temporal context (Tt /
Ti) analogous to concurrent chains are obtained. But this entails defining Tt and Ti for the
adjusting-delay procedure, and here there is a problem. How is the ITI to be
conceptualized —does it contribute to Tt, Ti, or neither? If temporal context in
concurrent chains is construed as the relative duration of the signals for reinforcement (Tt)
and nonreinforcement (Ti), then for the adjusting-delay procedure we should define Tt to
be the average time, per trial, spent in the presence of the stimuli associated with the fixed
or variable delays to food, and Ti to be ITI duration plus the average choice latency (time
to peck the white center key plus time to peck either side key). Admittedly this is a
simplification, because in some cases ITI duration may affect terminal-link value directly.
Mazur, Synderman and Coe (1985) showed that when the ITIs following the fixed or
variable delay alternatives were short or long and those ITIs were accompanied by
different stimuli, indifference values shifted in the manner predicted if long ITIs decreased
the value of the preceding alternative. However, the effect is quite small, and the present
experiments will not use differential ITIs. It should also be noted that because the ITI will
be constant here, whether or not it is included in Ti will affect the magnitude o f the
estimated parameters, but neither the pattern of estimated parameters across subjects nor
the variance accounted for by the model.
With these definitions of Ti and Ti, we are ready to adapt CCM to the adjustingdelay procedure. Because the dependent variable is the fixed delay that is equally
preferred to a schedule o f variable delays, the ratio of their values, raised to the context
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exponent, should be equal to one. Assuming the simple power function (Equation 3.1) for
value gives
Tt/Ti

nttdr1

=

1

(3.6)

(* /» )“ .

Equation 3.6 conceptualizes bias in the same way as Mazur (1984): Because D f is the
dependent variable, bias (1 / b) multiplies D f rather than the entire value ratio. We assume
that the determiners of bias, i.e., color preference and variability of the fixed delay over
trials, are independent from the process o f value equalization that occurs over sessions for
a given variable-delay schedule. Thus each obtained indifference value can be
decomposed into contributions from value equalization (i..e, the "true" value) and bias. If
we assume that there is no bias (b = 1), Equation 3.6 becomes:
Tt/Ti

~ 1 £ -L 1
n ttd r 1
Df °2

= 1, which implies

n tEt d i ”
1
Df a2

In other words, when there is no contribution from bias, the true indifference values are
context-invariant. An example from concurrent chains may help to clarify. If, for a given
pair of terminal-link schedules, relative initial-link responding is at indifference and biasfree, then according to the CCM a change in Tt or Ti will not produce a shift in preference
away from indifference (assuming that the initial links remain equal and that the ratio of
the intervals comprising the terminal links remains constant.)
However, we cannot assume that bias in the adjusting-delay procedure is invariant
with respect to temporal context, because it represents factors such as color preference
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and variability in the delay on the adjusting key. It seems plausible that these factors,
unlike position preference (which is the predominant source o f bias in concurrent chains),
might be affected by the relative time spent in the terminal links. Therefore, we should
rewrite Equation 3.6, separating the bias and "true" indifference contributions, and allow
only bias to be modified by context. Solving for D/then yields

(3.8)

Equation 3.8 predicts that bias in the adjusting-delay procedure will become more extreme
(i.e., deviate more from 1.0 in either direction) as the average duration o f the variable
schedule increases. Equation 3.8 also predicts that if no bias is present, indifference values
in the adjusting-delay procedure should satisfy a Weber’s Law invariance: If the intervals
comprising two variable schedules differ by a constant multiple, their indifference values
should differ by the same multiple. One final model to be investigated is obtained if the
ceiling on the value of an immediate reinforcer is assumed, as in Equation 3.5 above:

(3.9)

Experiment 1A used the adjusting-delay procedure to obtain indifference values for
pigeons for three sets o f variable-delay schedules averaging 10 s, 20 s, and 30 s. The 20 s
and 30 s schedules were constructed by multiplying intervals comprising some of the 10 s
schedules by 2 or 3. The order o f conditions was the same for all birds. In Experiment 2,
these data were then used to generate, for each pigeon, pairs o f fixed and variable
schedules that should produce equal preference when arranged as terminal links of
concurrent chains. Finally, Experiment IB repeated some of the 10 s and 30 s conditions
of Experiment 1A, with order counterbalanced, to replicate the Weber’s Law test and to
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assess stability over time of estimated parameters. In an attempt to determine which
model gave the best description of data from the adjusting-delay procedure, data from
Experiments 1A and IB were analyzed with four models: the hyperbolic-decay model
(Equation 3.2; Mazur, 1984); the power function model (Equation 3.1; Killeen, 1968); and
CCM with value defined either as a power function (Equation 3.8) or as a power function
with a delay threshold (Equation 3.9). If CCM gives the best overall description of data
from the adjusting-delay procedure and there is no substantial or systematic deviation from
indifference in Experiment 2, it would be strong evidence that a) determiners of
conditioned reinforcement value are isomorphic in concurrent chains and the adjustingdelay procedure; and b) that CCM is able to describe data from both procedures on
preference between arbitrary distributions of delays to reinforcement.

Experiments 1A and IB

The power function model, and CCM when no bias is present, predicts a strong
Weber’s Law invariance in the adjusting-delay procedure: When the intervals comprising
a variable-delay schedule distribution are multiplied by a constant, yielding a new
distribution, the ratio of obtained indifference values for the two distributions should equal
that constant.
The predictions of four models for the Weber’s Law invariance —the hyperbolicdecay model (Equation 3.2; “hyp”), the power function model (Equation 3.1; “pwr”), and
CCM as adapted to the adjusting-delay procedure with value defined either as a power
function (Equation 3.8; “ccm”) or as a power function assuming a delay threshold
(Equation 3.9; “ccntf-d”) —are illustrated in Figure 3.3. For each model, the predicted
adjusting delay, normalized by dividing by the mean of the variable-delay or standard
schedule, is shown as a function of the coefficient of variation (i.e., standard deviation
divided by the mean) of the standard schedule. Predictions are given for two series of
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Figure 3.3. Predictions o f four models regarding a Weber’s Law invariance in the
adjusting-delay procedure: If the intervals comprising a variable-delay schedule are
multiplied by a constant, giving a new schedule, does the predicted fixed-delay
indifference value for the new schedule increase by that same constant? Invariance is
indicated by superposition of the 10 s and 30 s functions (predicted by pwr). See text for
more details.
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standard schedules with means of 10 s and 30 s. Each standard schedule consists o f two
delays that sum to twice the mean value, and the x-axis is plotted in terms o f decreasing
variability. For all models a modest bias for the standard schedule is assumed (b = 0.9),
and sensitivity parameters (K and a2) are set equal to 1.
If the invariance is satisfied the 10 s and 30 s functions should supeipose; this
occurs for the power function model. The hyperbolic-decay model does not satisfy the
invariance when the coefficient of variation is large, but more closely approximates it as
variability decreases, finally satisfying it when the standard schedule is a fixed-delay
schedule. The source o f the hyperbolic model’s failure to satisfy the invariance is the
effect of the 1 added to the denominator, which has a substantial impact only for short
delays. The opposite pattern is obtained for CCM with value defined according to a
power function; here, the invariance is more closely approximated for schedules with high
rather than low variability. The reason is that as variability decreases, the obtained
indifference values increase and so Tt increases, which magnifies the effect o f the bias
toward the standard key. Finally, when value is defined in CCM assuming a delay
threshold, the predicted deviation is substantial throughout. However, note that both
versions of CCM are able to predict deviation from superposition when the standard
schedule is a fixed-delay schedule, only if a bias exists for either alternative.

M ethod

Subjects
Four White Cameau pigeons, numbered 955, 956, 958 and 961, served as subjects,
and were maintained at 85% ad libitum weight plus or minus 15 g. All had previous
experience with a variety of experimental procedures.

Apparatus
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Four standard three-key operant chambers, 35 cm deep x 35 cm wide x 35 cm
high, were used. The keys were 26 cm above the floor. Each chamber was equipped with
a houselight 7 cm above the center key and a grain magazine with a 6 cm x 5 cm aperture
13 cm below the center key. The magazine was illuminated when wheat was made
available. A force o f approximately .ION was required to operate each key, and resulted
in an audible feedback click. Chambers were enclosed in a sound-attenuating box and
fitted with ventilation fans for masking extraneous noises. Event scheduling and data
recording were controlled with a MEDSTATE notation program and a MED-PC system
interfaced to a IBM-compatible microcomputer.

Procedure
Pigeons were trained first to peck at the center key and then at the side keys using
an autoshaping procedure. When pecking was well established the adjusting-delay
procedure described below was instituted, and 20 sessions of pretraining with a fixed-time
(FT) 10 s standard schedule were given to familiarize subjects with the procedure.
Training in the first condition o f Experiment 1A then began. Experiment IB commenced
immediately following completion o f Experiment 2.
For both Experiments 1A and IB, sessions consisted o f 20 blocks o f 4 trials each.
A block contained two forced-choice followed by two free-choice trials. The sequence of
events on a free-choice trial was as follows. After a 15 s ITI, the center key was
illuminated white and a single peck was required to begin the choice phase. The purpose
of the center key peck was to ensure that the pigeon's head was approximately midway
between the two side keys at the start o f the choice phase. A peck to the center key
darkened that key and illuminated the two side keys, one red and one green. The green
key was always associated with the standard delay (i.e., a delay randomly sampled with
replacement from a distribution specified for the particular condition), and the red key
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with the adjusting delay. To control for position preference, the locations o f the red and
green colors varied randomly from trial to trial.
During the choice period, a peck at the red key extinguished the green key and
initiated the adjusting delay, during which the red key flashed at the rate o f twice per
second (off for 0.25 s, on for 0.25 s). During the choice period, a peck at the green key
extinguished the red key and initiated the standard delay, during which the green key
flashed at the rate o f twice per second (off for 0.25 s, on for 0.25 s). After either the delay
sampled from the standard distribution or the adjusting delay had elapsed, the red or green
key was extinguished and 2 s access to wheat was provided. A white houselight was
illuminated at all times except during reinforcement delivery.
The procedure was the same on forced-choice trials, except that only one side key,
red or green, was lit. A peck at this key, as in the free-choice trials, produced flashing on
the key and the appropriate delay. Of every two forced-choice trials, one presented the
green key and the other the red key. The temporal order and location o f these trials varied
randomly.
After every two free-choice trials, the adjusting delay was updated. If the bird had
responded exclusively to the green (standard) key during the two free-choice trials, the
adjusting delay was decremented by 1 s (for mean delay 10 s conditions), 2 s (for mean
delay 20 s) or 3 s (for mean delay 30 s), effective for the next trial. If the bird had
responded exclusively to the red (adjusting) key during the two free-choice trials, the
adjusting delay was incremented by 1 s (for mean delay 10 s conditions), 2 s (for mean
delay 20 s conditions), or 3 s (mean delay 30 s), effective for the next trial. The
increments increased proportionally with mean standard duration in an attempt to equalize
as much as possible the effect o f variability in the adjusting delay across conditions. If the
bird responded once each to the adjusting and standard keys during the two free-choice
trials, the adjusting delay was not changed for the next trial. At the start o f each
experiment, the adjusting delay was set a t . 1 s. Increments from . 1 s or decrements from 1
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s were always .9 s, so that adjusting delays greater than .1 s were integers. For every
session thereafter in Experiment 1A, the initial value o f the adjusting delay was the ending
value o f the adjusting delay for the previous session.
Experiment 1A consisted of 19 conditions which differed in the distribution of
reinforcement delays following a response on the standard key. Conditions were divided
into groups with mean delay of 10,20, and 30 s. Conditions included FT, mixed-time
(MT), variable-time (VT) and random-time (RT) schedules, and were chosen to provide a
variety o f distribution types. Distributions for conditions 1,2, 10 and 15 were
approximately normal whereas those for conditions 9, 13, and 18 were U-shaped. In the
RT 10 condition (8), delays were determined by sampling a 10% probability generator
every 1 s until a reinforcer was delivered, producing an exponential distribution. The MT
conditions were selected to give a range o f variability at each mean standard schedule
value. Delay distributions for the 20 s and 30 s groups were determined by multiplying the
intervals from conditions 1, 6, 7, 9, and 4 by factors o f 2 and 3. Conditions were run in
the same order for all birds.
Experiment IB consisted of 8 conditions selected from Experiment 1A. Four of
these conditions were from the 10 s group and 4 were from the 30 s group. Order of
conditions was counterbalanced across birds, and conditions with mean standard delays of
10 s and 30 s alternated. The procedure was exactly the same as in Experiment 1A,
except that after completion of the FT 30 s condition the adjusting delay for the beginning
of the next session (which had a mean standard delay o f 10 s) was set equal to 10 s. The
FT 30 condition was replicated for Bird 955 and both FT 30 and VT 10 conditions were
replicated for Birds 956 and 958.
For both Experiment 1A and IB, conditions lasted a minimum o f 10 sessions.
After the minimum number o f sessions, a condition was terminated for each subject
individually when several stability criteria were met. Each session was divided into two
40-trial blocks, and for each block the mean delay on the adjusting key, for both free and
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forced-choice trials, was calculated. A condition was terminated when the following
criteria were met:

1. Neither the highest nor lowest mean adjusting delay for a single block had
occurred during the last six blocks of the condition.
2. The adjusting delay averaged across the last six blocks was neither the highest
nor lowest six-block mean of the condition.
3. The mean delay o f the last six blocks did not differ from the mean o f the
previous six blocks by more than 10% or by more than 1 s, whichever was larger.

For all conditions, the mean adjusting delay o f the last six 40-trial blocks (pooled)
was taken as an estimate of the fixed indifference point. Latencies to peck the center
white and red or green side keys were recorded for each trial, and were averaged over the
last six blocks of each condition. Average latency was added to ITI duration (15 s) to
yield 77 for each condition. Sessions were conducted seven days a week at approximately
the same time o f day, provided that subjects were within +/-15 g o f their 85% ad libitum
weight.

Results and Discussion

Table 3.2 shows the order of conditions and obtained indifference values for all
subjects in Experiment 1A. Number o f sessions required to attain stability are given in
parentheses. Equivalent information for Experiment IB is presented in Table 3.3. For the
conditions (i.e., FT 30 and VT 10) for which multiple determinations were made in
Experiment IB, the indifference value averaged across determinations was used for
subsequent analyses.
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Table 3.2
Fixed-delay indifference values for Experiment 1A. All values are in seconds. Number of
sessions to complete each condition is given in parentheses. All conditions were run in the
listed order for all subjects. (Note: FT = fixed-time, VT = variable-time, MT = mixed
time, RT = random-time)

mdition

Standard
Schedule

Bird
955

956

958

961

1

VT 10a

8.91 (13)

8.31 (11)

8.93 (10)

8.85 (20)

2

VT 10b

9.87 (16)

9.56 (14)

9.71 (17)

10.27 (17)

3

MT 6,14

8.57 (20)

9.40(11)

7.91 (12)

10.45 (11)

4

MT 7,13

10.55 (14)

8.87 (10)

8.48 (14)

10.38(11)

5

FT 10

10.13 (13)

10.47 (10)

11.52 (11)

10.86(16)

6

MT 1,19

4.21 (12)

4.12(10)

3.36 (16)

4.45 (17)

7

MT 4,16

9.00 (15)

5.89 (11)

5.63 (12)

7.58 (15)

S

RT 10

5.05(11)

4.84 (13)

5.11 (11)

6.26 (23)

9

VT 10c

5.84 (12)

6.67 (17)

5.79 (12)

5.71 (12)

10

VT 20a

12.93 (12)

15.07(10)

12.14(14)

20.20 (12)

11

MT 2,38

4.51 (16)

5.87 (10)

5.73 (13)

5.30 (12)

12

FT 20

18.07 (14)

17.20(11)

14.02 (15)

22.10(17)

13

VT 20c

12.40 (12)

12.93 (12)

9.31 (13)

13.89 (12)

14

MT 14,26

13.18(10)

16.81 (11)

14.62 (15)

18.29 (12)

15

VT 30a

18.51 (10)

24.85 (12)

18.56(11)

23.59 (18)

16

MT 3,57

6.57 (17)

7.31(11)

6.49 (14)

6.78 (22)

17

FT 30

23.79 (19)

23.11 (15)

23.85 (13)

27.18(12)

18

VT 30c

21.10(11)

15.54 (10)

15.48 (16)

21.74(16)

19

MT 21,39

19.73 (17)

21.56(10)

21.75(11)

29.78 (18)
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Table 3.2 (continued)

Note: Delays (in seconds) for VT schedules were as follows: VT 10a: (2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 8, 8,
8 ,1 0 ,1 0 ,1 0 ,1 0 ,1 0 ,1 2 , 12, 12, 14, 14, 16, 16,18); VT 10b: (4, 6, 6, 6, 8, 8, 8, 8, 10,
10, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12, 12, 12, 14, 14, 14, 16); VT 10c: (3, 3, 3, 6, 10, 14, 17, 17, 17).
Delays for VT 20a, c and VT 30a,c were obtained by multiplying intervals in VT 10a, c by
2 or 3.
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Table 3.3
Fixed-delay indifference values for Experiment IB. All values are in seconds. The order
of each condition is in parentheses preceding the indifference value, and the number of
sessions to complete that condition is in parentheses following the indifference value.
(Note: FT = fixed-time, VT = variable-time, MT = mixed-time)

Standard
Schedule

955

956

Bird
958

961

FT 10

(5) 9.35 (12)

(2) 11.06(14)

(5) 9.24 (12)

(2) 9.98 (17)

MT 7,13

(7) 7.69 (10)

(8) 9.51 (10)

(7) 8.35 (12)

(8) 10.52 (15)

VT 10

(1) 7.19(28)

(4)8.38(11)

(3) 6.20 (13)

(6)7.19(18)

MT 1,19

(3)3.08(11)

(6) 3.43 (10)

(1) 3.59 (25)

(4)3.48 (15)

FT 30

(2) 27.64 (16)

(5) 21.91 (10)

(2) 30.36 (26)

(5) 28.20 (15)

MT 21,39

(8) 20.14 (14)

(7) 26.73 (18)

(8) 20.94 (19)

(7) 26.30 (20)

VT 30

(4) 16.79 (18)

(1)21.19(25)

(6) 15.11(11)

(3) 24.04 (16)

MT 3,57

(6) 5.71 (13)

(3) 8.47 (17)

(4) 6.87 (10)

(1) 6.18 (20)

FT 30 (R)

(9) 26.83 (19)

(9) 27.29 (13)

(9) 25.73 (10)

—

VT 10 (R)

—

(10) 6.32 (15)

(10) 6.80 (10)

—
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The first question is how well the four models discussed above, i.e., the
hyperbolic-decay model (Equation 3.2; “hyp”), the power function model (Equation 3.1;
“pwr”), CCM as adapted to the adjusting-delay procedure with value defined as a power
function (Equation 3.8; “ccm”), and with value defined as a power function with 1 added
to the denominator (Equation 3.9; “ccm+d”), described the data from the adjusting-delay
procedure. Parameters were estimated that maximized the variance accounted for (VAC)
by each model, separately for each bird’s data from Experiments 1A and IB. In addition
to VAC as an index o f the quality o f the model’s fits, regressions on the obtained (y)
versus predicted (x) indifference values were performed.
Table 3.4 lists the estimated parameter values and VAC for all models for data
from Experiments 1A and IB. In terms o f VAC, all four models described the data from
both experiments quite well; VAC was always greater than 90%, except for the fits by hyp
and pw r for Bird 955’s data in Experiment 1A (88%), and was 95% or more for all the
fits to Experiment IB data. Thus, the discrimination to be made between the models in
terms o f overall quality of the data fits will be a fine one.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the VAC and obtained versus predicted regression
statistics for all models for the fits to data from both experiments. Consider first the
models that employ power functions for the delay o f reinforcement gradient: pwr, ccm
and ccm+d. There was a perfect rank order correlation in the slope and intercept o f the
regressions for each bird’s data in both experiments: The slope increased (becoming
closer to 1.0) and the intercept decreased (becoming closer to 0.0), from pw r to ccm to
ccm+d. Less systematic deviation o f obtained from predicted data is indicated by slopes
and intercepts closer to 1.0 and 0.0, respectively; therefore, ccm+d gave the best overall
fit of these models. The major reason that ccm+d produced less systematic deviation than
the other models was that pwr and ccm predicted indifference values for the MT 1,19
condition that were too low in both experiments, indicating that these models overvalued
the 1 s delay in that schedule. The ceiling on the value o f immediate reinforcement thus
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Table 3.4
Estimated parameters and variance accounted for (VAC) in the data o f Experiments 1A
and IB, by the hyperbolic-decay model (hyp), power function model (pwr), CCM with
value defined as a power function (ccm), and CCM with value defined as a power function
with a threshold for delay (ccm+d).
Experiment IA
Bird
955

Model
b

hyp

K

956
VAC

0.82 0.17 0.88
b

Qg

VAC

b

K

VAC

0.86 0.18 0.94
b

Qg

961

958

VAC

b

VAC

K

0.79 0.25 0.95
b

Qg

VAC

b

K

VAC

1.04 0.31 0.96
b

ag

VAC

pwr

0.81 0.23 0.88

0.84 0.26 0.94

0.78 0.40 0.93

1.01 0.43 0.96

ccm

0.81 0.26 0.91

0.84 0.27 0.96

0.81 0.48 0.95

1.00 0.39 0.96

ccm+d

0.82 0.51 0.91

0.85 0.52 0.96

0.82 0.79 0.95

1.01 0.65 0.96

Experiment IB
Bird
955

Model
b

hyp

K

956
VAC

0.84 0.39 0.97
b

£2

VAC

b

K

VAC

0.92 0.15 0.96
b

£z

961

958

VAC

K

b

VAC

0.85 0.38 0.97
b

£z

VAC

b

K

VAC

0.99 0.26 0.95
b

Qg

VAC

pwr

0.84 0.61 0.96

0.91 0.21 0.97

0.86 0.75 0.96

0.98 0.37 0.97

ccm

0.89 0.71 0.95

0.94 0.24 0.98

0.92 0.91 0.96

0.99 0.37 0.97

ccm+d

0.89 0.93 0.96

0.94 0.46 0.97

0.92 1.07 0.96

0.99 0.59 0.96
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of four models’ effectiveness in describing data from the
adjusting-delay procedure in Experiment 1A. Shown for each model are the variance
accounted for (VAC) and parameters from a regression performed on the obtained versus
predicted data. The regression parameters can indicate systematic deviation of obtained
from predicted data; perfect prediction is given by a slope of 1.0 and an intercept of 0.0.
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Bird 955

hyp

pwr
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cm

csm*e

ccm

ccm*c

hyp

pwr

cm

crwj

pm
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camti

Bird 961

hyp

pm

hyp

Figure 3.5. Comparison o f four models’ effectiveness in describing data from the
adjusting-delay procedure in Experiment IB. Shown for each model are the variance
accounted for (VAC) and parameters from a regression performed on the obtained versus
predicted data. The regression parameters can indicate systematic deviation o f obtained
from predicted data; perfect prediction is given by a slope o f 1.0 and an intercept o f 0.0.
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improved prediction o f the ccm+d model. Although the differences in VAC were less
consistent, on average ccm+d and ccm accounted for slightly more variance than pwr.
Inclusion of temporal context (Jt / Ti) therefore improved the overall quality o f the fits to
the data. This supports the idea that a single model (CCM) can account for data in both
concurrent chains and the adjusting-delay procedure, because it suggests that the same
functional relationships that characterize choice in concurrent chains (i.e., temporal
context effects) are present in the adjusting-delay procedure as well.
The hyperbolic-decay model also gave an excellent account of the data; there were
no systematic differences between quality o f the fits of hyp and ccm+d as measured by
VAC and the regression statistics in either experiment. Therefore, we can conclude that
overall, hyp and ccm+d provide comparable descriptive accuracy for data from the
adjusting-delay procedure. The advantage o f ccm+d, of course, is that it is compatible
with the concurrent-chains data analyzed by Grace (1994).
As discussed above, a major purpose o f Experiments 1A and IB was to test an
invariance based on Weber’s Law -- whether the ratio of adjusting delays for two variabledelay schedules whose intervals differed by a multiplicative constant would equal that
constant. Predictions of the four models under consideration were presented in Figure
3.3. The results of the Weber’s Law test for Experiment 1A are shown in Figure 3.6. For
three groups of variable-delay conditions, with mean delays o f 10 s, 20 s, and 30 s, the
normalized adjusting delay (i.e., obtained adjusting delay divided by the mean o f the
standard schedule) is plotted as a function o f the coefficient o f variation o f the standard
schedule. To the extent that the invariance is satisfied, the functions should superpose.
Only data for Bird 961 demonstrates approximate superposition; for Birds 955, 956, and
958, the normalized adjusting delays for the 20 s and 30 s conditions are lower than those
for the 10 s conditions (the only exception is Bird 955, coefficient o f variation = 0.6). The
failure o f superposition for these birds is accompanied by a bias towards the standard key
(estimated bias values in Table 3.2 were less than 1). CCM explains the failure o f the
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Figure 3.6. Results from Weber’s Law test in Experiment 1A. Normalized indifference
values for three sets o f variable-delay schedules (mean = 10 s, 20 s, 30 s) are shown. Only
data from Bird 961 demonstrates approximate superposition, whereas normalized
indifference values for Birds 955,956, and 958 decrease with increases in mean variableschedule duration.
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Figure 3.7. Results from replication o f Weber’s Law test in Experiment IB. Normalized
indifference values for two sets o f variable-delay schedules (mean = 10 s, 30 s) are shown.
As in Experiment 1A, normalized indifference values for Birds 955, 956, and 958
decreased with increases in mean variable-schedule delay.
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invariance as the result of an increase in effective bias towards the standard key: Because
bias (but not the value ratio) is raised to the temporal context exponent (Tt / 77), the effect
of bias toward the standard key will increase as Tt increases, resulting in lower indifference
values for the 20 s and 30 s conditions. Bird 961, on the other hand, had virtually no bias
at all (estimated bias values were approximately equal to 1), and demonstrated
approximate superposition. This result is consistent with CCM as well, which predicts
superposition if no bias is present.
As the order o f conditions was not counterbalanced in Experiment 1A but was in
Experiment IB, we can be confident that Experiment 1A data are not confounded by
order effects only if Experiment IB constitutes a successful replication. Comparing the
estimated parameter values in Table 3.3, it is clear that for two birds (956 and 961)
sensitivity (K and a2) remained approximately constant from Experiment 1A to IB,
whereas for Birds 955 and 958 sensitivity values increased in Experiment IB. However,
these increases did not greatly affect the predicted indifference values; for the largest
increase in sensitivity (Bird 955, a2 = 0.26 in 1A and 0.71 in IB for ccm), when the value
from Experiment 1A was inserted into the model for Experiment IB, the predicted
indifference values changed by an average o f only 16%. Also, the obtained indifference
values were consistent between the experiments. Pooled across subjects, the median
absolute deviation between indifference values from Experiment 1A and IB was only 0.92
s; if the deviations are expressed relative to values from Experiment 1A, the median
change is only 11%. But most importantly, for the three birds who showed a bias towards
the standard key in Experiment 1A (b < 1; 955, 956, 958), the same bias, though
somewhat attenuated, was obtained in Experiment IB, while Bird 961 was virtually biasfree in both experiments. Possible reasons for the attenuation in bias for Birds 955, 956,
and 958 in Experiment IB will be explored in the Discussion for Experiment 2.
Nevertheless, the pattern o f estimated bias parameters across subjects is consistent
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between Experiments 1A and IB, which, together with the comparability of obtained
indifference values, suggests that order o f conditions did not affect the results.
Figure 3.7 presents the data from Experiment IB on the Weber’s Law invariance
test. Based on results from Experiment 1A, data from Birds 955, 956 and 958 were
predicted to violate the invariance, and Figure 3.7 shows that, in general, for these birds
30 s normalized adjusting-delay values were smaller than 10 s values, confirming the
prediction (pooled sign test was significant, p < .001). Therefore, the results o f the
invariance test in Experiment IB were consistent with the results from Experiment 1A.
Violation o f the Weber’s Law invariance, for some subjects, is obtained reliably in the
adjusting-delay procedure. According to CCM, these violations occur because the effect
on indifference values of factors such as color preference or variability in the adjusting
delay over trials, which are represented as bias, is modulated by temporal context.
Which models’ predictions, as shown in Figure 3.3, are most in accord with the
results from the Weber’s Law tests? Clearly, the simple power function model (pwr) is to
be ruled out, as it cannot predict violation o f the invariance under any circumstances.
Although the exact predictions of the other models depend on the parameter values
chosen, the qualitative form remains the same: The hyperbolic-decay model (hyp)
requires the invariance to be violated when the coefficient o f variation is large, owing to
the effect of the 1 added to the denominator, and to be more closely approximated as
variability decreases; the opposite pattern is predicted by CCM with value defined as a
power function (ccm); and roughly constant deviation throughout is predicted by CCM
with value defined as a power function with 1 added to the denominator (ccm+d). To
determine whether the deviation changed systematically as a function o f standard schedule
coefficient o f variation, data for Birds 955, 956, and 958 from both experiments were
submitted to a nonparametric trend test (Ferguson, 1965; cited by Davison & McCarthy,
1988). However, neither test reached significance (Experiment 1A: 2.S = -14, z = 1.84, p
> .05; Experiment IB: LS = 4, z = 0.59,p > .05). Although this is consistent with the
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prediction of ccm+d, the failure o f detecting the decreasing trend predicted by hyp should
not be taken as evidence against that model. Given the schedule values chosen, the
amount of variability in the data, and the size o f the putative effect, it is possible that there
was insufficient power to detect an actual decreasing trend. It is also interesting that for
all subjects, data from both experiments for the conditions with the greatest variability
(coefficient of variation = 0.9; MT 1,19, MT 3, 57) violated the invariance, including Bird
961 whose data were virtually bias-free and most closely approximated superposition in
general. This, too, is consistent with the predictions of hyp and ccm+d, and results from
the ceiling on the value of short-delay reinforcers.
Therefore, the results from the Weber’s Law invariance tests are consistent with
the analysis of the overall quality o f data fits presented in Figures 3.4 and 3.5: The
hyperbolic-decay model (hyp; Equation 3.2), and CCM with value defined as a power
function assuming a delay threshold (ccm+d; Equation 3.9), are comparable in their ability
to account for data from the adjusting-delay procedure. The models are equally
parsimonious, as each has two fitted parameters (bias and sensitivity). Mazur has found
that for many of his studies a value o f K = 1 gives an adequate account o f the data, and
when K = a2= 1, the definitions o f value used by the models are the same. A point in
favor of Equation 3.9 is that it is able to describe overmatching in concurrent chains if the
value o f ci2 is greater than 1 (i.e., when the initial-link response ratio exceeds the terminallink delay ratio; Killeen, 1970), whereas the hyperbolic-decay model cannot describe
overmatching. However, the most compelling argument in favor o f defining the value o f a
distribution of delays to reinforcement according to a negative power function, with a
ceiling on the value of an immediate reinforcer (Equation 3.5), is that it allows a single
model -- CCM -- to describe data on choice between time-based reinforcement schedules
in concurrent schedules, concurrent chains, and the adjusting-delay procedure. Thus
Mazur’s (1991b) goal of a single model, based on a parsimonious set o f assumptions,
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being able to describe data from the three most popular operant choice procedures, has
been reached.

Experiment 2

The application of CCM to the adjusting-delay procedure assumed that the
adjusting-delay procedure and concurrent chains are functionally equivalent in their scaling
o f value. Although the success of the model in accounting for data in Experiments 1A and
IB supports this assumption, even stronger evidence in its favor could obtained through a
direct, within-subjects test. The sensitivity exponents estimated for CCM in the data from
Experiment 1A can be used to generate, for each pigeon, pairs o f FT and VT schedules
that should be equally preferred as terminal links in concurrent chains. Although it may
appear straightforward simply to use the variable standard schedules and their FT
indifference values as the terminal links, factors contributing to bias may not be identical in
the two procedures. This problem can be resolved by correcting for bias in the predicted
FT indifference values from Experiment 1A, and then comparing preference between biascorrected FT and VT terminal links against an empirically-determined indifference baseline
in concurrent chains. If there are no systematic or substantial deviations from indifference,
then that would be direct evidence that the functional relationship between delay of
reinforcement and conditioned reinforcement value is identical in the two procedures. To
minimize extraneous factors, the concurrent chains procedure will be modified so as to be
as similar as possible to the adjusting-delay procedure used in Experiment 1A: The choice
phase (initial link) stimuli -will be illumination o f the side keys red and green, with position
determined randomly on a given trial, and the reinforcement phase (terminal link) stimuli
will be flashing red and green keylights.

Method
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Subjects cmd Apparatus
The four pigeons from Experiments 1A and IB participated as subjects. The
apparatus was identical to that used in Experiments 1A and IB. Training in Experiment 2
commenced immediately following completion o f Experiment 1A.

Procedure
A concurrent-chains procedure, designed to be as similar as possible to the
adjusting-delay procedure in Experiments 1A and IB, was used. Sessions consisted of 72
cycles, each terminating in food reinforcement. A houselight provided general illumination
in the chamber except during reinforcement. Each cycle began with illumination of the
side keys, one red and the other green, signifying the initial links or choice phase. The
position of the red and green key was selected randomly. After the pigeon made a
response to either key, an interval was sampled without replacement from a V I20 s
schedule and began timing. The V I 20 s initial-link schedule contained 12 intervals
constructed from an arithmetic progression, a ,a + d ,a + 2d, ..., in which a equals one
12th and d equals one sixth the schedule value. Either the red or green key was randomly
selected for a terminal-link entry for the cycle, with the constraint that 36 entries occurred
for both the red and green keys during the session. An initial-link response was reinforced
with entry into a terminal link provided that a) the interval from the V I 20 s schedule had
timed out; b) the response was to the preselected key; and c) a 1.5 s changeover delay was
satisfied, i.e., at least 1.5 s had elapsed between the response in question and the first
response following changeover on the key for which terminal-link entry was arranged.
Entry into a terminal link was signalled by a change from continuous to blinking
illumination on the key, together with the other keylight being extinguished. Keylights
blinked at the rate o f twice per second (0.25 s off, 0.25 s on) during the terminal links. At
the start o f each terminal link, a delay was sampled from a distribution defined for the
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particular condition. After that delay had elapsed, the keylight and houselight were
extinguished and the grain magazine was raised for 2.35 s. After reinforcement the
houselight and initial-link keylights were reilluminated and the next cycle began. Sessions
were conducted seven days a week at approximately the same time each day, provided
that subjects were within +/- 15 g o f their 85% ad libitum weight.
Conditions were defined by the distributions o f delays to reinforcement (i.e., FT,
MT, or VT schedules) associated with the red and green terminal links. Table 3.5 shows
the sequence o f conditions in Experiment 2. For all birds, the first condition was a
baseline indifference determination (FT 10 s FT 10 s). Following this, there were a total
o f eight fixed versus variable equivalence tests —conditions in which a variable-delay
schedule was paired with an FT schedule predicted to have the same value as that
variable-delay schedule. Between the third and fourth equivalence test, the indifference
baseline was replicated. For Bird 958, baseline was replicated following the second
equivalence test because that condition had produced a significant deviation from
indifference, and FT 6.34 s terminal links were used (instead o f FT 10 s) to discover if
average terminal-link duration was affecting Bird 958’s preference (it was not). Following
the seventh equivalence test, two conditions were conducted to determine whether steadystate preference could be shifted away from indifference. In the FT*0.5 condition, the FT
value for the MT 6,14 schedule was multiplied by 0.5 and paired with MT 6,14. In the
MT*2 condition, the FT value for the MT 1,19 schedule was paired with the MT 2,38
schedule. In both these conditions, preference was predicted to shift in favor of the FT
schedule. The last condition was the eighth equivalence test.
In the equivalence tests, if stable preference (measured to two significant digits)
deviated by more than .05 from the indifference baseline for that bird it was deemed a
violation o f predicted indifference, and the test was replicated. For all birds, there were
six unique equivalence tests and two replications, with variable-delay schedules of: MT
6,14; MT 1,19; MT 2,38; VT 10; VT 20; and VT 30. The intervals (in seconds) for the
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Table 3.5
Sequence of conditions in Experiment 2 for each subject. For each condition, the red and
green terminal-link schedule values are listed in seconds. The number of sessions to
complete that condition is in parentheses following the indifference value. Asterisks
indicate that the condition deviated from baseline by more than .05; all such conditions
were replicated. a = FT*0.5 condition;b = MT*2 condition (Note: FT = fixed-time, VT =
variable-time, MT = mixed-time)

Bird -55
Green
Red

Bird 956
Red
Green

Bird 958
Red
Green

Bird 961
Red
Green

FT 10 FT 10 (21)

FT 10 FT 10 (21)

FT 10 FT 10 (20)

FT 10 FT 10 (17)

FT 7.28 VT 10 (14)

FT 8.95 MT 6,14 (16)

FT 8.78 MT 6,14 (16)

FT 3.32 MT 1,19 (19)

FT 3.29 MT 1,19 (17)

FT 2.68 MT 1,19* (16) FT 2.92 MT 1,19(14)

FT 8.96 MT 6,14 (21)

FT 7.26 VT 10 (15)

FT 6.34 FT 6.34 (14)

FT 10 FT 10 (16)

MT 1,19 FT 2,68 (16)

FT 10 FT 10 (17)

FT 7.01 VT 10 (14)

FT 8.85 MT 6,14 (14)
FT 10 FT 10 (15)

FT 21.80 VT 30* (20)

FT 6.57 MT 2,38 (15)

FT 6.83 VT 10 (18)

FT 5.84 MT 2,38 (16)

FT 6.63 MT 2,38 (15)

FT 21.79 VT 30 (19)

FT 20.49 VT 30 (18)

FT 21.04 VT 30* (17)

FT 4.48 MT 6,143 (14)

FT 5.37 MT 2,38 (16)

VT 30 FT 21.04 (18)

FT 4.48 MT 6,14a(14) MT 2,38 FT 3.29b(19)

FT 4.39 MT 6,14a (15)

FT 4.43 MT 6,14a (14)

MT 2,38 FT 3.32b (14)

FT 14.53 VT 20 (15)

MT 2,38 FT 2.68b(16)

MT 2,38 FT 2.92b(21)

FT 14.57 VT 20* (21)

MT 6.14 FT 8.95 (15)

VT 30 FT 21.8 (26)

VT 20 FT 14.57 (18) MT 1,19 FT 3.29 (16)

FT 13.66 VT 20 (17)

FT 14.03 VT 20 (14)

MT 6,14 FT 8.78 (15)

FT 8.85 MT 6.14 (14)
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VT 10 schedule were: 3, 3, 3, 6, 10, 14, 17, 17, 17. The intervals for the VT 20 and VT
30 schedule were obtained by multiplying these intervals by 2 and 3, respectively. The FT
values for the equivalence tests were determined by calculating the indifference value for
the variable-delay schedule predicted by Equation 3.8 (ccm) after correcting for bias.
Specifically, for the data from Experiment 1A for each bird, values o f b and a2 in Equation
3.8 were estimated that maximized the variance accounted for by the model. Then, b was
set equal to 1 and the resulting predicted FT indifference values for the six schedules listed
above were recorded. If the six unique tests for a bird generated fewer than two
violations, then earlier tests were arbitrarily selected for replication to yield a total of eight
test conditions for that bird. In most tests, the variable-delay schedule was the green
terminal link and the fixed-delay schedule was the red terminal link. When tests were
replicated, the locations of the fixed and variable schedules were reversed.
All conditions were continued until a stability criterion was satisfied. That
criterion was that the median relative initial-link response rate (measured as a proportion)
of the last five sessions did not differ by more than .05 from the median of the five sessions
immediately preceding these. This criterion had to be reached five, not necessarily
consecutive, times. Also, a condition could not terminate in a session that had produced a
new high or low preference value.
Between all conditions, training was given in which terminal links were FT 1 s FT
19 s. The assignment of these schedules alternated between the red and green terminal
links over successive conditions. This training continued for five sessions, or until
preference had shifted at least 12.5% away from indifference. Its purpose was to ensure
that the birds did not begin a condition at indifference in which their preference was
predicted to reach indifference in the steady-state.

Results and Discussion
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Data analyzed were the relative number o f responses made to the red and green
initial links, summed over the last five sessions o f each condition. Figures 3.8 and 3.9
present data for individual subjects from all 12 conditions. For each condition, the relative
initial-link response rate on the red key, scaled as a choice proportion, is shown. Standard
deviations over the five sessions are depicted in the error bars. The first two conditions
(labeled INDIFF) are the indifference baseline and its replication. Dashed lines denote a
range o f plus or minus 5% deviation from the average o f the two baseline determinations,
which served as the criterion against which the results o f the fixed versus variable
equivalence tests were evaluated. The next eight conditions comprise the fixed versus
variable equivalence tests. Indicated on the abscissae are the variable-delay schedules
(MT or VT) for these tests. The red terminal link was always the fixed-delay (FT)
schedule predicted to be equally preferred to the particular variable-delay schedule, unless
the condition is marked with an (R), in which case the red terminal link was the variable
schedule.
Out o f a total of 32 fixed versus variable equivalence tests (six unique tests for
each bird, with two replications), there were four violations of predicted equivalence.
These conditions are marked with asterisks in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. However, when
conditions that had produced a violation were replicated, preference always stabilized
within 5% of the indifference baseline. Although it is unclear why preference occasionally
would stabilize away from baseline in the first determination, because it never did on
replication means that there is no solid evidence, considering just the overall results of the
32 tests in Experiment 2, for systematic deviation from the predicted equivalence o f the
fixed and variable schedules.
Also supporting the predicted equivalence is that the overall magnitude of
deviation from indifference was remarkably small —the median absolute deviation from
indifference, aggregated over all tests for all subjects, was only 2.4% (the average was
3.3%). There is no substantial deviation from predicted equivalence. This suggests that
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Figure 3.8. Relative initial-link responding for Birds 955 and 956 for all conditions in
Experiment 2. Dashed lines indicate plus or minus 5% from the average o f the two
indifference baselines (first two conditions). The next eight conditions are the fixedvariable equivalence tests. Asterisks indicate violation o f predicted indifference. The final
two conditions tested preference for schedules predicted not to be equally valued. Error
bars indicate one standard deviation in data across the last five sessions in stability.
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Figure 3.9. Relative initial-link responding for Birds 958 and 961 for all conditions in
Experiment 2. Dashed lines indicate plus or minus 5% from the average of the two
indifference baselines (first two conditions). The next eight conditions are the fixedvariable equivalence tests. Asterisks indicate violation of predicted indifference. The final
two conditions tested preference for schedules predicted not to be equally valued. Error
bars indicate one standard deviation in data across the last five sessions in stability.
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to a reasonably close approximation, the relationships between conditioned reinforcement
value and delay to primary reinforcement in the adjusting-delay procedure and concurrent
chains are identical.
The last two conditions in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 were included to test the sensitivity
of choice responding to schedules that should not have been equally preferred. In the
0.5*FT condition, the FT indifference value for MT 6,14 was multiplied by 0.5 (on the red
terminal link), and for the MT*2 condition, the FT indifference value for MT 1,19 (on the
green terminal link) was paired with MT 2,38. In both o f these conditions, preference was
predicted to shift towards the FT schedule. As predicted, preference did shift substantially
toward the FTs: In seven out of eight instances, the highest or lowest steady-state
preference for each bird was obtained (the only exception was Bird 955, 2*MT). This
demonstrates that the size of the initial-link schedule (V I20 s) was not simply too large to
attenuate preference in general. The lack of substantial deviation from indifference in the
fixed-variable equivalence tests therefore cannot be attributed to a lack of sensitivity in the
procedure.
It is likely that error in the equivalence tests was minimized by making concurrent
chains be as similar as possible to the adjusting-delay procedure used in Experiment 1A —
the choice (initial link) stimuli were red- and green-illuminated side keys whose location
varied randomly from trial to trial, interdependent scheduling was used for the initial links
to guarantee continued exposure to both terminal links, the terminal-link stimuli were
flashing keylights, and food was delivered independently of responding in the terminal
links. O f these, probably the most important is varying the position o f the initial links,
because position preference is a strong source o f bias for pigeons. Part of the “lab lore” of
concurrent chains is that initial-link responding sometimes shows apparent shifts in bias
over time, perhaps caused by hysteresis effects (e.g., Marcatillio & Richards, 1981). It is
possible that varying initial-link location could prove to be a useful methodological
improvement to enhance the quality o f choice data in concurrent chains.
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The pattern o f deviations from indifference in the equivalence tests can be
examined more closely. Pooled across subjects, 15 signed deviations were positive while
17 were negative (Bird 955: 3+, 5-; Bird 956: 2+, 6-; Bird 958: 5+, 3-; Bird 961: 5+, 3). On the surface, then, it would appear that deviation was unsystematic. However, the
three birds who showed bias towards the standard (green) key in Experiment 1A (955,
956, 958) tended to produce preference values in the equivalence tests which were less
than predicted for the conditions with longer mean variable delays (MT 2,38; VT 20; VT
30): Pooled across these birds, out o f 11 conditions with 20 s and 30 s mean variable
delays there were 9 negative deviations. This suggests a small preference for the variable
schedules in these birds, at least for these conditions. If there were such a preference, it
would make sense that it would be more readily detected in the longer delay conditions,
which are more sensitive because of the preference-enhancing effect o f increased terminallink duration. However, recall from Experiments 1A and IB that for Birds 955, 956 and
958, bias for the standard (green) key decreased (i.e., was closer to 1.0) in Experiment IB,
which was conducted after Experiment 2. If bias in Experiment 1A (which was used to
generate the FT indifference values) had been the same as that in IB, then the FT
indifference values for Experiment 2 would have been lower; the increase necessary to
correct for the bias towards the standard key would have been smaller. In other words, if
bias did decrease for these birds for some unknown reason during Experiment 2, then we
would expect a small change in preference away from the FT schedules in the equivalence
tests, especially in the longer delay conditions. Although this explanation is post-hoc, it is
possible that the repeated exposure to color reversals, in particular the between-condition
training with FT 1 s and FT 19 s terminal links intended to drive preference away from
indifference, might have attenuated bias for these birds.
Can the data from Experiment 2 be used to discriminate among the different
models analyzed previously? Although Equation 3.8 (can) was used to generate the
indifference values actually used, its effectiveness relative to the other models can be
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determined through analyzing residuals from the equivalence tests. Figure 3.10 shows the
results of these analyses. Bias-corrected indifference values were calculated from the
Experiment 1A data using the simple power function model (Equation 3.1; pwr), the
hyperbolic-decay model (Equation 3.2; hyp), and CCM with value defined as a
power+delay function (Equation 3.9; ccm+d). These indifference values were then
reexpressed as a signed proportion o f the indifference value generated by can , yielding for
each model a predicted error in preference in each equivalence test. Obtained error for
each of the 32 tests was calculated as a signed deviation from indifference baseline, and
plotted for each model in Figure 3.10 as a function o f predicted error. Significant positive
correlation would indicate that the model was correctly predicting obtained error from
indifference (positive predicted error results from predicted indifference values that are
larger than those produced by ccm; positive obtained error indicates greater preference for
the FT schedule than predicted, which would be attenuated if a larger FT value had been
used.) Residuals predicted by hyp (r = .57, p < .001) and ccm+d (r = .55, p < .0012)
were significantly correlated, whereas those predicted by pw r (r = .26, ns) were not. That
both hyp and ccm+d were able to predict the obtained pattern o f deviation suggests that
they provide a better description of value in the adjusting-delay procedure than ccm. This
corroborates the previous analysis o f the models’ overall fits to the data from Experiments
1A and IB.
The data points marked by x’s in Figure 3.10 represent the six equivalence tests in
which the variable schedule was MT 1,19. From visual inspection it is clear that these
points are largely responsible for the significant correlations o f hyp and ccm+d; when
these points are removed, the rest o f the points, apart from two outliers, form a cluster
near the origin (i.e., zero predicted and obtained deviation from indifference). Because
hyp and ccm+d attenuate the value of immediate or short-delay reinforcers, the
indifference value they predict for the MT 1,19 condition is greater than that predicted by
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ccm. This is additional evidence that the ceiling on the value o f immediate reinforcers
assumed in hyp and ccm+d is necessary.
Therefore, the data from Experiment 2 provide strong support, from a direct,
within-subjects test, for the hypothesis that the function relating delay and value in the
adjusting-delay procedure and concurrent chains is identical. The average error in the
equivalence tests was quite small, and systematic deviation was found consistent with
predictions of the hyperbolic-decay model (hyp) and CCM with a ceiling on the value of
immediate reinforcers (ccm+d), winch were the models found to provide the best
description o f the data in Experiments 1A and IB. The evidence for the equivalence of
value determination, coupled with the ability of CCM to describe data from both
procedures, suggests that CCM can give an integrated account of choice in concurrent
chains and the adjusting-delay procedure.

General Discussion

It may be helpful briefly to summarize what has been presented. A generalization
of the contextual choice model (CCM; Grace, 1994) was derived that can describe
preference between fixed and variable schedules in concurrent chains. The new model
defines conditioned reinforcement value as the expected value o f the distribution of delays
to reinforcement, scaled according to a power function, rather than as a power function of
average immediacy (i.e., rate) of reinforcement. This definition was originally proposed
by Killeen (1968), and generalizes CCM because it simplifies to a power function of the
ratio of average immediacies when terminal links are either both FI or VI schedules.
However, a problem with this definition is that it predicts the value o f a zero-delay
reinforcer to be infinite (Mazur & Hermstein, 1988); this can easily be corrected by
including a threshold for delay (Equation 3.5). The new version of CCM was adapted to
the adjusting-delay procedure (Mazur, 1984) by assuming that temporal context —defined
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for concurrent chains as the ratio of average time spent in the terminal and initial links per
reinforcement, Tt / Ti -- affected bias but not value in the adjusting-delay procedure.
Experiments 1A and IB used the adjusting-delay procedure to obtain fixed-delay
indifference values for a series of variable-delay schedules. The effectiveness o f four
models —a simple power function model (Equation 3.1, “pwr”), the hyperbolic-decay
model (Equation 3.2; “hyp”), and CCM as adapted to the adjusting-delay procedure with
value defined as a power function (Equation 3.8; “ccm”), and as a power function with a
delay threshold (Equation 3.9; “ccm+d”) -- in describing the data was assessed. Although
all models accounted for a high proportion o f the variance in both experiments, the fits of
hyp and ccm+d contained the least systematic deviation o f predicted from obtained data.
Experiments 1A and IB also tested an invariance based on Weber’s Law —i.e., whether
the ratio of fixed-delay indifference values for two variable-delay schedules whose
intervals differed by a multiplicative constant equalled that constant. Three out o f four
pigeons produced violations of the invariance in Experiment 1A; on replication in
Experiment IB, again the same three pigeons produced the violation. CCM explains the
violations as the result of increased bias at longer mean variable-delay duration (i.e.,
increasing Tt); in both experiments, the three birds that violated the invariance all showed
bias toward the variable key, whereas the bird that did not had virtually no bias. Results
from Experiments 1A and IB suggest that, overall, the hyperbolic-decay model (hyp) and
CCM with the delay threshold (ccm+d) are equally effective in their ability to account for
data in the adjusting-delay procedure.
Experiment 2 constituted a stronger test of the hypothesis that the determiners o f
conditioned reinforcement value are the same in the adjusting-delay procedure and
concurrent chains. Data from Experiment 1A were fitted to ccm, and pairs o f fixed and
variable schedules generated for individual pigeons that should have been equally preferred
as terminal links in concurrent chains. As predicted, deviation from indifference in the
concurrent-chains equivalence tests was remarkably small; the median absolute deviation,
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pooled over subjects (32 tests), was only 2.4%. Analysis o f residuals revealed that both
hyp and ccm+d correctly predicted a pattern o f small systematic deviation from
indifference, largely caused by increased preference for the FT schedule paired with MT
1,19. Thus, hyp and ccm+d provide the best overall description o f value, consistent with
the results o f Experiments 1A and IB; an upper limit on the value o f an immediate
reinforcer is necessary. The small overall deviation from predicted equivalence in
Experiment 2 confirms in a within-subjects test that choice in concurrent chains and the
adjusting-delay procedure may be described by the same scale o f value. Although the
present data do not clearly discriminate between value defined as a hyperbolic function
(Equation 3.2) or as a power function with delay threshold (Equation 3.5), the latter
generalizes the definition used by Grace (1994). With the new definition o f value, CCM
can accurately describe virtually all the extant data on choice between time-based
reinforcement schedules in concurrent schedules, concurrent chains, and the adjustingdelay procedure. Thus, Mazur’s (1991b) goal has been achieved: A single model, based
on a parsimonious set o f assumptions, is able to account for data from the three most
popular operant choice procedures.
Although there has been general agreement that the function relating the delay and
effectiveness of a primary reinforcer (i.e., the delay o f reinforcement gradient) is a
decreasing, negatively accelerated function, there has been considerable disagreement
about the precise mathematical form of the function. Among the functions that have been
proposed are the exponential (Hull, 1943; Killeen, 1994), hyperbolic (Mazur, 1984) and
power functions (Killeen, 1968). The present data, together with the ability o f CCM to
account for archival data, suggests that the delay o f reinforcement gradient is best
described as a power function with a ceiling on the value o f an immediate reinforcer
(Equation 3.5). Annother advantage o f this definition is that it is consistent with (except
for deviations produced by the ceiling on value) a form of Weber’s Law for the relative
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value of delay of reinforcement distributions: The relative value o f two distributions is
invariant if the intervals comprising both distributions are multiplied by the same constant.
In a recent review, Williams (1994b) argued persuasively that conditioned
reinforcement, although neglected in the past as being outmoded, is still a useful and
important explanatory construct. The research reported here yields strong evidence in
favor of the validity o f conditioned reinforcement as a quantitative construct. The
adjusting-delay procedure and concurrent chains provide operationally independent
measures of conditioned reinforcement value as a function o f delay. That these measures
proved equivalent in a within-subjects test implies that value, as defined here, corresponds
in a meaningful way to an unobservable process or mechanism controlling behavior in the
two procedures. A likely candidate, perhaps, for such a process would be a memorial
representation o f delays to reinforcement coupled with a sampling and response rule, for
example that postulated by scalar expectancy theory (SET; Brunner, Gibbon, & Fairhurst,
1994; Gibbon, 1977, 1986; Gibbon, Church, Fairhurst, & Kacelnik, 1988). By providing a
valid, quantitative definition o f conditioned reinforcement value consistent with a large
empirical database, CCM should facilitate development o f more molecular models
(perhaps based on SET) that can explain acquisition o f value while at the same time
remaining compatible with CCM at the molar level.
It should be emphasized that CCM, like the generalized matching law, is
fundamentally a descriptive, molar model. It provides in its fitted parameters a set of
higher-order dependent variables to guide research. However, there is systematic
parameter deviation that CCM cannot explain, as currently formulated. For example,
sensitivity to delay is greater when both terminal links are fixed (mean = 2.68) than when
both are variable (mean = 0.90) in the studies analyzed by Grace (1994), a result which is
statistically significant, /(16) = -3.42, p < .002. CCM suffers from the same lack of
parameter invariance as in the studies which utilized Killeen’s (1968) generalized-mean
analysis o f preference for variability (Davison & McCarthy, 1988). However, if CCM is
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conceptualized as a descriptive model, what this result implies is the presence of a
molecular process or mechanism responsible for the parameter deviation at the molar
level. Therefore, CCM, like the generalized matching law, can serve as a useful heuristic
for research that attempts to chart the boundary conditions o f the model —i.e.,
experimental conditions for which assumptions o f the model break down, which should
lead to development of still more comprehensive models.
The implications of the present data for the validity o f conditioned reinforcement
value raise an interesting parallel with psychophysical scaling. Use o f two independent
measurement procedures to establish the validity o f a scale o f value is similar to
attempting to validate sensation scales through comparing power-law exponents obtained
in different procedures such as magnitude estimation and category scaling (see Marks,
1974, for review). The psychophysical exponent has been found to depend on the
particular method employed (Stevens & Galanter, 1957), as well as on sequential order
and stimulus range effects (Poulton, 1968). These results are similar, in their import, to
the greater sensitivity obtained with fixed than variable terminal link in concurrent chains:
They represent boundary conditions on the scale’s validity, and need to be explained
through lower-level processes or mechanisms.
Although the present data might be taken to imply that the adjusting-delay
procedure and concurrent chains are different, but essentially equivalent, procedures for
preference scaling, in some respects the adjusting-delay procedure is superior because it
affords greater experimental control over bias and temporal context. Position preference,
which is a frequent and often frustrating source o f bias in pigeons, is minimized by
ensuring that the pigeons’ head is equidistant from the two choice stimuli at the start of
the choice phase (through requiring a single peck on the center key to begin the choice
phase), and by randomly varying, from trial to trial, the position o f the choice stimuli.
Also, the magnitude of temporal context effects is reduced, relative to concurrent chains.
According to CCM, temporal context (Tt / Tt) modulates the behavioral expression of
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differences in terminal-link value. But if the values are equal, as by definition they must be
when the adjusting delay has stabilized, then there can be no effect of temporal context in
the adjusting-delay procedure unless context affects some other determiner o f choice,
namely bias. The success of CCM in predicting results o f the Weber’s Law tests in
Experiments 1A and IB supports the idea that bias is affected by absolute terminal-link
duration in the adjusting-delay procedure. However, the effect on obtained indifference
values of changes in bias is small relative to the magnitude o f context effects in concurrent
chains. This is because adjusting-delay bias is small compared with the ratio o f terminallink schedules in concurrent chains (which is often 4:1 or more). Some of the problems of
bias and temporal context in concurrent chains can be alleviated. For example, position
preference can be minimized by varying the position o f the initial-link keys as in
Experiment 2. However, although temporal context effects can be controlled for by
arranging average terminal and initial-link duration to be constant across conditions, as
Grace (1994) suggested, obtained initial-link duration can affect preference if
interdependent initial links are used to equalize exposure to the terminal links (Grace,
1995). And if independent initial-link schedules, which control obtained initial-link
duration more precisely, are used, the obtained relative frequency of terminal-link entry
may deviate from the programmed relative frequency. Therefore, the adjusting-delay
procedure offers greater experimental control over factors unrelated to value (bias and
temporal context) than concurrent chains. For this reason the adjusting-delay procedure
may be superior for preference scaling, although both procedures will continue to be
important in the study of choice. Future research should explore the extent to which
additional parallels exist between the procedures, for example the effects o f intertrial
reinforcers (Mazur, 1994), probabilistic reinforcement (Mazur & Romano, 1992; Spetch
& Dunn, 1987), and multiple reinforcers per terminal link (Mazur, 1986; Moore, 1979).
That a model assuming a simple scale o f value can describe choice between fixed
and variable schedules is at odds with the results o f Navarick and Fantino (1972). They
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tested the functional equivalence, a form o f strong stochastic transitivity, o f FI and VI
terminal links in concurrent chains, and found frequent violations. On the basis o f these
data, they subsequently argued that a model satisfying “simple scalability” (Krantz, 1967)
could not describe choice in concurrent chains (Navarick & Fantino, 1974). However,
Mazur and Coe (1987) replicated their functional equivalence tests with the adjustingdelay procedure and found no consistent evidence for violations. Grace (1993) showed
that a model that deviated from simple scalability only in a bias parameter could predict
the type o f violations reported by Navarick and Fantino (1972). Although it then might
appear likely that the improved control over position preference in the adjusting-delay
procedure is responsible for Mazur and Coe’s failure to replicate, in an unpublished
dissertation, Safar (1982) successfully replicated Navarick and Fantino’s results using a
within-session procedure in which initial-link position varied randomly. According to
CCM, functional equivalence violations may occur in concurrent chains if the difference in
average terminal-link durations is large enough across the three conditions that constitute
the test. Such violations would be attributed by CCM not to differences in value (i.e.,
learning), but to differences in performance, and so do not contradict simple scalability in
concurrent chains. Because the magnitude o f temporal context effects is attenuated in the
adjusting-delay procedure, it makes sense that Mazur and Coe (1987) did not find
violations o f functional equivalence.
In conclusion, a generalization of the contextual choice model (CCM; Grace,
1994) was derived that can describe preference for variability in concurrent chains and the
adjusting-delay procedure. Experiments 1A and IB arranged a parametric series o f
variable schedules in the adjusting-delay procedure, and found that the hyperbolic-decay
model (Equation 3.2; Mazur, 1984) and CCM with value defined as a power function with
a delay threshold (Equation 3.9), gave the best overall account o f the data. As predicted
by CCM, consistent deviations from a Weber’s Law invariance were found. Experiment 2
demonstrated that the functions relating reinforcer delay and value in the adjusting-delay
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procedure and concurrent chains were the same. Taken together, these experiments
constitute converging evidence that conditioned reinforcement value, as defined by CCM,
is a valid quantitative construct. And with this definition o f value, CCM provides an
integrated account of data on choice between time-based reinforcement schedules in the
three most popular operant choice paradigms: concurrent schedules, concurrent chains,
and the adjusting-delay procedure.
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CHAPTER IV

TEMPORAL CONTEXT AND CONDITIONED REINFORCEMENT VALUE

Introduction

This chapter describes an experiment which tests the most important point of
contention between CCM and delay-reduction theory (DRT): whether conditioned
reinforcement value depends on (DRT) or is independent of (CCM) temporal context.
Pigeons were trained on a two-component concurrent-chains procedure, in which the
components had different temporal contexts. After initial-link responding had stabilized,
terminal-link stimuli from different components were presented simultaneously in probe
tests. Choice in the probes was better predicted by the assumption o f CCM that terminallink value was independent o f temporal context. The discussion places the relationship
between DRT and CCM in a broader context, highlighting parallels with models for
Pavlovian conditioning.
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Abstract

Delay-reduction theory (DRT; Fantino, 1969) and the contextual choice model
(CCM; Grace, 1994) both attempt to account for the effects on choice o f variations in
initial- and terminal-link duration (i.e., temporal context) in the concurrent-chains
procedure. DRT and CCM make many similar predictions, but differ in one critical
assumption: whether the conditioned reinforcement value o f a terminal-link stimulus
depends on (DRT) or is independent o f (CCM) temporal context. An experiment is
reported which tested this assumption. Pigeons were trained on a multiple-component
procedure in which they were exposed to two concurrent chains with different temporal
contexts within each session. After choice responding in both components had stabilized,
probe trials were conducted in which terminal-link stimuli from different components were
presented simultaneously. Choice in the probes supported the predictions of CCM but not
DRT, suggesting that the pigeons had learned the veridical delay to reinforcement
associated with the onset of a terminal link, regardless o f the duration o f the preceding
initial link and the other terminal link. The relationship between DRT and CCM, as
models for conditioned reinforcement, parallels that between contingency theory
(Rescorla, 1968) and scalar expectancy theory (SET; Gibbon & Balsam, 1981) as models
for Pavlovian conditioning. Future research should explore whether temporal context
effects in concurrent chains and Pavlovian procedures (e.g,. autoshaping) are isomorphic,
and whether acquisition o f preference in concurrent chains can be modeled by Pavlovian
processes.
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An important area of investigation in both operant and Pavlovian conditioning has
been the role of context. Although it is difficult to give a precise definition, the role of
context may be construed most generally as the effect of stimulus and reinforcer
presentations separate from a target response-reinforcer or stimulus-reinforcer
contingency on behavior controlled by the target contingency. In gestalt terms, context is
the “ground” in which the target contingency (the “figure”) is embedded. Time is an
important dimension for context effects; stimuli that are presented simultaneously or
coextensively with a target contingency form its immediate context (e.g., blocking in
Pavlovian conditioning, Kamin, 1969; choice between concurrent variable-interval (VI) VI
schedules, Hermstein, 1961), whereas those that occur at a temporal distance form its
temporal context (e.g., interactions in multiple schedules; Williams, 1983). Many
prominent theoretical developments in animal learning have attempted to account for
context effects.
An example in Pavlovian conditioning of the emphasis on context is Rescorla’s
(1967,1968) argument that a positive contingency, not simple contiguity, between a
conditioned stimulus (CS) and an unconditioned stimulus (US) is required for excitatory
conditioning to occur. He found that an equivalent number of tone-shock pairings might
or might not endow the tone with the ability to suppress rats’ ongoing lever-pressing for
food, depending on the number of shocks delivered in the tone’s absence. He went on to
define CS-US contingency as US probability in the presence of the CS relative to US
probability in its absence. Jenkins and Shattuck (1981; see also Jenkins, Barnes, &
Barrera, 1981) subsequently showed that contingency in Rescorla’s procedure could be
construed equally well as the relative rate of reinforcement in the presence and absence of
the CS. Although Rescorla’s original claim that a positive contingency is necessary and
sufficient for excitatory conditioning has been found to be too strong (see Papini &
Bitterman, 1990), much subsequent research has debated the mechanism responsible for
the robust effect of contingency (or relative rate of reinforcement). According to the
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highly influential Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model, when US presentations occur in the
absence of the CS, static contextual cues in the experimental chamber acquire conditioned
value and block learning of the CS-US association (see also Balsam & Tomie, 1985),
whereas so-called “comparator” models claim that the animal forms separate associations
between CS-US and context-US which jointly determine performance to the CS at the
time of testing (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Miller & Schachtman, 1985; see Durlach, 1989,
for review). Whatever the final resolution of this debate may be, the empirical result is
clear: In Pavlovian conditioning, the effectiveness of CS-US pairings depends on the
overall context of US presentations, i.e., the rate of reinforcement in the absence of the
CS.
Context has figured prominently in operant research as well, in the study of choice.
The key empirical result was the “matching law”, Hermstein’s (1961) demonstration that
the proportion of pigeons’ responses to one of two concurrently-available variable-interval
(VI) schedules approximately equalled the proportion of total reinforcement obtained from
that schedule. The matching law implies that response rate on one schedule is directly
proportional to the reinforcement rate on that schedule and inversely proportional to the
reinforcement rate on the other schedule, a result confirmed by Catania (1963a). As
research based on the matching law progressed, it became apparent that reinforcement
parameters other than rate, such as magnitude or delay, might be interchangeable in their
effects on choice. This led to a conceptualization of reinforcement value as a unifying
construct that could represent the effects of different reinforcement parameters (Baum &
Rachlin, 1969). With matching in concurrent schedules as a starting point, Hermstein
(1970) then assumed that all behavior is choice (i.e., occurs in a context of alternative
responses and reinforcers), and derived a quantitative law of effect that integrated data
from single, concurrent, and multiple schedules. Thus, the rate of a particular response
was a measure of the value (or utility) of its consequences relative to its context. Some of
the implications of Hermstein’s analysis have been called into question (e.g., its
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explanation for behavioral contrast in multiple schedules; see Williams, 1983); however,
the core assumption that the strength of an operant response, measured as response rate,
depends on its context of reinforcement has achieved wide acceptance (Williams, 1988).
Although by no means comprehensive, the foregoing review demonstrates that the
effectiveness of both Pavlovian and operant contingencies depends on the context of
reinforcement in which those contingencies are arranged. A separate question, however,
is whether “what is learned” depends on context. The view that context affects
performance but not learning has been adopted by some models of Pavlovian conditioning
(Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Miller & Schachtman, 1985).
It is therefore not surprising that context has figured prominently in the study of
conditioned reinforcement, which involves both operant and Pavlovian processes. A
conditioned reinforcer is an initially neutral stimulus that has acquired the ability to
reinforce an operant response through being paired with an unconditioned reinforcer such
as food. Because its reinforcing effectiveness depends on a history of association with an
unconditioned reinforcer, Pavlovian conditioning has traditionally been assumed to be the
process responsible for the development of conditioned reinforcement (e.g., Hull, 1943;
Skinner, 1938). Historically, it played an important role in Hullian learning theory (where
it was called “secondary reinforcement”) primarily because it was necessary to account for
human behavior, but its popularity waned in the 1960’s both because of what appeared to
be intractable methodological problems (Myers, 1958) and the increasing emphasis on
cognitive rather than reinforcement-based explanations of behavior. Following Egger and
Miller’s (1962) influential study, it became popular to view the function of a putative
conditioned reinforcer as one of providing information about unconditioned reinforcement,
not serving as a reinforcer itself (Hendry, 1969). But a series of studies with the
observing-response procedure by Dinsmoor and colleagues (see Dinsmoor, 1983, for
review) demonstrated conclusively that conditioned reinforcement could not be explained
by information theory. The methodological problems have been largely alleviated, too,
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with operant techniques such as the observing-response, chain, and concurrent-chains
procedures, and in a recent review Williams (1994b) argued persuasively that conditioned
reinforcement remains a valid and necessary explanatory construct for learning theory.
Here we will assume its validity, and investigate the relationship between temporal context
and conditioned reinforcement value, where value is conceptualized according to the
matching law as discussed above, i.e., as a quantitative construct that represents the utility
to the organism of the consequences signalled by presentation of the conditioned
reinforcer. Of particular interest will be parallels between models for conditioned
reinforcement and Pavlovian conditioning. Although these areas have evolved
independently, there are significant similarities in the lines of development, which suggests
that the traditional assumption that conditioned reinforcing effectiveness is produced by
Pavlovian conditioning is a good one.

The Concurrent-Chains Procedure

Most research on the quantitative determiners of conditioned reinforcement value
(hereafter simply “value”) has used the concurrent-chains procedure, introduced by Autor
(1960). A typical arrangement is diagrammed in Figure 4.1. Two pecking keys are
illuminated white, signifying the “initial links”, or choice phase of the procedure. Each key
is associated with its own VI schedule, and when an interval times out the next response
to that key is reinforced by a change in key color (a conditioned reinforcer; in Figure 4.1,
left key to red, right key to green), together with the other key being extinguished. This
signals the onset of a “terminal link”, or reinforcement phase. Responding in the presence
of the red or green key is then reinforced with access to food according to a separate
schedule. Usually, after one reinforcer is delivered in a terminal link, the initial links are
reinstated. Thus, concurrent chains can be viewed as a concurrent schedule of
conditioned reinforcement. The independent variable is typically the terminal-link
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schedules, which define an average delay, magnitude, and probability o f primary
reinforcement associated with the presentation o f each terminal-link stimulus, and the
dependent variable is relative initial-link response rate, which measures the strength or
effectiveness o f the terminal-link stimuli as conditioned reinforcers. The methodological
advantage o f concurrent chains is that an assessment o f conditioned reinforcing strength is
obtained, separate from the conditions generating that strength and while those conditions
are maintained.
Because concurrent chains can be viewed as a concurrent schedule o f conditioned
rather than unconditioned reinforcement, it was fortunate that early research supported a
simple extension of the matching law to conditioned reinforcement. Autor (1960) and
Hermstein (1964a) found that relative initial-link response rate approximately equalled the
relative reinforcement rate delivered in the terminal links. This is consistent with the
following analysis o f concurrent chains (implied, but not explicitly stated, by Hermstein,
1964a): Choice responding matches the relative rates o f conditioned reinforcement
provided by the initial links, and differential terminal-link value affects choice
multiplicatively, as in the Baum-Rachlin (1969) extension o f the matching law to multiple
dimensions o f reinforcer value (see also Davison, 1983). Mathematically,

(4.1)

where B i and BR are the response rates and R n and R 1r the rates o f conditioned
reinforcement in the left and right initial links, and VL and VR are the values o f the terminal
links, defined as the rates of primary reinforcement (Roj) in their presence. Equation 4.1 is
the simplest and most natural matching-law interpretation o f concurrent chains. For
Equation 4.1 to reduce to the matching law for concurrent schedules, the assumption must
be made that conditioned and primary reinforcers are functionally equivalent in their
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Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram o f a typical concurrent-chains procedure. Responding on
the concurrently-available White keys (initial links) occasionally produces access into one
o f two mutually-exclusive terminal-link schedules (Red and Green keys). Responding
during terminal links is reinforced with food, after which the initial links are reinstated.
See text for more detail.
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effects on choice responding (Williams and Dunn (1991) have shown they are for simple
discrimination learning.) Because Autor (1960) and Hermstein (1964a) used equal initiallink schedules, Equation 4.1 simplifies to B J B r = R 21JR 2R- Their definition o f value is in
agreement with Kelleher and Gollub (1962), who reviewed experiments on single chain
schedules and concluded that the strength o f responding in the first link was best predicted
by reinforcement rate in the second link. For present purposes, the important feature of
this definition is its context-independence, i.e., the value of a stimulus is unaffected by
events that occur in its absence.

Temporal Context in Concurrent Chains: Delay-Reduction Theory.

However, this appealingly simple state o f affairs did not persist long. That
temporal context dramatically affects choice in concurrent chains was demonstrated in a
classic experiment by Fantino (1969). He arranged a constant pair of terminal-link
schedules, V I30 s and V I 90 s, and varied the initial-link schedules (which were equal in
these conditions) from V I40 s to V I 600 s. Contrary to the prediction o f Equation 4.1,
which requires preference to depend only on the terminal links and so to remain invariant
if the duration of equal initial links are varied, Fantino found that preference for the
shorter terminal link regressed towards indifference as the initial links increased. Based on
this result, he proposed an alternative model for concurrent chains, related to Equation
4.1, but in which value was determined not only by the terminal-link schedule, but also by
the temporal context of reinforcement. Specifically, the value of a terminal-link stimulus
was defined as the reduction in delay to reinforcement signalled by the onset o f the
stimulus, relative to the overall average delay to reinforcement in the situation:
Bl

T -D l

Tr = T -D r

( 4
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where D l and D r are the average delays to reinforcement from the onset o f the terminal
links, and T is the average delay to reinforcement from the onset o f either initial link. The
assumption is made that when either terminal link signals a delay greater than T (in which
case Equation 4.2 is negative), that preference is exclusively in favor o f the other terminal
link. Equation 4.2 is the original version o f what has come to be called delay-reduction
theory (DRT; see Fantino, 1977, 1981, and Fantino, Preston, & Dunn, 1993, for reviews).
DRT explains temporal context effects in the following way. If the terminal links remain
constant while initial-link duration is increased (as in Fantino, 1969), then the values of
both terminal-link stimuli increase because they are occurring in an overall leaner
reinforcement context. However, the values increase by the same amount (i.e., not
proportionally), so their relative value decreases, and preference shifts toward indifference
as Fantino (1969) observed. Conversely, consider a case in which the initial links remain
equal and constant and the terminal links increase, while maintaining a constant ratio
between them. The simple matching law as applied to concurrent chains (Equation 4.1)
would predict no change in preference, because the relative values are determined by the
ratio o f the terminal links irrespective o f their absolute values (a form o f Weber’s Law; see
Gibbon, 1977; Gibbon, Church, Fairhurst, & Kacelnik, 1988). However, DRT predicts
that preference for the shorter terminal link should increase as absolute terminal-link
duration increases. To see this, let D l , D r be the terminal-link delays, which are multiplied
by m > 1, and let the constant initial-link duration be 77. Without loss of generality,
assume that D L is the preferred terminal link (i.e., D L < D r ), which implies that
( D l + D r)

/ 2 > D l . Multiplying both sides of this inequality by to -1 , adding 77, and

rearranging yields

M D l + Dr)
T i+

n

(D l + Dr)

^

- m D L > T i - \ ---------------------------------------- - D l .

(4.3)
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Because T = T i+

(Dl+

D r)

for the condition in which terminal-link delays are D l and D r,

Equation 4.3 states that the value of the shorter terminal link increases when both terminal
links are multiplied by m (i.e., value o f mDL > value o f A.), but with a similar argument it
can be shown that the value of the longer terminal link decreases (i.e., value o f mDo <
value of A ) . Thus, the ratio of values increases, and so DRT predicts that preference for
the shorter terminal link will become more extreme, a result which has been confirmed by
MacEwen (1972) and Williams and Fantino (1978; see also Navarick & Fantino, 1976).
To summarize: According to DRT the value o f a terminal-link stimulus depends not only
on the rate o f reinforcement in the presence o f the stimulus, but also on the relative
durations of the initial and terminal links. Empirical evidence strongly supports the
changes in preference predicted by DRT when initial and terminal-link durations are
varied, i.e., when the temporal context o f reinforcement is altered.
Although developed originally for concurrent chains with two terminal links that
vary only in the average delay to reinforcement, DRT has been used successfully to make
qualitative predictions in a number of other situations in which temporal context can be
varied, including three-altemative choice (Fantino & Dunn, 1983), self-control (i.e., choice
between terminal links differing in amount and delay o f reinforcement; Navarick &
Fantino, 1976), percentage reinforcement (Spetch & Dunn, 1987), operant simulations of
foraging with the successive-encounters procedure (Fantino & Abarca, 1985), and delayed
matching to sample (Wixted, 1989). That DRT makes accurate qualitative predictions
across a range of situations is evidence that the temporal context effects it represents have
considerable generality. For this reason it has been the most popular and widely-cited
theory o f conditioned reinforcement. As Williams commented, DRT “provides a valuable
first approximation to a general theory o f conditioned value” (1994b, p. 468).
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As research on concurrent chains progressed, however, the greatest strength of
Equation 4.2 —its simplicity and lack o f any fitted parameters -- also became a weakness.
There were a number of results that it could not account for that necessitated either
curtailing the model’s range o f applicability or making it more complex. For example,
several researchers found that preference was more extreme when terminal links were
fixed-interval (FI) rather than VI schedules (Duncan & Fantino, 1970; Killeen, 1970).
Because this cannot be explained by Equation 4.2, Fantino (1977) acknowledged that
DRT could only apply for VI terminal links. Squires and Fantino (1971) varied the
duration o f unequal initial links while keeping the terminal links equal. Contrary to
Equation 4.2 (which predicts indifference because the delay reductions signalled by the
terminal links are equal), they found that preference shifted in favor of the shorter initial
link. They proposed a revision o f DRT in which Equation 4.2 was multiplied by the ratio
o f primary reinforcement rates on the two chains. Although this model described their
data better than Equation 4.2, it came at the cost of abandoning the simplicity of
Hermstein’s (1964a) matching law analysis o f concurrent chains: Initial-link choice was
no longer a direct measure o f terminal-link value, but was also affected by rates o f primary
reinforcement. Squires and Fantino’s revised DRT was the first o f several models for
concurrent chains, proposed by different investigators, that have assumed that initial-link
responding was controlled by rates o f primary reinforcement as well as terminal-link value
(Davison & Temple, 1973; Killeen, 1982; but see also Vaughan, 1985). However, in a
review Davison fitted several o f these models (including Squires & Fantino) to data from
10 published studies and concluded that, “overall, all three (models) described initial-link
response allocation poorly” (1987, p. 239). With no comprehensive model available,
exactly how value should be defined was therefore in doubt, and some researchers began
to question whether concurrent chains was too complex procedurally for the study of
choice (e.g., Mazur, 1984). Nevertheless, Fantino and his colleagues (e.g., Dunn &
Fantino, 1982; Fantino & Dunn, 1983; Fantino & Davison, 1983; Fantino & Royalty,
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1987; Preston & Fantino, 1991; Spetch & Dunn, 1987) continued to demonstrate that
temporal context effects in concurrent chains were reliable and robust, and that DRT still
provided the most adequate explanation.
But a schism had developed in research on choice. Hermstein’s (1961) discoveiy
o f matching in concurrent schedules and subsequent extension to concurrent chains (1964)
implied that a single framework could account for choice in both paradigms. For
concurrent schedules, the matching law evolved into the generalized matching law, in
which the ratio of reinforcement rates was transformed by a power function and a bias
parameter was included (Baum, 1974a). Baum (1979) showed that the generalized
matching law gave an excellent description of concurrent schedules data, accounting for
an average o f over 90% o f the variance in 100 data sets. Research in concurrent
schedules then attempted to find behavioral processes or mechanisms at a more molecular
level that would explain the molar results described by the generalized matching law (e.g.,
Davison & Jenkins, 1985; Gibbon et al., 1988; Mark & Gallistel, 1994; Myerson &
Miezin, 1980; Silberberg, Hamilton, Casey, & Ziriax, 1978). For concurrent chains,
however, a variety of models was proposed, but none were explicit generalizations or
extensions of the matching law, and none could accurately describe more than a subset of
the available data (Davison, 1987). And because there has been no agreement about how
best to characterize functional relations at the molar level, there has been very little
experimental work aimed at understanding molecular processes in concurrent chains (but
see Fantino & Royalty, 1987; Navarick, 1979).

The Contextual Choice Model.

Grace (1994; Chapter I) attempted to overcome this schism by proposing a new
model for concurrent chains that was based on the generalized matching law. He followed
up on a suggestion made by Davison (1983), that a model for concurrent chains reduce to
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the generalized matching law in the limit as terminal-link duration approached zero. In
this case, concurrent chains simplifies to concurrent schedules, so a model for concurrent
chains based on the generalized matching law would also be able to account for
concurrent-schedules data. With this as a constraint, and also assuming that temporal
context effects as predicted by DRT be represented (i.e., preference becomes less extreme
as initial links increase and more extreme as terminal links increase), Grace found the
simplest model that would account for a wide range o f archival data:

Ct\
Br

\ R \ rJ

\C12
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' XL^
1/DrJ VxfiJ
1/D i

Tt
Ti

(4.4)

Equation 4.4, called the contextual choice model (CCM), is based on the matching law
equation for concurrent chains given above (Equation 4.1). Relative initial-link
responding matches relative conditioned reinforcement rates according to the generalized
matching law (with bias b and sensitivity exponent ai). Terminal-link value is determined
by the concatenated ratios inside the brackets, for both delay o f reinforcement (D L, D r )
and a potential second variable (xl,xr), such as magnitude o f reinforcement, that may
differentiate the terminal links. The sensitivities for the terminal-link variables are a2 and
ax. The novel feature o f CCM -- and the reason for its name -- is that terminal-link value
is raised to an additional exponent, Tt / Ti, which is the ratio of the average times spent,
per reinforcement cycle, in the terminal and initial links. It is this feature that allows CCM
to represent temporal context effects. Because o f the laws o f exponents, effective
terminal-link sensitivities are a2*(TtlTi) and ax*(Tt/Ti). Therefore, choice will become less
sensitive to differences in terminal-link value as initial-link duration increases relative to
terminal-link duration, and more sensitive to differences in value as terminal-link duration
increases relative to initial-link duration -- the same context effects predicted by DRT.
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CCM simplifies to the generalized matching law when there are no terminal links, because
when Tt = 0 the terminal-link value ratio = 1.
Grace (1994) fitted CCM to nearly all available archival data in which terminal
links were either both VI or both FI schedules with equal reinforcer magnitudes (92 data
sets from 19 studies) and found that it accounted for an average o f 90.5% o f the variance
in relative initial-link responding. Grace (Chapter HI) showed that if the definition o f
value in Equation 4.4 is generalized (from a power function o f the average o f the delay-toreinforcement distribution to the expected value of the resulting distribution when
individual delays to reinforcement are scaled according to a power function), that in
addition CCM could describe both preference for variable versus fixed schedules in
concurrent chains and fixed-delay indifference values for variable-delay schedules in the
adjusting-delay procedure (Mazur, 1984). Therefore, together CCM and the generalized
matching law (Baum, 1979) comprise a descriptive, quantitative framework for choice
between time-based schedules o f reinforcement in concurrent schedules, concurrent
chains, and the adjusting-delay procedure - a sizable portion o f the operant choice data
collected over the past 35 years. For sake o f clarity, we will continue to refer to average
delay of reinforcement as the determiner of value according to CCM, with the
understanding that the generalized definition given by Grace (Chapter III) is equivalent to
delay for the cases we shall consider (i.e., both terminal links are equal-magnitude VI
schedules).

The Relationship between DRT and CCM

For two models that appear so different on the surface, CCM and DRT make a
remarkable number o f similar predictions. (1) As mentioned above, the models agree
regarding temporal context effects, i.e. the changes in relative initial-link responding that
result when initial or terminal-link durations are changed. (2) Preston and Fantino (1991)
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showed that DRT, unlike the models of Killeen (1982) and Vaughan (1985), predicted
that preference for the shorter terminal link would be a bitonic (not monotonic) function
of the duration o f the initial link leading to the longer terminal link. They confirmed this
prediction in two experiments. Grace (1994) showed that CCM predicted a similar bitonic
function for the conditions studied by Preston and Fantino. (3) Abarca and Fantino (1982)
varied search time in the successive-encounters procedure, a simulated-foraging procedure
similar to concurrent chains (Lea, 1979). They found that the probability o f accepting the
less-valued “prey” item increased as search time increased, as predicted by DRT, but the
increase was gradual, not the step function required by DRT. Grace (1994) showed that
CCM accounted for 92% of the variance in Abarca and Fantino’s average data, and
correctly predicted a gradual increase. (4) Savastano and Fantino (1995)1 tested a
counterintuitive prediction o f DRT, that preference should remain invariant between two
terminal links if a constant difference is maintained between them while their absolute
duration increases. They found that average preference did remain approximately
constant. Although most other models (Killeen, 1982; Vaughan, 1985) required
preference to decrease as absolute duration increased, Savastano and Fantino noted that
CCM predicted the same invariance as DRT. According to CCM, as absolute duration
increased the relative value o f the terminal links decreased, but Tt became larger which
counteracted the effect of decreasing relative value, resulting in constant preference.
Finally, CCM and DRT share one critical prediction that results from the way the
models define context and value. Because CCM represents temporal context as the ratio
of average terminal to initial-link duration (Tt / Ti), it requires a ratio invariance, i.e., that
preference should not change if Tt and Ti are multiplied by the same constant (assuming
that the ratio o f terminal-link delays is unchanged). As it turns out, DRT makes exactly
the same prediction. Let D l, A?be the terminal-link delays encountered equally often (i.e.,
the initial links are equal). Substituting T = T i + Ti into Equation 4.2, and multiplying Tt
and Ti by k (which also multiplies D l and D r by k) gives
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Ti + T t-D L JcTi+kTt-kDi.
T r = Ti + T t-D a = kT i+ kT t-kD R '
Bl

(4‘5)

DRT predicts the same ratio invariance as CCM because value is defined as a linear
combination o f average delays in different components o f the procedure. Thus, relative
value does not change when the duration o f all components in the procedure changes
proportionally. To date, this important prediction o f both models has not been tested.
Despite these similarities, however, there is a critical difference in how the models
conceptualize value. According to DRT, value depends on temporal context; the value o f
a terminal-link stimulus increases or decreases if that terminal link is embedded in a leaner
or richer context o f reinforcement, respectively. On the other hand, CCM claims that
value is context-invariant; value is determined simply by the delay o f reinforcement from
terminal-link onset, regardless o f context. However, context modulates the
“effectiveness” or behavioral expression of differences in value, through an as-yetunspecified process or mechanism. The separation of value and context is illustrated in the
manner that Equation 4.4 is written. Terminal-link ratios combine to yield relative value,
before being modified by the context exponent (Tt / Ti). From a molar point o f view,
variations in temporal context simply change the scale on which differences in value are
measured. Distinguishing between value, as determined by terminal-link reinforcement
parameters, and the behavioral expression o f differences in value, modulated by context, is
analogous to the distinction between learning and performance made by some models o f
Pavlovian conditioning (Durlach, 1989).
Several advantages are gained by defining value to be independent o f context.
First, the definition is simpler; the value o f a stimulus depends only on the delay to
reinforcement from stimulus onset, essentially the same definition as that proposed by
Kelleher and Gollub (1962) and Hermstein (1964a). More importantly, CCM thereby
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salvages Weber’s Law for concurrent chains: Relative value depends on the ratio o f
terminal-link delays, irrespective o f their absolute values. Gibbon et al. (1988; see also
Gibbon, 1977) noted that concurrent chains was unusual among temporal discrimination
paradigms because deviations from Weber’s Law were so strong. When temporal context
is viewed as modulating performance, however, what the animal learns about the terminallink stimuli (i.e., value) does satisfy Weber’s Law. CCM thus resolves the apparent
inconsistency between concurrent chains and other temporal discrimination procedures.
Finally, in a recent review Williams (1994a) noted that a fundamental assumption o f the
matching law, that different reinforcement parameters combine additively (in logarithmic
terms) and noninteractively to determine value, was seriously challenged by some
concurrent-chains data in which sensitivity to reinforcement magnitude was found to
depend on the absolute delay in the terminal links (Ito, 1985; Navarick & Fantino, 1976;
White & Pipe, 1987). But this is just the result predicted by Equation 4.4. In essence,
CCM states that sensitivities to delay and magnitude cannot be measured independently of
temporal context; there will be apparent changes in sensitivity unless temporal context is
controlled across conditions (i.e., Tt and Ti kept constant). As a test o f this hypothesis,
Grace (1995, Chapter II) conducted a parametric experiment to test whether evidence for
a delay-magnitude interaction in concurrent chains could be found if context was
controlled, and found none. Therefore, CCM can reconcile deviations from Weber’s Law
and the matching law in concurrent chains, by showing that “what is learned” about the
terminal links still conforms to these principles. However, its explanation rests on the
independence o f value and context, which contradicts DRT and has not yet been subjected
to experimental test.
To test the relationship between value and context it is necessary to obtain
measures of value independent o f initial-link responding. One way is to train pigeons on
two separate concurrent chains with different temporal contexts within each session, and
after initial-link responding has stabilized, to present simultaneously terminal-link stimuli
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from the different contexts in occasional probe trials. Choice during the probes can be
interpreted as a measure of the relative value o f the stimuli. The question is whether
probe choice is best predicted by the scheduled terminal-link delay to reinforcement
without regard to the overall temporal context o f reinforcement in that chain (CCM), or
by assuming that value is determined jointly by context and the terminal-link delay (DRT).
Specifically, consider a concurrent chain in which there is a programmed average
time in the initial links of 15 s, and the terminal links, which are entered equally often, are
V I 10 s and V I20 s schedules (77 = 77 = 15 s). For purposes of discussion, label the
terminal-link stimuli SI and S2. A second concurrent chain may be obtained by
multiplying all schedules in the first chain by two, which gives an initial-link time o f 30 s,
and V I20 s and V I40 s terminal links, labeled S3 and S4. For the second concurrent
chain, 77 = T t = 30. Because Tt / 77 is equal in the concurrent chains, both CCM and DRT
predict that preference should be equal (ratio invariance). Although both models predict
the relative values o f the two terminal-link pairs to be equal, they predict their absolute
values to be unequal. According to CCM, value is determined simply by the average delay
to reinforcement, so SI (VI 10 s) should have greater value than S4 (V I40 s), and the
values of S2 (V I20 s, short initial link) and S3 (V I20 s, long initial link) should be equal.
But consider the predictions o f DRT. For the short initial link concurrent chain, T = T t +
Ti = 30 s, and so the value o f SI is 30 - 10 = 20, and similarly, the value o f S2 is 30 - 20 =
10. Calculations for the long initial link concurrent chain yield values for the S3 and S4
stimuli o f 40 and 20, respectively. Therefore, DRT predicts the value o f S3 to be greater
than S2, and for the values o f S1 and S4 to be equal. To summarize: CCM predicts S1 >
S4 and S3 = S2, and therefore that the overall level of preference in S1,S4 probes will
exceed the level in S3,S2 probes; whereas DRT predicts that SI = S4 and S3 > S2, so that
overall preference in S3,S2 probes will exceed that in S1,S4 probes.
The experiment consisted of three phases. Each phase consisted o f baseline
training and probe sessions (each probe session was followed by additional baseline
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training), except for Phase HI which consisted o f baseline only. In Phase I, the schedules
for the two concurrent chains were as discussed above, i.e., 15 s initial link with V I 10 s
V I20 s terminal links in one concurrent chain, and 30 s initial link with V I20 s V I40 s
terminal links in the other. For Phase II, the initial links, terminal links, and position of
richer terminal link were reversed. Phase HI was a baseline-only replication o f Phase I.

Method

Subjects
Four White Cameau pigeons, numbered 177,178, 188, and 196, participated as
subjects and were maintained at 85% ad libitum weight plus or minus 15 g by post-session
feedings. Subjects were approximately two years old at the start o f the experiment and
had previously been trained on multiple schedules, but had no prior experience with choice
procedures.

Apparatus
Four standard three-key operant chambers, 35 cm deep x 35 cm wide x 35 cm
high, were used. The keys were 26 cm above the floor, and only the two side keys were
used in the experiment. In each chamber there was a houselight mounted 7 cm above the
center key and a grain magazine with a 6 cm x 5 cm aperture 13 cm below the center key.
The magazine was illuminated when wheat was made available. A force of approximately
.10 N was necessary to operate each key, and produced an audible feedback click.
Chambers were enclosed in a sound-attenuating box and white-noise and ventilation were
provided by an attached fan. Experimental events were controlled and data recorded with
a microcomputer located in an adjacent room.

Procedure
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A multiple-component concurrent-chains procedure was used. There were two types of
components, Red and Green, which differed according to stimulus color and the initial and
terminal-link schedules. Sessions consisted o f 12 components. The identity of the first
component was determined randomly (with the exception o f probe sessions, described
below, where the identity o f the first component was predetermined for counterbalancing
purposes), and successive components alternated. Thus, there were sue components of
each type per session. Components finished after six initial and terminal-link cycles, each
terminating in reinforcement, and were separated by a 30 s intercomponent interval during
which all keylights and the houselight were extinguished. Sessions were conducted seven
days a week at approximately the same time o f day.
At the start o f a cycle, the side keys were illuminated the same color (red or green,
depending on the component type), signifying the initial links. A terminal-link entry was
assigned randomly to either the left or right key, with the restriction that exactly 3 entries
to the terminal link on each side were arranged during the component. An initial-link
response produced an entry into a terminal link if: (a) it was to the preselected key; (b)
the initial-link schedule had timed out; and (c) a 1.5 s changeover delay (COD) was
satisfied, that is, at least 1.5 s had elapsed between the response in question and the first
response since changeover on the side that terminal-link entry was arranged.
For each cycle, the initial-link schedule did not begin timing until the first peck to
either key occurred. Initial-link schedules contained 18 intervals constructed from an
arithmetic progression, a, a + d, a + 2d,..., in which a equals one-eighteenth, and d equals
one-ninth, the schedule value. Intervals from all initial- and terminal-link schedules were
sampled randomly without replacement.
Terminal-link entry was signalled by a change in the keylight from continuous to
blinking illumination, coupled with the other keylight being extinguished. Keylights
blinked at the rate o f twice per second during terminal links (0.25 s off, 0.25 s on).
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Terminal-link responses were reinforced according to VI schedules containing 18 intervals
constructed from geometric progressions (Fleshier & Hofiman, 1962). When a terminallink response was reinforced the keylight and houselight were extinguished, and the grain
magazine raised and illuminated for 2.75 s. After reinforcement the houselight and initiallink keylights were re-illuminated and the next cycle began, unless the sixth reinforcer in
the component had just been delivered in which case the intercomponent interval began.
There were three phases in the experiment. For all birds, the initial- and terminallink schedules were defined as follows. In Phase I, for the Red component the initial-link
schedule was V I 15 s and the left and right terminal links were V I 10 s and VT 20 s,
respectively; for the Green component, the initial-link schedule was V I30 s and terminal
links were V I 20 s and V I40 s. In Phase II, for the Red component the initial link was VI
30 s and terminal links were V I40 s and V I 20 s; for the Green component the initial link
was V I 15 s and terminal links were V I20 s and V I 10 s. Phase III schedules were the
same as Phase I. Both Phase I and Phase II consisted of baseline training followed by
probe sessions. Baseline training was given for at least 20 sessions and continued for each
bird until a stability criterion for both components had been reached five, not necessarily
consecutive, times. The criterion was that the median relative initial-link response rate
(scaled as a choice proportion) during the last five sessions did not differ by more than .05
from the median for the five immediately-preceding sessions. Number o f baseline sessions
given in Phase I were: 28 (Bird 177), 21 (Bird 178), 21 (Bird 188), and 23 (Bird 196).
Because initial-link preference reversed slowly when Phase II was instituted, 40 sessions
of baseline were given for all birds, at which point responding had stabilized for all birds.
However, preference did not reverse for Bird 177 after 40 sessions, but did reverse during
Phase II probe sessions, as discussed in more detail below. Number of baseline sessions
given for Phase HI were: 27 (Bird 177), 40 (Bird 178), 40 (Bird 188), and 40 (Bird 196).
Following baseline training in Phases I and n , eight probe sessions were
conducted. (An exception to this occurred for Bird 177 in Phase H, as described in the
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Results section below.) Each probe session was followed by three additional baseline
sessions. Probe sessions contained four probe trials, which occurred after the
intercomponent intervals following components 3,6,9 and 12. Probe trials were followed
by a 30 s intercomponent interval. There were two types of probe trials: A, in which the
Red Left and Green Right terminal-link stimuli were presented concurrently (SI and S4),
and B, in which the Green Left and Red Right stimuli were presented (S3 and S2).
Stimulus presentation in probe trials was preceded by a 5 s period o f houselight
illumination, which was maintained throughout the trial. Reinforcement was never
delivered during probes, which ended 30 s after the first response to either key. There
were two A and B trials in each probe session, which occurred in either an ABBA or
BAAB order. This ensured that A and B trials each followed a Red and Green component
once per session. For each bird, trial order and identity o f first component were cycled in
a counterbalanced order throughout the eight probe sessions. Primary dependent variables
analyzed were the number of responses during the initial links summed over the last five
sessions in baseline, and responding during the eight probe sessions.

Results

Data from Phase I will be presented first. As noted previously, both DRT and
CCM require that a strong ratio invariance hold for concurrent chans: Preference for the
shorter terminal link should not change if the initial- and terminal-link schedules are
multiplied by a constant. For the present experiment, baseline preferences in the Red and
Green components should be equal for each bird. The top panel o f Figure 4.2 shows the
logarithms of the initial-link response-rate ratios for Phase I data. For each bird,
preferences in Red and Green were almost identical: The absolute deviation, averaged
across birds, was only .03 log units. Deviations appeared to be unsystematic as well;
preference for the V I20 s terminal link (Green) was slightly greater for Birds 177, 188,
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and 196, and slightly lower for Bird 178. Therefore, baseline data from Phase I provide
strong evidence for the ratio invariance prediction o f DRT and CCM, i.e., that preference
remains invariant if Tt and Ti are multiplied by a constant while the terminal-link delay
ratio is kept equal. This supports the assumption of CCM that temporal context effects in
concurrent chains are controlled by the relative, not absolute, initial- and terminal-link
durations.
Absolute levels o f baseline preference for Birds 178,188, and 196 range from
undermatching to approximate matching to relative immediacy, which is expected with VI
terminal links. The exception is Bird 177, whose data show overmatching, although this
could be the result of a position bias for the left key.
The bottom panel o f Figure 4.2 displays data from probe trials in Phase I,
aggregated over the eight probe sessions for each bird. There were two types o f probes,
S1-S4 (the V I 10 s and V I40 s terminal-link stimuli) and S3-S2 (the V I20 s-long initial
link and V I20 s-short initial link stimuli). Shown are the logarithms o f response-rate
ratios (left key over right key). CCM predicts that S1>S4 and S3=S2, whereas according
to DRT, S1=S4 and S3>S2. Data from Birds 178 and 188 are in quantitative agreement
with CCM: approximate indifference between S3 and S2, and a clear preference for SI
over S4. Data for Birds 177 and 196 are biased towards the left and right keys,
respectively, but note that the same ordering of preference between the two probe types
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Figure 4.2. The top panel shows, for all subjects, the logarithm o f the initial-link response
ratios over the last 5 sessions of baseline in Phase I. Data from the Red component ( V I 10
s V I20 s terminal links) are shown in light gray, data from the Green component (V I20 s
V I40 s terminal links) in dark gray. Data for all subjects support the ratio invariance
prediction o f CCM and DRT. Choice in the probe trials in Phase I is shown in the bottom
panel. SI, S4 probes ( V I10 s V I40 s) are shown in light gray; S3, S2 probes (V I20 s VI
20 s) are shown in dark gray. For each subject, ordering o f preference in the two types of
probes is that predicted by CCM and opposite that predicted by DRT.
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Figure 4.3. The top panel shows, for all subjects, the logarithm o f the initial-link response
ratios over the last 5 sessions of baseline in Phase II. Data from the Red component (VI
40 s V I20 s te rminal links) are shown in light gray, data from the Green component (VI
20 s V I 10 s terminal links) in dark gray. For all subjects, choice deviates from the ratio
invariance prediction o f CCM and DRT, systematically for Birds 178,188, and 196.
Choice in the probe trials in Phase I is shown in the bottom panel. SI, S4 probes (V I40 s
V I 10 s) are shown in light gray; S3, S2 probes (V I20 s V I20 s) are shown in dark gray.
For each subject, ordering o f preference in the two types o f probes is that predicted by
CCM and opposite that predicted by DRT.
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holds for all birds, i.e., /?(S1,S4) > /?(S3,S2). This is the ordering predicted by CCM and
opposite that predicted by DRT, and was significant on a paired-samples t-test, /(3) =
5.08,/? < .015 (two-tailed). Therefore, probe data from Phase I are consistent with the
hypothesis that the value of a terminal-link stimulus is determined by the immediacy of
reinforcement from stimulus onset, without regard to the context o f reinforcement in
which that stimulus is embedded.
In Phase II, the initial and terminal-link schedules were reversed for both
components. The upper panel o f Figure 4.3 shows baseline preference data, aggregated
over the last five sessions as in Phase I. It is evident that the ratio invariance property,
which described Phase I baseline preference, did not hold for Phase II. For the three birds
whose preference reversed after 40 sessions in Phase II (Birds 178,188 and 196),
preference for V I 10 s over V I20 s was substantially greater than preference for V I20 s
over V I40 s. For these birds, absolute preference levels were greater than in Phase I,
perhaps because of the greater number o f Phase II baseline sessions (40).
The bottom panel in Figure 4.3 presents the probe data from Phase II. The same
probes were used as before, but stimuli were now defined as follows: S1-S4 (V I40 s and
VI 10 s), and S3-S2 (V I20 s-short initial link and V I20 s-long initial link). CCM predicts
that S1<S4 and S3=S2, whereas DRT predicts S1=S4 and S3<S2. Figure 4.3 shows that
probe data for Birds 177 and 178 conform quantitatively to CCM’s predictions. Data for
the other birds are biased towards the left key, but again, note that the ordering between
the two types o f probe trials is the same across all birds. As in Phase I, this is the ordering
predicted by CCM, i.e., /?(S3,S2) > /?(S1,S4), opposite that predicted by DRT, and
significant on a paired-samples t-test, t(3) = -10.95, p < .002 (two-tailed). Data from both
Phase I and Phase II therefore indicate that value (i.e., “what is learned” about a terminallink stimulus), as measured by choice in probe trials between stimuli trained in different
contexts, depends on the scheduled delay to reinforcement associated with stimulus onset
and is independent of the temporal context o f reinforcement. Thus, the separation of
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value and context, which allows CCM to explain deviations from Weber’s Law and the
matching law in concurrent chains, receives strong empirical support.
As noted above, Bird 177’s initial-link preference in both Red and Green
components did not reverse after 40 baseline sessions. However, its preference reversed
after four probe sessions had been completed. At this point, it was decided to run
additional probe sessions for Bird 177 until eight had been conducted in which initial-link
preference favored the shorter terminal links in both components. Because o f a scheduling
error, only seven such sessions were run. Data from these sessions are shown in Figure
4.3. Interestingly, probe choice in the other sessions in which initial-link preference had
not reversed was dramatically different; the V I40 s stimulus was strongly preferred over
the V I 10 s (S1>S4), and the ordering o f preference across the two probe types was
opposite that in Figure 4.3 (and the same as Phase I). Probably this was the result of
hysteresis. But the fact that for Bird 177, changes in initial-link preference were
correlated with changes in probe preference, is additional evidence (albeit obtained
accidentally) that initial link and probe responding are independent relative measures o f the
same construct, i.e. value.
If initial-link and probe preference are independent measures of terminal-link value,
what is their relationship? Does one provide a more sensitive scale than the other? It
might be expected on the basis of past research that probes would give a more sensitive
metric than the initial links. Both Hermstein and Loveland (1976) and Edmon, Lucki, and
Gresham (1980) found that when stimuli that had been trained either concurrently
(Hermstein & Loveland) or successively (Edmon et al.) in different contexts were
presented simultaneously in nonreinforced probe trials, that probe choice was more
extreme than predicted on the basis o f baseline data. Figure 4.4 shows, for each bird, the
obtained probe preference for V I 10 s over V I40 s (averaged over Phases I and II), and
the preference predicted by initial-link data. To estimate predicted probe preference for
schedules in 4:1 ratio, initial-link preference (which was always for schedules in a 2:1
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ratio) was averaged across all four components and doubled. Figure 4.4 demonstrates
that for all subjects, probe preference was less extreme than that predicted by the initiallink data. This is not expected, perhaps, on the basis of previous data; however, no prior
experiment has used a probe technique in concurrent chains. It is also possible that initiallink duration played a role; if the initial links in both components had been doubled, for
example, less extreme initial-link preference likely would have been obtained with possibly
no effect on probe preference.
An alternative explanation for the observed probe preferences in Phase I and II
might be that pigeons’ response rates in the terminal links were sufficiently different, and
those response rates generalized to the probe trials. In this case, probe preference for VI
10 s over V I40 s might not indicate greater value, only that the V I10 s terminal link
maintained a higher rate of responding. The top panel of Figure 4.5 shows baseline
terminal-link response rates averaged over Phase I and II, for all birds. Differences were
small; Birds 177, 178 and 188 had slightly higher response rates during the V I10 s and the
V I20 s-short initial link than during the VT 40 s, but response rates for Bird 196 showed
no difference. The bottom panel of Figure 4.5 shows probe preference as a function of
log relative terminal-link response rate, pooled over Phases, probe trial types, and birds.
The relationship is weak: The slope is positive, but not significantly so, and the regression
only accounts for 5 percent of the variance. Therefore, differences in baseline terminallink response rates are small compared to the differences in probe responding, and are
insufficient to explain the order and consistency in the probe data.
Figure 4.6 shows initial-link preference for both components for Phase ID, which
was a replication of Phase I. As in Phase n, the ratio invariance predicted by both DRT
and CCM was not supported; preferences in the Red and Green components were
unequal. However, the deviation was systematic; for all birds, preference was more
extreme in the Red than Green component (note also that Bird 188 failed to reverse its
preference). The deviation from ratio invariance in Phase II was also systematic for the
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Figure 4.4. Obtained versus predicted probe preference for the V I 10 s versus V I 40 s
terminal-link stimuli. For all subjects, preference for V I 10 s V I 40 s (S I, S4), averaged
over Phase I and n, is shown in the gray bars. Predicted probe preference, shown in the
squares, was obtained by doubling the averaging obtained initial-link choice in the Red and
Green components in Phase I and II (as the terminal links were always in a 2:1 delay
ratio). Obtained probe preference in less extreme than that predicted by choice in the
initial links, for all subjects. This indicates that probe and initial-link preference do not
reflect the same scale of value.
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Figure 4.5. The top panel shows response rates in each terminal link, averaged across
Phase I and n , for all subjects. The bottom panel shows, pooled across subjects, probe
preference as a function o f the relative response rates for the terminal links presented in
that probe. Axes are scaled logarithmically, and the least-squares regression line is shown.
Absence of a significant positive relationship indicates that choice in the probes cannot be
explained by differential terminal-link response rates transferring to probe trials.
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Figure 4.6. Shown are the logarithm o f the initial-link response ratios over the last 5
sessions of baseline in the replication o f Phase I, for all subjects. Data from the Red
component (V I10 s V I20 s terminal links) are shown in light gray, data from the Green
component (V I20 s V I40 s terminal links) in dark gray. As in Phase n , for all subjects,
choice deviates from the ratio invariance prediction of CCM and DRT, systematically for
all subjects.
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three birds that reversed (see Figure 4.3, top panel): Preference was more extreme in
Green than in Red. These deviations from ratio invariance in Phase II and Phase III are
consistent with an account of hysteresis effects in concurrent chains based on Nevin and
colleagues’ (Nevin, 1992a; Nevin, Mandell & Atak, 1983) behavioral momentum theory,
which is an analysis o f response strength as measured by resistance to change. Nevin,
Mandell and Yarensky (1981) investigated response strength in chain schedules, and found
that responding in an initial link that preceded a terminal link that delivered a relatively
rich reinforcement rate was more resistant to disruption by extinction or satiation than
responding in an initial link that preceded a relatively lean terminal link. For the Phase I to
Phase II transition, the only terminal links that changed were SI and S4, which shifted
from V I 10 s to V I40 s (Red), and V I40 s to VI 10 s (Green), respectively. According
to Nevin’s analysis, responding in the initial link that precedes the V I 10 s should be more
resistant to change than responding in the initial link that precedes the V I 40 s. This
would predict that preference for the shorter terminal link (the new V I 10 s) should be
more extreme in the Green component in Phase II, which corresponds to the data for the
three birds that reversed. Similarly, for the Phase II to Phase III transition, again only the
SI and S4 terminal links changed, from V I40 s to V I 10 s (Red) and V I 10 s to V I40 s
(Green). Here, more extreme preference would be predicted in Red than Green, which
was obtained for all birds. Exactly why such hysteresis effects persisted after 40 sessions
of baseline training is unclear. However, the contrast between the strong support for ratio
invariance in Phase I and the systematic deviation in Phase II and Phase m is striking, and
suggests that ratio invariance, required by both DRT and CCM, does describe concurrent
chains choice (at least for these schedule values), but that hysteresis effects also play a
significant role. No current model of concurrent chains accounts for hysteresis.
Additional research is necessary to understand the origin and persistence o f such effects,
although their apparent consistency with predictions based on behavioral momentum
theory suggests that may be a good place to start.
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Discussion

Results from the experiment may be summarized as follows. First, data from the
probe tests in Phases I and n, in which terminal-link stimuli from different components
were presented concurrently, were consistent with the predictions o f CCM but not DRT.
If we assume that pigeons’ choice in the probes reflected the relative value o f the stimuli
presented, then value is better conceptualized as being independent o f context: Terminallink value is determined by the average delay to reinforcement signalled by onset o f the
stimulus, regardless of the duration o f the preceding initial link or the other terminal link.
This supports the learning versus performance interpretation o f context effects given by
CCM: that temporal context affects the behavioral expression o f differences in value but
not value itself. In addition, strong support for the ratio invariance prediction o f both
DRT and CCM was obtained in Phase I. Data from Phases II and IE, however, showed
systematic deviation suggestive o f hysteresis effects consistent with predictions o f
behavioral momentum theory (Nevin, 1992a).
The probe trials may be construed as measuring the relative eliciting power o f the
terminal-link stimuli as Pavlovian CSs. Noting the relevance o f conditioned reinforcement
for the study of associative learning, Mackintosh (1983) commented that it was
unfortunate that few studies measured the ability of the conditioned reinforcer to elicit
conditioned responses (CRs) in addition to its capacity to serve as an operant reinforcer.
He suggested that both should be equally valid measures o f conditioning strength. The
fact that choice in the initial links and probes was correlated (especially the changes,
described above, in preference for Bird 177) favors this suggestion.
Although only one measure o f value independent o f initial-link responding was
used here, a similar experiment (Savastano, Grace and Wiliams, 1995, May) employed
two such measures to test predictions o f CCM versus DRT. In their experiment, the same
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pair o f terminal-link schedules (VI 10 s and V I20 s), signalled by different stimuli, was
preceded by either short (V I20 s) or long (V I100 s) initial links in a multiple concurrentchain schedule. After initial-link responding in both components had stabilized, two types
o f probes evaluated the relative value o f the 20 s terminal link preceded by the long initial
link (20-long) versus the 10 s terminal link preceded by the short initial link (10-short).
CCM predicts that the value of 10-short should exceed 20-long, whereas DRT predicts
the reverse. One type o f probe was similar to the present experiment (i.e., terminal-link
stimuli were presented concurrently), but the other probes tested how well the conditioned
reinforcing effectiveness of the stimuli would transfer to a novel initial-link context.
Results from both types of probes clearly supported the predictions o f CCM. Taken
together with the present results, these experiments provide converging evidence that
conditioned reinforcement value is independent o f temporal context, which modulates the
effectiveness or behavioral expression of differences in value.

Evolution o f Models fo r Conditioned Reinforcement and Pavlovian Conditioning

As noted in the Introduction, Pavlovian conditioning has been widely assumed to
be the process responsible for the generation o f conditioned reinforcers. It may seem
surprising, then, that models for conditioned reinforcement have developed in almost total
isolation of those for Pavlovian conditioning. One likely reason is that the most popular
experimental paradigm for the quantitative analysis o f conditioned reinforcement -concurrent chains -- has until quite recently been viewed as being almost hopelessly
complex (e.g., see Davison, 1987; Gibbon et al., 1988; Gollub, 1977; Mazur, 1984). The
lack o f an adequate quantitative description o f concurrent chains seemed the more
pressing problem; necessarily, integration with research on associative learning could only
take place after concurrent chains was sufficiently well understood. The major
contribution of CCM is that it simplifies concurrent chains by providing an excellent
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quantitative description o f most concurrent-chains data with a generalization o f the
matching law. Concurrent chains may now be viewed as it originally was by Hermstein
(1964a): as a natural extension of concurrent schedules. To accomplish this, CCM
identifies what are, in effect, higher-order independent variables (average terminal and
initial-link duration, Tt and Ti) which determine the impact o f temporal context on
preference. It is not a comprehensive account; for example, as currently formulated it
cannot explain effects of stimulus segmentation in the terminal links (Duncan & Fantino,
1972), nor the greater sensitivity to delay with when both terminal links are fixed than
when both are variable. Nevertheless, CCM integrates the majority of concurrent-chains
data, and the experiment presented here supports both of its key, previously untested
assumptions -- that temporal context is determined by the relative, not absolute, terminal
and initial-link durations (i.e., ratio invariance), and that temporal context affects the
behavioral expression of differences in value, but not value. Having made reasonable
progress towards a functional analysis o f concurrent chains, it may be interesting now to
consider whether there are parallels in the lines o f development of models for conditioned
reinforcement and Pavlovian conditioning.
Figure 4.7 presents a selective and somewhat simplified diagram o f the evolution
o f models for Pavlovian conditioning. Early theorists (e.g., Guthrie, 1935; Hull, 1943;
Pavlov, 1927; Skinner, 1938; Tolman, 1932) maintained that CS-US contiguity,
operationalized as the number of CS-US pairings, was the main determiner of the strength
o f Pavlovian conditioning. According to this view, Pavlovian conditioning is context-free;
associative linkages were formed mechanically, through the close occurrence in time and
space o f neutral and biologically-relevant stimuli, although the exact content o f those
linkages (i.e., stimulus-stimulus, Pavlov, 1927, or stimulus-response, Guthrie, 1935) was
much debated.
The contiguity view was superseded by Rescorla’s (1967,1968) argument that
CS-US contingency -- US probability in the presence o f the CS relative to US probability
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Evolution o f Models for Pavlovian Conditioning

contiguity + com petition
(Rescoria & Wagner, 1972)

contiguity

co n tin g en cy

(Guthrie, 1935)

(Rescoria, 1968)

Also: Mackintosh, 1975
Pearce &Hall, 1980
Wagner, 1981

contiguity + c o m p a riso n
(Gibbon & Balsam, 1981)
Also: Miller & Schachtman, 1985

Figure 4.7. Shown is a selective diagram o f the evolution o f models for Pavlovian
conditioning. A'comparison o f Figures 4.7 and 4.8 reveals significant parallels in the
progression of models in Pavlovian conditioning and conditioned reinforcement. See text
for more details.
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in the absence of the CS —was the primary determiner of conditioning. Contingency
generalized contiguity, because it could explain the results that contiguity could as well as
novel ones such as the apparent lack o f conditioning in the truly-random control
procedure (Rescorla, 1967). Learning o f a CS-US association was now contextual,
because it depended on the relative predictiveness of the CS for the US, i.e., on events
that occurred during CS absence. Another distinction between contingency and contiguity
is that the former represented a molar rather than molecular view; presumably, an
organism had to have a sufficient sample o f CS and US presentations before the learning
of an association could occur.
However, problems soon surfaced with contingency theory. If there were
fortuitous CS-US pairings early in training, excitatory conditioning could be found in the
truly-random control procedure (Ayres, Benedict, & Witcher, 1975; Benedict & Ayres,
1972). Along with other difficulties (see Papini & Bitterman, 1990, for a review), this led
to attempts to explain the apparently robust effects of contingency through more
molecular models. Following Jenkins (1984), we have grouped these approaches under
the headings “contiguity + competition” and “contiguity + comparison”. The first and
most familiar of the “contiguity + competition” models is that proposed by Rescorla and
Wagner (1972). According to their model, the basic mechanism o f learning is contiguity,
but the effectiveness o f a US presentation in promoting learning depends on how well it is
predicted by all the stimuli present on the conditioning trial. Thus, concurrently-presented
stimuli compete for a limited pool o f associative strength. Subsequent developments in
this line have emphasized changes in a) associability o f a CS (Mackintosh, 1975), b) CS
effectiveness (Pearce & Hall, 1980), and c) both CS and US effectiveness (Wagner, 1978).
However, the fundamental notion that CS-US contiguity is necessary for learning but
“what is learned” about a CS depends on the conditioning context, is shared by all these
models (and by contingency theory as well.)
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A different solution to the problem o f contingency was proposed by Gibbon and
Balsam (1981; see also Gibbon, 1981). They extended scalar expectancy theory (SET;
Gibbon, 1977) to account for effects o f temporal factors on rate o f acquisition o f pigeons’
keypecking in the autoshaping procedure (Gibbon, Farrell, Locurto, Gold, & Terrace,
1977; Gibbon, Farrell, Locurto, Duncan, & Terrace, 1980; Terrace, Gibbon, Farrell, &
Baldock, 1975). As a general account o f Pavlovian conditioning, according to SET the
organism learns both the time to the US from the onset o f the CS (7) and the overall
average time between US presentations in the experimental situation (C). Rate of
acquisition is then directly related to the C/T ratio. The organism is assumed to form
separate expectancies for food in the presence and absence of the CS, and responding
occurs when the expectancy in the presence o f the CS is sufficiently greater. As above,
contiguity is necessary for CS-US learning, but that learning depends only on the temporal
relation between CS and US. In other words, learning is context-invariant, but the
behavioral expression o f learning depends on the temporal context o f US presentations,
according to the ratio comparator (C/7). Miller and Schachtman (1985; see also Miller &
Matzel, 1988) proposed a “comparator hypothesis” o f associative learning, based largely
on conditioned suppression experiments with rats, which is similar to SET in that it
assumes the organism forms separate CS-US and context-US associations (where
“context” refers to the static cues of the experimental chamber). The comparator
hypothesis differs from SET in that it does not assume a specific mathematical function for
learning, and that it distinguishes between the training and test contexts. Responding to a
CS during test depends on a comparison of the CS-US association with the training
context-US association, measured at the time of testing. For our purposes, the important
point is that both SET and the comparator hypothesis assume that a) contiguity is
sufficient for learning, b) that temporal context does not affect “what is learned”, and c)
make a distinction between learning and performance to account for temporal context
effects.
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Evolution o f Models for Conditioned Reinforcement

contiguity + com petition
777

contiguity

co n tin g en cy

(Hermstein, 1964)

(DRT; Fantino, 1969)

Also: Kelleher & Gollub,
1962

contiguity + co m p ariso n
(CCM; Grace, 1994)

Figure 4.8. Shown is a selective diagram o f the evolution o f models for conditioned
reinforcement. A comparison o f Figures 4.7 and 4.8 reveals significant parallels in the
progression o f models in Pavlovian conditioning and conditioned reinforcement. See text
for more details.
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How does the development o f quantitative models for conditioned reinforcement
(Figure 8) compare with those for Pavlovian conditioning? Early studies employing
resistance-to-extinction tests (e.g., Bersh, 1951) found that conditioned reinforcement
strength was directly related to the number o f pairings with an unconditioned reinforcer,
i.e., contiguity. In a review o f free-operant research with chain schedules and token
reinforcement, Kelleher and Gollub (1962) concluded that reinforcement rate in the
presence of a stimulus determined conditioned reinforcement strength, and the concurrentchains studies of Autor (1960) and Hermstein (1964a) supported this definition o f value as
well. Because reinforcement rate is the same as average CS-US interval, which is the
determiner of temporal contiguity, early quantitative definitions o f conditioned
reinforcement were in accord with contemporaneous Pavlovian research.
The next major theoretical proposal for conditioned reinforcement that gained
substantial empirical support was Fantino’s (1969) delay-reduction theory (DRT), which
explained temporal context effects in concurrent chains. Value was determined by the
reduction in delay to reinforcement signalled by the onset o f a stimulus, relative to the
overall average delay of reinforcement. DRT is analogous to contingency theory
(Rescorla, 1968) because it states that learning is contextual and depends on a comparison
of reinforcement rate in the presence and absence o f a stimulus. However, DRT has
usually been compared to SET, not contingency theory (Dinsmoor, 1983; Preston &
Fantino, 1991; Williams, 1988, 1994b; but see Miller & Schachtman, 1985, p. 53). This is
probably because of the qualitative similarity o f temporal context effects in concurrent
chains and autoshaping, as well as the quantitative similarity of the models; cycle time in
SET (C) is equal to Tin delay-reduction theory, and T in SET (the CS-US interval) is
equal to time to reinforcement from terminal-link onset. But there is a critical difference
between DRT and SET, namely, whether “what is learned” depends on context.
According to DRT and contingency theory, learning depends on context, whereas
according to SET, learning is independent o f context.
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But this is also the critical difference between DRT and CCM. As a model of
conditioned reinforcement, therefore, it is CCM that is most analogous to SET’s
“contiguity + comparison” account o f Pavlovian conditioning. Both CCM and SET
assume that “what is learned” is independent of context but that context modulates the
behavioral expression of learning according to a ratio comparator. This allows both
models to invoke a simpler definition of learning (i.e., contiguity). The ratio invariance
that is at the heart o f CCM (Tt/Ti) is essentially the same as that found by Gibbon et al.
(1977) in autoshaping, i.e., rate o f acquisition in autoshaping is constant for constant
ratios of intertrial interval to trial duration. Finally, both models are based on Weber’s
Law. CCM shows how concurrent-chains data are consistent with Weber’s Law once
temporal context is treated separately, and SET assumes that temporal information is
represented in memory in a way that results in Weber’s Law for time discrimination
(Gibbon, 1977).
There have been no accounts o f conditioned reinforcement similar to the
“contiguity + competition” models, such as Rescorla-Wagner (1972). These are
molecular models that calculate associative value dynamically, on a trial-by-trial basis.
However, prior to CCM there was no adequate molar account o f concurrent chains, so it
was premature to model reinforcer-by-reinforcer changes in value. Now that such a molar
account has been achieved, an important next step will be to understand the dynamics of
value in concurrent chains.
In summary, although models for Pavlovian conditioning and conditioned
reinforcement have evolved separately, there are three successive developments found in
parallel: contiguity, contingency, and contiguity + comparison. This suggests that the
traditional assumption (Hull, 1943; Skinner, 1938) that conditioned reinforcement value is
acquired through a Pavlovian process is a good one. It makes sense that models for
conditioned reinforcement should have lagged behind their Pavlovian counterparts,
because of the difficulty posed by temporal context effects in concurrent chains. Now,
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however, concurrent chains may be ready to be “exported” for the study o f associative
learning, and given the similarity o f CCM and SET, for the study o f timing as well. The
advantages o f concurrent chains for this purpose are that it yields high-quality within
subjects parametric data on associative value, and offers the potential for investigating
dynamic changes in value through successive reversals of the preferred terminal link. No
other procedure currently used in the study o f Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., conditioned
suppression, autoshaping) shares these features.

D RT and CCM as Successive Approximations to a Description o f Context Effects in
Concurrent Chains

Although data reported here have contradicted the most important tenet o f DRT,
i.e., that conditioned reinforcement value depends on temporal context, this does not in
any way diminish the fundamental contribution DRT has made. As noted in the
Introduction, DRT has had great heuristic value through its extrapolation to novel
situations, which has demonstrated the ubiquity o f temporal context effects (e.g., foraging
in the successive-encounters procedure). Our results, however, indicate that it is
inadequate as a theory o f conditioned reinforcement value.
Fantino (1969) noted that there were two cases in which DRT made the same
predictions as Hermstein’s (1964a) extension o f the matching law: when the terminal-link
schedules are equal (both predict indifference), and when T = D L + D r. Assuming equal
initial-link schedules, this second case implies that Tt = 27, and DRT simplifies
algebraically to the matching law:
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This explains why DRT was also consistent with the data of Autor (1960) and Hermstein
(1964a); these earlier studies had used, for most conditions, initial and terminal-link
schedules such that Tt was approximately equal to Ti. But Fantino was conservative in his
conclusions. Noting the inadequacy o f the matching law, he suggested simply that
Equation 4.2 offered a better description o f choice in concurrent chains. It was only later
(Fantino & Navarick, 1974; Fantino, 1977) that DRT was advanced, primarily as an
alternative to information theory (Egger & Miller, 1962; Hendry, 1969), as a general
theory o f conditioned reinforcement value.
But there is another way to view Equation 4.2: as a description o f temporal
context effects on choice in concurrent chains. Because it is equivalent to matching when
Tt = Ti, Equation 4.2 may be interpreted as specifying the range o f initial- and terminallink durations for which approximate matching will be obtained, and the type o f deviation
(i.e., under- or overmatching) to be expected outside that range. If a commitment to the
matching law (Equation 4.1) is maintained, the delay-reduction “kernel” (i.e., T - DL) can
be substituted for reinforcement rate as a definition o f value. The resulting model would
differ from the Squires and Fantino (1971) modification of DRT in that the kernel is
multiplied by the rate of conditioned rather than unconditioned reinforcement. The point
is that even if it is not viable as a theory o f conditioned reinforcement, DRT still provides a
valuable characterization of context effects within the framework of the matching law.
If DRT is construed as a first approximation to a description o f temporal context
effects in concurrent chains, then CCM is the second. As Grace (Chapter I) noted, CCM
is a descriptive model, not an explanatory one. Presumably, a behavioral process or
mechanism at the molecular level can be found that explains the effects o f Tt/Ti on
performance at the molar level. Until such a process is found, our account o f concurrent
chains will be incomplete.

Concurrent Chains and the Belke (1992) Effect
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Belke (1992) reported an intriguing result that has been the subject o f much
attention because of the difficulties it poses for accounts o f choice in concurrent schedules
such as SET and the cumulative-effects model (Davis, Staddon, Machado, & Palmer,
1993; Williams, 1994c). Belke trained pigeons on a two-component concurrent schedule
in which each schedule was associated with a different key. In one component, the
schedule values were V I20 s and V I40 s, and in the other they were V I40 s and V I 80 s.
In the critical part of the experiment, the two V I40 s stimuli were occasionally presented
together in nonreinforced probe trials. He observed a 4:1 preference for the V I40 s that
had been paired with the V I80 s, despite the fact that the two schedules had provided the
same overall rate of reinforcement. This result is challenging because it seems to imply
that the absolute value of a stimulus depends not only on the reinforcement obtained from
responding to that stimulus, but also on the reinforcement obtained from a concurrentlyavailable alternative (note that according to the matching law, the relative, but not
absolute, value o f a stimulus depends on alternative sources o f reinforcement).
Gibbon (1995) conducted a replication and extension o f Belke’s (1992)
experiment, and found an even more surprising result: a 2:1 preference for the V I40 s
paired with the V I 80 s over the V I20 s in probe trials. Gibbon presented a stochastic
model, based on SET, that assumed that overall reinforcement rate determined the rate at
which the birds made decisions to stay on the present key or switch to the alternative. The
model was able successfully to predict his results as well as those o f Belke. Gibbon noted
that it was important to discover whether evidence for similar effects could be found in
concurrent chains.
Data from the present experiment permit an examination o f this question.
Evidence for a Belke effect in concurrent chains would be if the V I20 s paired with the VI
40 s was preferred in the probe trials over the V I20 s paired with the V I 10 s. Averaged
across Phase I and II probes, preferences for the V I 20 s paired with the V I40 s for the
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four birds were (in log units): 0.22, -0.05, -0.20, and -0.71. One bird demonstrated a
preference in the direction predicted by the Belke effect, two were opposite, and one was
indifferent. Overall, therefore, there is no clear evidence for a concurrent-chains Belke
effect in the present data.
Gibbon’s (1995) model explains the Belke effect in concurrent schedules as being
caused by differential stay times that transfer to the stimuli during the probes (see also
Mark & Gallistel, 1994). During baseline, the pigeons stayed longer on the V I40 s paired
with the V I 80 s than on the V I40 s paired with the V I20 s. If the length o f time a
pigeon will continue to peck a key without reinforcement before switching comes under
stimulus control in the probe trials, the result will be greater time allocation to the V I40 s
paired with the V I 80 s. However, this does not necessarily mean that that V I40 s has
acquired greater value, only that switching patterns established in baseline generalized to
the probes. The fundamental problem with concurrent schedules is that the dependent
variable, relative response or time allocation, is confounded with the independent variable,
exposure to the alternatives. (The advantage o f concurrent chains, o f course, is that it
avoids this confounding.) So, to reach the conclusion that the V I40 s paired with the VI
80 s actually has greater value in Belke’s (1992) experiment requires independent and
converging measures of value. For example, the two V I40 s stimuli could be used for
terminal links in a concurrent chain, and initial-link choice would then give a measure o f
value independent o f behavior maintained by the V I 40 s schedules.
But the complexities o f Belke (1992) and Gibbon (1995), although important, may
be restricted to choice between concurrently-available alternatives. When alternatives are
trained separately, and subsequently are presented together in probe choice trials, the rate
o f reinforcement in the presence o f a stimulus determines preference (the present
experiment; Edmon, Lucki, & Gresham, 1980; Picker & Poling, 1982; vom Saal, 1972).
This is consistent with the definition o f conditioned reinforcement value espoused by
CCM.
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Conclusion

The effectiveness o f a conditioned reinforcer, as measured by choice in the
concurrent-chains procedure, depends on the temporal context o f reinforcement, i.e., the
absolute duration of the initial and terminal links. This result, which is inconsistent with
Hermstein’s (1964a) application of the matching law to concurrent chains, served as the
basis for a highly influential model for conditioned reinforcement, delay-reduction theoiy
(DRT; Fantino, 1969, 1977; Fantino, Preston, & Dunn, 1993). However, Grace (1994;
Chapter I) showed that the temporal context effects first identified by Fantino could be
incorporated into the framework o f the generalized matching law (Baum, 1974a; Davison,
1983), if it was assumed that temporal context modulated the sensitivity o f initial-link
responding to terminal-link reinforcement parameters. His model, the contextual choice
model (CCM), gives an excellent quantitative description o f the results o f many studies
and makes many o f the same predictions as DRT. However, DRT and CCM differ in one
critical assumption: whether conditioned reinforcement value depends on (DRT) or is
independent of (CCM) temporal context. An experiment was reported which tested this
assumption. Pigeons were trained on a two-component concurrent chain in which the
temporal contexts of the components differed. Probe choice trials were then conducted in
which terminal-link stimuli from the different components were presented simultaneously.
Consistent with CCM, choice in the probes was better predicted by the assumption that
terminal-link value was independent o f context, i.e., that the pigeons had learned the
veridical delays to reinforcement from the onset o f the terminal links. This supports the
learning versus performance interpretation of temporal context effects given by CCM:
that context effects the expression o f differences in value but not value, i.e., “what is
learned”, itself.
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The evolution from DRT to CCM, as models for conditioned reinforcement, is
conceptually similar to that from Rescorla’s (1968) contingency theory to comparator
models o f Pavlovian conditioning (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Miller & Schachtman, 1985).
This suggests that the traditional assumption that conditioned reinforcement value is
acquired through Pavlovian processes is a valid one. Future research should explore the
relationship between concurrent chains and Pavlovian procedures, such as autoshaping, in
more detail. O f particular importance will be a) to determine whether temporal context
effects are isomorphic in the two procedures, and b) whether a dynamic model, based on
Pavlovian processes, for acquisition o f preference in concurrent chains can be developed.
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Endnote to C hapter IV

'Savastano, H. I., & Fantino, E. (1995). Outcome differences, not ratios, control choice.
Manuscript submitted for publication.
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CHAPTER V

THE DYNAMICS OF TEMPORAL CONTEXT

Introduction

This chapter describes two experiments in which temporal context {TtlTi) is
manipulated directly as the independent variable. The purpose is to determine, with
context represented as (Tt/Tif, whether the simplifying assumption may be made that A=l,
or if a more complex expression for context is necessary. Experiment 1 used independent
initial links; Experiment 2 used interdependent initial links. Two questions are
investigated. First, is preference, scaled as a log ratio, a negatively-accelerated, linear, or
positively-accelerated function of TtlTP. And second, does preference remain invariant if
Tt and Ti are multiplied by the same factor, while the terminal-link delay ratio is constant
(i.e., ratio invariance)? In both experiments, preference was generally a negativelyaccelerated function of TtlTi, which is consistent with &<1. Deviation from the ratio
invariance prediction was relatively small and unsystematic in Experiment 1, but more
substantial in Experiment 2. This may be the result of the greater uncontrolled variation in
obtained TtlTi with interdependent initial links. Finally, for 3 out o f 4 subjects in both
experiments, estimates of sensitivity to terminal-link immediacy o f reinforcement was
almost exactly 1.0 when bias, temporal context, and unequal obtained terminal-link entries
(in Experiment 1) were controlled for by CCM. This indicates that strict matching to
relative immediacy may characterize choice in concurrent chains, as Hermstein (1964a)
suggested.

202
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Abstract

Two experiments are reported in which temporal context in concurrent chains, i.e.,
the ratio o f the average times spent in the terminal and initial links {TtlTi), was varied.
Pigeons responded in a three-component procedure with either independent (Experiment
1) or interdependent (Experiment 2) initial links, in which, for each condition, terminallink delays were in constant ratio, but average terminal-link duration increased across
components by a factor of two (e.g., 15 s, 30 s, 60 s). For both experiments, preference
was a negatively-accelerated function o f terminal-link duration, which indicates that for
the contextual choice model (CCM; Grace, 1994), in which temporal context is
represented as {Tt/Tif, the value o f k is less than 1. Also, the ratio invariance predicted by
CCM approximately characterized preference in Experiment 1, although deviations from
ratio invariance were more substantial in Experiment 2. Finally, for 3 out o f 4 subjects in
both experiments, virtually perfect matching to relative terminal-link immediacy o f
reinforcement was obtained when bias, temporal context, and the effect o f unequal
terminal-link entries (in Experiment 1) were accounted for by CCM. This suggests that
Hermstein’s (1964a) original insight -- that strict matching characterizes choice in
concurrent chains -- may be valid.
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Grace (1994) proposed an extension o f the generalized matching law (Baum,
1974a; Davison, 1983) as a model for concurrent chains:

B l_ _
Br ~

(5.1)

where B l and B r are the initial-link response rates, R l and R r are rates o f terminal-link
entry (i.e., reciprocal of the initial-link schedule values), DL and DR are the average delays
to reinforcement from onset of the terminal links, and Tt and Ti are the average times
spent, per reinforcement in the terminal and initial links. There are four parameters: bias,
b, sensitivity to relative initial-link conditioned reinforcement (ai) and terminal-link
primary reinforcement rates (a?), and a context scaling parameter, k. Equation 5.1 is
called the contextual choice model (CCM), because it specifies how temporal context,
TtlTi, affects sensitivity to terminal-link variables: When terminal-link duration increases
relative to initial-link duration, effective sensitivity to delay, a -ijtjT i^ , increases; when
terminal-link duration decreases relative to initial-link duration, effective sensitivity to
delay decreases. Grace (1994) showed that Equation 5.1 gave a better quantitative
description o f the data than did several existing models of concurrent-chains performance
reviewed by Davison (1987) —delay-reduction theory (Squires & Fantino, 1971),
incentive theory (Killeen, 1982), and the Davison-Temple (1973) model —accounting for
90% of the variance in relative initial-link responding averaged over 19 studies.
Grace (1994) used the following procedure for fitting the context scaling
parameter, k. Each o f the 92 concurrent-chains data sets was first analyzed with k set
equal to 1. If the fit o f Equation 5.1 satisfied the criteria used by Davison (1987) to judge
the adequacy of a model’s fit to a data set, no further analysis was performed1. However,
if the fit did not satisfy these criteria, k was allowed to vary. If the best-fitting value of k
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resulted in a fit that satisfied the criteria, or a significant improvement in variance
accounted for, then the new value o f k was used; otherwise k was set equal to 1. In this
way, 9 data sets required estimated values for k, and all o f these values were less than one.
Eight of these data sets were from studies in which the terminal-links were uncued (i.e.,
were signalled by the same stimulus), which suggests that the effect o f temporal context
depends on the stimulus conditions in the terminal links. For reasons of parsimony, Grace
therefore suggested that k could be set equal to 1 and not treated as a free parameter for
studies in which terminal links were signalled by different stimuli.
Equation 5.1 was proposed on the basis o f a reanalysis of archival data, and was
the simplest model, especially with k= 1, able to account for a high proportion o f variance
in these data. However, as Grace (1994) noted, other expressions for temporal context
could have described the data equally well. Consider the following generalization of
CCM:

(5.2)

where the effect o f temporal context on sensitivity is an unspecified function,/ o f TtlTi.
The problem is that any monotonic increasing/yields a model that will describe the
archival data about as well, in terms o f variance accounted for, as Equation 5.1 does
(which assum es/is a power function). Because Tt and Ti are, in effect, higher-order
independent variables, they must be manipulated directly in order to assess their effect on
preference.
If Tt and Ti are manipulated directly, we can limit alternatives fo r/b y asking the
following question: I s / a negatively-accelerated, linear, or positively-accelerated
function? To answer this question requires examining the rate of change o f preference
with respect to Tt/Ti. Specifically, consider a case in which Ti is held constant and Tt
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increases, while the ratio of terminal-link delays is held constant. It is well-known that
preference for the shorter terminal link will increase (MacEwen, 1972; Williams &
Fantino, 1978). But does the rate o f increase in preference decrease, remain constant, or
increase, as Tt increases? In other words, is the second derivative of preference with
respect to TtlTi negative (corresponding to a negatively-accelerated/), zero (linear/), or
positive (positively-accelerated/)? If k = 1 in Equation 5.1, / i s linear and a constant rate
o f increase in preference is predicted. If k < 1, as in the studies for which terminal links
were not differentially-cued, a negatively-accelerated/is obtained. Determining the rate
o f change of preference as a function o f Tt will indicate whether k may be assumed to be
equal to 1 when terminal links are cued.
An implication that /should be negatively-accelerated comes from research on
autoshaping. Dinsmoor (1983; see also Preston & Fantino, 1991) has noted that temoprai
context effects in concurrent chains and autoshaping appear to be qualitatively similar. In
terms o f the overall temporal relations between stimuli and reinforcers, autoshaping is
analogous to concurrent chains because it consists o f alternating periods of signalled
nonreinforcement (intertrial interval (I) in autoshaping, Ti in concurrent chains) and
signalled delays to reinforcement (trial duration (7) in autoshaping, Tt in concurrent
chains). Gibbon, Baldock, Locurto, Gold and Terrace (1977) found that rate o f key-peck
acquisition in autoshaping increased with increases in I, decreased with increases in 7, and
was approximately constant for constant ratios oilIT. But if translated into concurrentchains terms, this ratio invariance is the reciprocal o f that predicted by CCM (i.e.,
terminal-link sensitivity is constant for constant ratios o f TtlTi). Therefore, temporal
context effects in the two procedures may be isomorphic.
Gibbon and Balsam (1981) presented a theoretical account o f autoshaping, based
on Gibbon’s (1977) scalar expectancy theory and building on the earlier results o f Gibbon
et al. (1977). They proposed that acquisition rate was a function o f C/T, where C is the
cycle time, or average interreinforcer interval. Their account predicts the ratio invariance
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reported by Gibbon et al. (1977), and explains the decrement in acquisition rate when
reinforcers are delivered during I. If CIT is translated into concurrent-chains terms (and
the reciprocal is taken), Ttl{Tt + Ti) is obtained, which is consistent with Equation 5.2 for
f { x ) = x/(x + 1). Thus, if it is assumed that temporal context effects in autoshaping and
concurrent chains are isomorphic and that autoshaping acquisition is determined by CIT,
then terminal-link sensitivity should increase towards asymptote as a negativelyaccelerated (specifically, hyperbolic) function o f Tt.
One complication o f analyzing the rate o f change of preference is that the result
may depend on the transformation used for the dependent variable. To produce a
symmetric scale on either side o f indifference (i.e., B i = B r), it is customary to transform
models for choice such as Equation 5.1 so that the dependent variable is a proportion,
[B l/{B l

+ Zfe)], or log ratio, [log(&./.&?)]. Figure 5.1 shows preference as a function of

Tt, scaled either as a proportion (left panel) or log ratio (right panel), predicted by several
models. The models are a) CCM with f{ x ) = x {TtlTi), b) CCM with f ( x ) = x/(x + 1)
(Tt/(Tt + Ti)), and c) delay-reduction theory (DRT), which has been the most popular
account o f temporal context effects in concurrent chains (Fantino, 1969; see Fantino,
Preston & Dunn, 1993, for review). DRT assumes that the value o f a terminal-link
stimulus is determined by the reduction in delay to reinforcement signalled by onset of the
stimulus, relative to the overall average delay to reinforcement:
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where T is the overall average time between reinforcers.
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Figure 5.1. Preference for the shorter terminal link as a function of average terminal-link
duration (Tt) predicted by three models: a) Delay-reduction theory (DRT), and CCM with
temporal context represented as b) TtlTi and c) Ttl(Tt+Ti). The left panel shows
preference scaled as a proportion, the right panel as a log ratio. Predictions were made
assuming a constant terminal-link ratio (2:1), equal V I60 s initial links, and sensitivity to
delay (ai) parameters of 1 for TtlTi and 2 for Tt/(Tt+Ti). Although preference is an
increasing function of Tt regardless of scale, note that whether the functions are positivelyaccelerated, linear, or negatively-accelerated does depend on scale. Because log ratios
allow a finer discrimination to be made among the models, they will be used to analyze the
data from the experiments presented here.
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The predictions in Figure 5.1 were made assuming equal variable-interval (VI) 60 s
VI 60 s initial-link schedules, a constant 2:1 terminal-link delay ratio, and sensitivity to
delay values o f 1 for CCM with context represented as TtlTi, and 2 for CCM with context
represented as Ttl(Tt + Ti). These were chosen so that effective sensitivities would be
equal when Tt - Ti = 30 s.
When choice is scaled as a proportion (left panel), DRT predicts that preference
for the shorter terminal link will increase as a linear function of Tt. Both versions o f CCM
predict that preference will increase as a negatively-accelerated function of Tt, although
TtlTi predicts a greater overall increase. However, when choice is scaled as a log ratio
(right panel), these predictions change. DRT now predicts that preference will increase as
a positively-accelerated function of Tt, TtlTi requires a linear function of Tt, and Tt/(Tt +
Ti) a negatively-accelerated function o f Tt. Because the logarithmic scale is more sensitive
at high levels of preference and thus allows a finer discrimination to be made among the
models, it will be used for the data to be reported here.
Discriminating among the models requires determining the sign of the second
derivative of preference with respect to Tt. Formal derivations for each model are given in
Appendix B. The sign o f the second derivative can be estimated empirically by obtaining
preference for three pairs of terminal-link schedules in constant ratio with increasing
values o f Tt. Then, comparing point estimates o f the first derivative gives an estimate of
the sign of the second derivative. For example, consider the following terminal-link pairs:
V I5 s V I1 0 s , V I1 0 s V I2 0 s , and V I20 s V I40 s. The ratio o f terminal-link schedules
is constant (2:1), and Tt increases by a factor o f two (7.5 s, 15 s, 30 s) across the pairs. If
the slope of the function relating Tt to preference is greater between Tt = 15 s and Tt = 30
s than the slope between Tt = 7.5 s and Tt - 15 s, then the second derivative of preference
with respect to Tt is positive, as predicted by DRT; if smaller, then negative, as predicted
by f { x ) = x/(x +1) and f { x ) = x ^ ,k < 1; if equal, then zero, as predicted by / ( x ) = x.
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There are two previous experiments which provide some relevant data. MacEwen
(1972) studied pigeons’ preference between pairs o f fixed-interval (FI) and VI terminal
links that were always in a 2:1 ratio, and varied absolute duration across conditions.
Williams and Fantino (1978) compared pigeons’ preference between FI terminal links,
again in constant 2:1 ratio but varying absolute durations, that were either cued or uncued
in different sets o f conditions. Although both studies reported that preference was a
negatively-accelerated function of Tt, choice proportions were used which renders it
difficult to discriminate between candidates fo r/in Equation 5.2. Therefore their data
were reanalyzed in log ratio form, and the results are shown in Figure 5.2. For all of
MacEwen’s subjects, preference was a negatively-accelerated function o f TV2, although
nearly linear for VI terminal links for Birds M l and M5. A methodological problem with
MacEwen’s study, however, is that the left/right position o f the shorter terminal link was
not varied across conditions, which fails to control for position bias. Williams and
Fantino’s results were more variable across subjects. In the uncued conditions, 3 out o f 4
subjects showed a linear or positively-accelerated relationship between preference and Tt,
whereas in the cued conditions the relationship was linear for 2 subjects but negatively
accelerated for the others. Overall, then, results from these studies are inconclusive as to
whether preference, scaled as a log ratio, is a positively-accelerated, linear, or negativelyaccelerated function o f Tt.
To provide more data on this question, two experiments are reported which are
identical except for the way that the initial links were programmed. The first experiment
used independent initial-link VI schedules with no changeover delay (COD). This
arrangement, which has commonly been used in concurrent chains (e.g., Hermstein,
1964a), has the advantage o f keeping the obtained time in the initial links close to the
arranged value. However, the disadvantage of independent initial links is that the obtained
relative number o f terminal-link entries may deviate from the arranged number. Therefore
the second experiment used interdependent initial-link schedules (including a COD), which
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Figure 5.2. This Figure shows the result of a reanalysis of data from MacEwen (1972)
and Williams and Fantino (1978), which are the only previous studies that examined
preference between terminal links in constant ratio for at least 3 values of Tt. Preference
between FI terminal links in MacEwen (1972) are negatively-accelerated for all subjects
(upper left panel), but the other data are mixed.
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controls the obtained relative number o f terminal-link entries. A problem with
interdependent scheduling, however, is that the obtained time in the initial links
systematically deviates from that arranged as a function o f the magnitude of preference
(Grace, 1995; Chapter II). In an attempt to correct this problem, the present experiment
follows up on a suggestion by Grace (1995), that sampled initial-link intervals be modified,
depending on a running comparison o f obtained and arranged average initial-link duration
(37), so as to minimize deviation o f obtained from arranged 37.
Both experiments were designed also to provide a strong test of the ratio
invariance predicted by CCM, i.e., that preference should remain invariant if 37 and 37 are
multiplied by the same constant. Two series o f conditions were conducted, one in which
the average programmed initial-link duration was 15 s and one in which it was 30 s.
Terminal-link schedules for the Ti = 30 s conditions were derived by multiplying those
from the Ti = 15 s conditions by two. Regardless o f the function chosen fo r/in Equation
5.2, CCM predicts that preferences should be equal in the two series o f conditions. As
shown in Chapter IV, DRT shares the ratio invariance prediction.

M ethod

Subjects

Eight White Cameau pigeons served as subjects. Pigeons numbered 955,956,
958, and 961 participated in Experiment 1; pigeons numbered 177, 178, 005, and 196
participated in Experiment 2. All pigeons had previous experience in a variety of
experimental procedures including concurrent chains, and were maintained at 85% ad
libitum weight +/-15 g by appropriate post-session feedings.

Apparatus
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Eight standard three-key operant-conditioning chambers, 35 cm deep x 35 cm
wide x 35 cm high, were used. The keys were 26 cm above the floor and could be
transilluminated red, green or white. Each chamber was equipped with a houselight 7 cm
above the center key and a grain magazine with a 6 cm x 5 cm aperture 13 cm below the
center key. The magazine was illuminated when wheat was made available. A force of
approximately 0.10 N was required to operate a key, and resulted in an audible feedback
click. Each chamber was enclosed in a sound-attenuating box and fitted with a ventilation
fan for masking extraneous noises. Event scheduling and data recording were controlled
with a MEDSTATE Notation program and a MED-PC system interfaced to an IBMcompatible microcomputer.

Procedure

Because all pigeons had prior concurrent-chains experience, training began
immediately on a three-component concurrent-chains procedure. What follows is a
description of the common features o f the experiments. Sessions consisted of three
components, each of which was a concurrent chain. Components finished after 24 initial
and terminal-link cycles, each terminating in reinforcement, and were defined by the color
(red, green, white) used for all stimuli in that component. A 3 min blackout separated
each pair of components. The order o f components within the session varied randomly
from day to day. Sessions were conducted seven days a week at approximately the same
time each day.
At the start of a cycle, the side keys were illuminated the same color (red, green,
or white) signifying the initial links. In both experiments, initial-link schedules did not
begin timing until the first response had been made to either key. This allowed
postreinforcement pauses to be recorded separately and not be counted towards
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completion of initial-link requirements. All initial-link schedules contained 12 intervals
constructed from an arithmetic progression, a, a + d, a + 2d,..., in which a equals one12th, and d equals one-sixth, the schedule value. Intervals were sampled without
replacement, and in Experiment 2 each interval preceded a right and left terminal-link
entry exactly once per component. The only difference between the two experiments was
the way in which terminal-link entries were scheduled.
In Experiment 1, the initial links were independent concurrent V IV I schedules. A
single VI schedule with an average interreinforcer interval equal to 2*27 for that condition
was associated with each key. When an interval from either schedule timed out, the next
response to that key (as long as it was not the first response to either key following a
reinforcer) produced a terminal-link entry, and timing for that initial link was stopped until
the entry had been obtained. During the terminal links, timing for both initial-link
schedules was stopped. Because independent concurrent V IV I schedules do not
guarantee that the obtained numbers o f terminal-link entries are equal, even in the
schedules are equal, the following procedure was used to compensate for the effect of
unequal entries. As CCM (Equation 5.1) assumes that relative terminal-link entry
frequency combines additively (in logarithmic terms) with the effects o f bias and terminallink delay, the obtained log relative terminal-link entry ratio was subtracted from the log
relative initial-link response ratio for all conditions in Experiment 1. In effect, this sets ai
equal to 1 in Equation 5.2.
In Experiment 2, the initial links were interdependent concurrent VI schedules,
modified to reduce deviations of obtained from programmed Ti. At the start o f a cycle, an
interval was sampled from a VI schedule with an average interreinforcer interval equal to
Ti. If the current cycle was not the first in the component, the interval was modified by
multiplying it by the ratio o f the running averages of arranged to obtained initial-link
duration for that component. For example, if the sampled intervals for the first two cycles
were 5 s and 10 s, but the obtained times spent in the initial links for those cycles were 10
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s and 20 s (excluding postreinforcement pauses), then the sampled interval for the third
cycle would be multiplied by 7.5 s /1 5 s = 0.5. In this way, the deviation o f obtained from
programmed Ti was reduced. A terminal-link entry was assigned randomly to either the
left or right key, with the restriction that exactly 12 entries to the terminal link on each
side were arranged during the component. An initial-link response produced a terminallink entry provided that: (a) it was to the preselected key; (b) the (modified) interval from
the VI schedule had timed out; and (c) a COD was satisfied, specifically that at least 1.5 s
had elapsed between the current response and the first response on the same side
following changeover.
For both experiments, terminal-link entry was signalled by a change from
continuous to blinking illumination on the keylight, coupled with the other keylight being
darkened. Keylights blinked at the rate o f twice per second during the terminal links (0.25
s off, 0.25 s on). Responding during the terminal links was reinforced according to VI
schedules containing 12 intervals derived from the exponential progression given by
Fleshier and Hoffinan (1962). Intervals from the terminal-link VI schedules were sampled
randomly without replacement. When a terminal-link response was reinforced the
keylights and houselight were extinguished and the grain magazine raised and illuminated
for 2.5 s. After reinforcement, the keylights and houselight were reilluminated and the
next cycle began, unless the 24th reinforcer in the component had occurred in which case
the 3 min intercomponent blackout began (or, if following the third component, the end of
the session).
Experimental conditions were defined by the programmed average time in the
initial links (Ti) and the terminal-link schedules in the green component. In all conditions,
the programmed average time in the terminal links (Tt) in the green component was equal
to programmed Ti. Terminal-link schedules for the red and white components were
obtained by multiplying the intervals from the green component schedules by 0.5 and 2,
respectively. Thus, for each condition, across the components the ratio between the
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Table 5.1
Order of conditions for all subjects in both experiments. Birds 955, 956, 958, and 961
participated in Experiment 1 (independent initial links), and Birds 177, 178, 005, and 196
participated in Experiment 2 (interdependent initial links). Each condition was uniquely
defined by a combination o f programmed Ti and terminal-link delay ratio (Ratio).

Birds 955,177

Birds 956,178

Ratio

Ti

Ratio Ti

4:1

15

2:1

1:4

15

2:1

Birds 958,005

Birds 961,196

Ratio

Ti

Ratio

Ti

30

2:1

15

4:1

30

1:2

30

1:2

15

1:4

30

15

4:1

30

4:1

15

2:1

30

1:2

15

1:4

30

1:4

15

1:2

30

4:1

30

2:1

15

2:1

30

4:1

15

1:4

30

1:2

15

1:2

30

1:4

15

2:1

30

4:1

15

4:1

30

2:1

15

1:2

30

1:4

15

1:4

30

1:2

15
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terminal links was constant but programmed 37/77 was equal to 0.5, 1, or 2. Specifically,
terminal-link schedules were as follows. For 77 = 15,2:1 terminal-link ratio: V I 5 s V I 10
s (Red), V I 10 s V I20 s (Green), V I 20 s V I40 s (White). For 77 = 15, 4:1 terminal-link
ratio: V I3 s V I 12 s (Red), V I6 s V I24 s (Green), V I 12 s V I48 s (White). For Ti =
30,2:1 terminal-link ratio: V I 10 s V I20 s (Red), V I20 s V I40 s (Green), V I40 s VI 80
s (White). For Ti = 30,4:1 terminal-link ratio: V I6 s V I24 s (Red), V I 12 s V I48 s
(Green), V I24 s V I96 s (White).
Table 5.1 lists the sequence o f conditions for all subjects. Order o f conditions was
counterbalanced across the four subjects in each experiment. To control for position bias,
a successive-reversal design was used in which conditions were arranged in pairs which
had the same terminal-link schedules, differing only in the position o f the richer terminal
link. For the first condition in each pair, the richer terminal link was on the left; for the
second, on the right. Conditions were continued for a minimum o f 25 and a maximum o f
35 sessions, but were terminated prior to maximum for a particular subject if both a formal
and an informal stability criterion had been satisfied, for all components. The formal
criterion was that the median log initial-link response rate ratio for the preceding 5
sessions did not differ by more than 0.1 from the median o f the 5 immediately-preceding
sessions. This criterion had to be satisfied 5 times, not necessarily consecutively. The
informal criterion was that visual inspection did not find a systematic trend over the last 10
sessions in any component. The maximum exposure of a condition was limited to 35
sessions because, in the author’s experience with this procedure, stability is generally
achieved by that time and extended training may interfere with subsequent terminal-link
reversals.

Results
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Data analyzed were the relative initial-link response rate, the average times spent in
the initial (77) and terminal links (77) per cycle, and the obtained number of terminal-link
entries (in Experiment 2). All data were aggregated over the last 10 sessions o f each
component in each condition.
Changes in bias, systematic or unsystematic, are a troublesome source o f error in
concurrent-chains data. Because of the successive-reversal design used, it is possible to
assess whether bias changed over the course o f the experiments. Figures 5.3 and 5.4
show, for each subject in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, estimates of bias for each pair
of conditions. Bias (in logarithmic terms) was calculated as the intercept o f a linear
regression performed on the log initial-link response rate versus log terminal-link delay
ratios (each pair of conditions comprised 6 data points). Figure 5.3 shows that for all
subjects in Experiment 1, changes in bias were relatively small; the largest (Bird 961) was
only. 18 log units. These changes appeared to be unsystematic, too, with the exception of
Bird 956, whose bias towards the right key decreased over the course of the experiment.
In Experiment 2 (Figure 5.4), however, the changes in bias were much larger: .35 (Bird
177), .59 (Bird 178), .42 (Bird 005), and .32 (Bird 196). The magnitude o f these changes
complicates the assessment of CCM’s ratio invariance prediction, which requires
comparison across different pairs of conditions. The following procedure was therefore
used to correct for bias. Each data point was reexpressed as a difference score with
respect to the estimate of bias for that particular pair o f conditions. Note that tins would
be equivalent to averaging across successive reversals if there were only one data point
per condition. In effect, this procedure replaces a single, fixed estimate o f bias in CCM
(Equation 5.1) with separate estimates at four stages within the experiment. To facilitate
comparison, data from both experiments were averaged.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present the bias-corrected log relative initial-link response rate
ratios plotted as a function of arranged 77/77, for all subjects in Experiment 1. Data from
the conditions in which the richer terminal link was on the left are shown in Figure 5.5;
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Figure 5.3. Estimates of bias for each par of conditions for all subjects in Experiment 1
(independent initial links). Conditions are listed in the order in which they were
conducted. The dashed line indicates zero bias. Across conditions, changes in bias were
relatively small and all subjects showed a consistent position preference (Birds 955 and
961, left key; Birds 956 and 958, right key).
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Figure 5.4. Estimates of bias for each pair of conditions for all subjects in Experiment 2
(interdependent initial links). Conditions are listed in the order in which they were
conducted. The dashed line indicates zero bias. Across conditions, for all subjects
changes in bias were much larger than in Experiment 1. Because assessment of ratio
invariance requires comparison across different pairs of conditions, it is necessary to
correct for the unsystematic changes in bias.
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Figure 5.5. This Figure shows, for all subjects in Experiment 1, preference for the shorter
terminal link as a function of programmed Tt/Ti for the conditions in which the shorter
terminal link was on the left key. Data for conditions in which programmed Ti was equal
to 15 s are marked with triangles; data are marked with circles for programmed Ti equal
to 30 s. Data for conditions with a 4:1 terminal-link delay ratio are connected with a solid
line, and a dashed line for a 2:1 terminal-link delay ratio. See text for more explanation.
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to 15 s are'marked with triangles; data are marked with circles for programmed Ti equal
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data from the conditions in which the richer terminal link was on the right are shown in
Figure 5.6. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 present the analogous data from Experiment 2, and the
group mean data for each experiment are shown in Figure 5.9. For each condition there
are three data points, connected by solid or dashed lines. Data from Ti = 15 conditions
are marked with triangles; data from Ti = 30 conditions with circles. Data from conditions
in which there was a 2:1 or 1:2 (2-to-l) terminal-link delay ratio are connected by a
dashed line; data from conditions with a 4:1 or 1:4 (4-to-l) ratio are connected by a solid
line. For both experiments, preference becomes more extreme (i.e., deviates more from 0)
as Tt/Ti increases. This is consistent with previous research (MacEwen, 1972; Williams &
Fantino, 1978), which has shown that preference for the shorter terminal link increases as
the absolute duration of the terminal links increases, with their ratio held constant. (Note
that because the initial links were held constant within each condition, Tt/Ti covaries with
Tt.)
A primary question of interest in the present experiments was whether preference
was a positively-accelerated, linear, or negatively-accelerated function of Tt/Ti. Visual
inspection of Figures 5.5 through 5.8 suggests that preference is generally negativelyaccelerated with respect to Tt/Ti, i.e., the magnitude of the change in preference decreases
as Tt/Ti increases. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show, for Experiment 1, point estimates of the
first derivative of preference with respect to Tt/Ti. Estimates for conditions in which the
richer terminal link was on the left are shown in Figure 5.10; estimates for conditions in
which the richer terminal link was on the right are shown in Figure 5.11. Analogous data
for Experiment 2 are given in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. Point estimates of the first derivative
were calculated for Tt/Ti = 0.75 by dividing the change in preference between Tt/Ti = 1
(green component) and Tt/Ti = 0.5 (red component) by the change in Tt/Ti (i.e., 0.5), and
for Tt/Ti = 1.5 by dividing the change between the Tt/Ti = 2 (white) and green
components by 1.0. For Experiment 1, pooled across subjects, the first derivative
decreased in expected magnitude (i.e., was positive for Tt/Ti = 0.75 and decreased for
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TtlTi = 1.5 in Figure 5.10, and was negative for Tt/Ti = 0.75 and increased for Tt/Ti = 1.5
in Figure 5.11) in 21 out o f 32 individual comparisons (p < .05, sign test, one-tailed). For
Experiment 2, point estimates decreased in expected magnitude in 24 out o f 32
comparisons (p < .025, sign test, one-tailed). This is evidence that the sign o f the second
derivative o f preference with respect to Tt/Ti is negative. In other words, preference is a
negatively-accelerated function o f Tt/Ti, for both interdependent and independent initial
links. This result is challenging for both delay-reduction theory (Fantino, Preston & Dunn,
1993), which predicted a positively-accelerated function, and the simplest version of
CCM, where temporal context is represented by Tt/Ti [i.e., f ( x ) = x in Equation 5.2],
which predicted a linear function. The negatively-accelerated function is consistent with
two versions of CCM, discussed above, where context is represented as either a)
77/(77+77) [i.e., f ( x ) = xj{x + 1)], which is the concurrent-chains equivalent o f Gibbon
and Balsam’s (1981) model for autoshaping, C/7; o rb ) (77/77')^, k <1, which Grace
(1994) found described data from studies in which the terminal links were uncued better
than the simplest version of CCM (i.e., k = 1) did.
A second question addressed here was whether the ratio invariance predicted by all
versions o f CCM and DRT characterized choice in concurrent chains. This invariance
requires that terminal-link sensitivity depends on the relative, not absolute, values o f Tt
and 77; in other words, preference should not change if Tt and Ti are multplied by the
same constant. Specifically, preference in the conditions in which the terminal-link ratio is
the same but Ti varies should be equal (e.g., 2:1 77= 15 and 2:1 Ti = 30), because Tt/Ti is
equal for corresponding components in these conditions. Graphically, this means that the
pairs o f both dashed and solid lines in Figures 5.5 through 5.9 should superpose.
Visual inspection of Figures 5.5 and 5.6 (Experiment 1) reveals approximate
superposition, within reasonable measurement error. The mean absolute deviation
between pairs of points which were predicted to have equal preference, pooled across
subjects (48 pairs), w a s. 11 log units. Importantly, this deviation appeared to be
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Figure 5.10. Point estimates o f the first derivative o f preference as a function o f Tt/Ti for
conditions in which the shorter terminal link was on the left key, for all subjects in
Experiment 1. Estimates for TtlTi = 0.75 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the Green (Tt/Ti = 1) and Red (Tt/Ti = 0.5) components by the change
in Tt/Ti (0.5). Estimates for Tt/Ti =1.5 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the White (TtlTi = 2) and Green (Tt/Ti = 1) components by the change
in Tt/Ti (1). See text for more explanation.
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Figure 5.11. Point estimates of the & st derivative o f preference as a function o f Tt/Ti for
conditions in which the shorter terminal link was on the right key, for all subjects in
Experiment 1. Estimates for TtlTi = 0.75 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the Green (Tt/Ti = 1) and Red (Tt/Ti = 0.5) components by the change
in Tt/Ti (0.5). Estimates for Tt/Ti = 1.5 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the White (Tt/Ti = 2) and Green (Tt/Ti — 1) components by the change
in TtlTi (1). See text for more explanation.
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Figure 5.12. Point estimates of the first derivative of preference as a function o f TtlTi for
conditions in which the shorter terminal link was on the left key, for all subjects in
Experiment 2. Estimates for TtlTi = 0.75 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the Green (Tt/Ti = 1) and Red (Tt/Ti = 0.5) components by the change
in Tt/Ti (0.5). Estimates for Tt/Ti = 1.5 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the White (Tt/Ti = 2) and Green (Tt/Ti = 1) components by the change
in Tt/Ti (1). See text for more explanation.
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Tt/Ti

Figure 5.13. Point estimates o f the first derivative of preference as a function o f TtlTi for
conditions in which the shorter terminal link was on the right key, for all subjects in
Experiment 2. Estimates for TtlTi = 0.75 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the Green (TtlTi = 1) and Red (Tt/Ti = 0.5) components by the change
in TtlTi (0.5). Estimates for TtlTi = 1.5 were calculated by dividing the difference in
preference bewteen the White ( TtlTi = 2) and Green (TtlTi = 1) components by the change
in TtlTi (1). See text for more explanation.
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unsystematic. When deviations were expressed as a signed difference, with positive
numbers representing more extreme preference in the Ti = 30 condition, 29 deviations
were negative and 19 were positive (p > .05, sign test, one-tailed). Also, signed
deviations did not differ between the conditions with a 2-to-l terminal-link delay ratio
(i.e., 2:1 and 1:2) and those with a 4-to-l delay ratio, /(23) = -.62, p > .05. That the
deviation from predicted equality is relatively small and unsystematic suggests the ratio
invariance predicted by CCM and DRT characterizes choice in concurrent chains, at least
for independent initial links and the particular VI schedules employed in Experiment 1.
Visual inspection of Figures 5.7 and 5.8, however, indicates more substantial
deviations from superposition in Experiment 2. Although many of the condition pairs did
show approximate superposition (e.g., Bird 005 in Figure 5.7, the 1:2 conditions for Birds
177 and 178), there were some large deviations (e.g., Birds 177 and 178,4:1 and 1:4
conditions). Nevertheless, the mean absolute deviation, averaged across subjects (48
points), was .15 log units, which is not substantially greater than in Experiment 1. Of the
signed deviations, 22 were negative and 26 were positive (p > .05, sign test, one-tailed).
However, signed deviations in the 2-to-l and 4-to-l conditions differed, /(23) = -5.26, p <
.0001. Preference in the 4-to-l conditions was more extreme for Ti = 30 than for Ti= 15
(mean deviation = . 14), compared with preference in the 2-to-l conditions (mean
deviation = -.04). Note that in terms of individual data, only Birds 177 and 178 showed
this difference. Nevertheless, there was a statistically-significant interaction between the
terminal-link delay ratio and the absolute duration of the initial and terminal links. This
interaction cannot be predicted by the generalized version of CCM (Equation 5.2) in
which the effect of temporal context on terminal-link sensitivity is a monotonic-increasing
function of TtlTi.
The group mean data shown in Figure 5.9 support these conclusions: Close
approximation to ratio invariance was obtained in Experiment 1, and deviation was
unsystematic (mean absolute deviation = .056). However, deviation was more substantial
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in Experiment 2 (mean absolute deviation = .115), and preference in the 77 = 30
conditions was more extreme than 77 = 15 for the 4-to-l, but not 2-to-l, terminal-link
ratios.
However, one possible explanation for this interaction is that the obtained TtlTi
ratios may have differed systematically from the programmed ratios. Figures 5.14 and
5.15 show the log ratio of obtained versus programmed TtlTi, plotted as a function of
preference, for all subjects in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. The ordinates and
abscissae are equal in the Figures to facilitate comparison between the experiments. For
each experiment, these data were subjected to a two-way analysis o f variance (ANOVA),
with Ti (15 s or 30 s) and terminal-link ratio (2-to-l, 4-to-l) as factors. In Experiment 1,
the Ti = 15 conditions had smaller obtained TtlTi ratios than the 77 = 30 conditions,
F(l,92) = 11.71,/? < .001, and the obtained Tt/Ti ratios for the 4-to-l conditions were
smaller than for the 2-to-l conditions, F (1,92) = 20.13, p < .0001. The interaction was
not significant, F(l,92) = 3.30, p > .05. In Experiment 2, similar main effects were found
for 77, F (l,92) = 19.49, p < .0001, and terminal-link ratio, F(l,92) = 8.53, p < .005, and
again the interaction was nonsignificant, F(l,92) = 1.34, p > .05. However, visual
inspection of Figures 5.14 and 5.15 indicates that changes in obtained TtlTi were much
larger in Experiment 2. Also, inverted U-shaped functions were obtained for all subjects
in Experiment 2, indicating greater deviation at more extreme levels o f preference. The
inverted U-shaped functions are an artifact o f the interdependent initial-link scheduling:
As preference grows more extreme, subjects necessarily spend more time responding on
the preferred initial link while a terminal-link entry is set up on the nonpreferred side.
Even though a calibration procedure was used in which initial-link intervals were modified
in real-time during sessions so as to reduce deviation o f obtained from programmed Ti,
substantial deviation still occurred. The increase in obtained Ti was proportionally greater
for the Ti = 1 5 conditions, resulting in the smaller obtained TtlTi ratios for those
conditions.
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These changes in obtained TtlTi are consistent with the more extreme preference in
the 4-to-l conditions, responsible for the systematic deviation from ratio invariance in
Experiment 2 reported above. If subjects spend relatively more time in the initial links in
the Ti = 15 conditions, then CCM predicts that preference would be attenuated relative to
Ti = 30, which is what was found for the 4-to-l conditions. In the absence o f a significant
interaction between Ti and terminal-link ratio on obtained Tt/Ti, the puzzle is why
preference was not also attenuated in the 2-to-l conditions.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 present results o f an analysis that attempted to discover how
well, overall, different versions of CCM could describe the bias-corrected data. For each
subject in Experiment 1 (Table 5.2), CCM (Equation 5.2, transformed logarithmically)
with temporal context represented as (T tlT if was fitted to the data three times. In the
first fit, aj (sensitivity to terminal-link entiy ratio) and k were set equal to one. Thus, only
a2 (sensitivity to delay) was allowed to vary. For the second fit a2 and k were allowed to
vary, and for the third a/was allowed to vary as well. Thus a comparison of these fits
indicates how much of an improvement in variance accounted for was gained by each
additional parameter. Also, two fits were performed with temporal context represented as
Tt/(Tt+Ti): one in which a; was set equal to 1 and a2 varied, and one in which both ai and
a2 varied. The same fits were performed on the Experiment 2 data (Table 5.3), but
because the terminal-link entry ratio was controlled, a2 was not fitted.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrate that as additional parameters were included in the
model the description o f the data provided by CCM improved, as expected. In particular,
when temporal context was represented as (T tlTif, a substantial increase in variance
accounted for occurred when k was estimated, for all subjects in both experiments. This is
because when k = 1 preference increases as a linear function of Tt (see Figure 5.1),
whereas if k < 1 the function becomes negatively-accelerated. The quality of the fits when
temporal context was represented as Tt/(Tt+Ti) were comparable to those obtained when
k was allowed to vary. Averaged across subjects and with all parameters estimated, CCM
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Table 5.2
Estimated parameter values and variance accounted for by CCM with context represented
as (Tt/Tif, or Tt/(Tt+Tf), when fitted to the data from all subjects in Experiment 1. Three
fits were performed for (TtlT if. First, £*/ and k were set equal to 1 and a2 estimated.
Next, 0 .2 and k were estimated while ai remained equal to 1, and finally all three
parameters were allowed to vary. For Tt/(Tt+Ti), two fits were performed, first in which
ai was set equal to 1 and a2 varied, and then in which both ai and a2 varied. When all
parameters were included for (T tlTif, almost perfect matching to relative immediacy (i.e.,
a2 = 1) was obtained for Birds 956,958, and 961.

Bird 955

Bird 956

Context Term

ai

a2

k

VAC

al

a2

k

VAC

('TtlTif

1

0.48

1

0.865

1

0.84

1

0.930

1

0.59

0.40

0.924

1

0.96

0.53

0.960

1.00

0.68

0.36

0.944

1.89

0.97

0.53

0.966

1

1.21

0.923

1

1.98

0.959

1.05

1.37

0.943

1.833 2.03

0.965

Tt/(Tt+Ti)

Bird 958

Bird 961

Context Term

ai

a2

k

VAC

al

a2

k

VAC

(T tlTif

1

0.73

1

0.909

1

0.73

1

0.889

1

0.89

0.41

0.973

1

0.88

0.41

0.943

1.12

0.96

0.43

0.974

1.04

0.97

0.43

0.951

1

1.81

0.972

1

1.78

0.942

1.11

1.96

0.973

0.99

2.00

0.951

Tt/(Tt+Ti)
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Table 5.3
Estimated parameter values and variance accounted for by CCM with context represented
as (TtlTif, or 77/(27+77), when fitted to the data from all subjects in Experiment 2. Two
fits were performed for (TtlTif. First, £ was set equal to 1 and a2 estimated. Next, a2 and
k were both allowed to vary. When both parameters were included for (TtlTif, almost
perfect matching to relative immediacy (i.e., a2 = 1) was obtained for Birds 177, 005, and
196.

Bird 177

Bird 178

Context Term

a2

k

VAC

a2

k

VAC

(TtlTif

0.90

1

0.840

1.34

1

0.866

1.00

0.39

0.908

1.44

0.30

0.952

0.905

2.97

Ttl(Tt+Ti)

2.05

Bird 005

0.939

Bird 196

Context Term

o2

k

VAC

a2

k

VAC

(TtlTif

0.88

1

0.859

0.90

1

0.891

0.98

0.43

0.926

1.01

0.56

0.925

0.931

2.10

TtJ(Tt+Ti)

2.02

0.928
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with context as (T tlT if accounted for .959 percent of the variance in Experiment 1 and
.928 of the variance in Experiment 2, whereas CCM with context as TtI(Tt+Ti) accounted
for .958 and .926 percent o f the variance. Although it would then seem as if Tt/(Tt+Ti) is
the better representation of context because it produces an equally good fit, overall, as
(T tlT if but with one fewer parameter, there is a striking regularity in the estimated values
of a2 for the (T tlT if model: For 3 out o f 4 subjects in both experiments, virtually perfect
matching to relative terminal-link immediacy of reinforcement (i.e., a2= 1) was obtained
when all parameters were included. Estimated values o f a2 were 0.97, 0.96, and 0.97 for
Birds 956, 958, and 961 in Experiment 1, and 1.00, 0.98, and 1.01 for Birds 177, 005, and
196 in Experiment 2. Implications o f this result will be explored in the Discussion.

Discussion

There were three major findings in the present experiments. First, preference for
VI terminal links in concurrent chains, measured as the logarithm of the ratio of initial-link
response rates, was an increasing, negatively-accelerated function of the ratio of average
times spent in the terminal and initial links per reinforcement, TtlTi. The effect on
preference of this ratio, which forms the basis o f the contextual choice model (CCM;
Grace, 1994; Equation 5.1), a comprehensive quantitative model for concurrent chains,
was investigated directly using a three-component procedure. Pigeons were exposed to
three concurrent chains in each session, in which the initial-link and the ratio o f the
terminal-link schedules remained constant but the average duration o f the terminal links
(27) increased by a factor of two across the components. This allowed preference for
terminal links in a given ratio to be determined for three values of Tt/Ti (0.5,1, and 2).
For both independent (Experiment 1) and interdependent (Experiment 2) initial-link
schedules, the rate of change of preference as a function o f TtlTi (i.e., first derivative)
decreased with increases in TtlTi (Figures 5.10 through 5.13). In other words, the second
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derivative of preference with respect to TtlTi was negative. This result contradicts both
the simplest version of CCM (i.e., k = 1 in Equation 5.1), which Grace (1994) found could
describe adequately most concurrent-chains data, and delay-reduction theory (DRT;
Fantino, Preston & Dunn, 1993): If £ = 1 then Equation 5.1 requires preference, scaled
logarithmically, to be a linear function o f Tt (i.e., zero second derivative), and DRT
predicts preference to be a positively-accelerated function of Tt (i.e., positive second
derivative; see Appendix B and Figure 5.1, right panel).
However, the negatively-accelerated function is consistent with versions o f CCM
in which a) Tt/Ti is raised to a power less than 1 (i.e., k < 1 in Equation 5.1); and b)
temporal context is represented as Tt/(Tt+Ti) (i.e.,f(x) = x/(x+l) in Equation 5.2). Grace
(1994) found that permitting k to vary was, in general, only necessary to describe data for
studies in which the terminal links were not differentially signalled (e.g., both terminal
links were signalled by extinguishing all illumination in the chamber; Davison, 1983), and
for these data, the best-fitting value o f k was always less than 1. Whether temporal
context effects change depending on terminal-link stimulus conditions, as Grace (1994)
suggested, is therefore unclear because data reported here suggest that k is less than 1 for
signalled terminal links.
Representing temporal context as Tt/(Tt+Ti) was suggested by the procedural
similarities between concurrent chains and autoshaping. In both procedures, periods o f
signalled nonreinforcement (i.e., the initial links in concurrent chains, and the intertrial
interval (I) in autoshaping) alternate with periods of signalled delayed reinforcement (i.e.,
terminal links in concurrent chains and CS duration (7) in autoshaping). In both
procedures, the overall temporal context o f reinforcement, i.e., the relative durations o f
the nonreinforcement and signalled delayed reinforcement periods, has strong effects on
behavior. But beyond the qualitative similarity of these context effects, which has been
noted before (Dinsmoor, 1983), there may be a quantitative isomorphism: Gibbon et al.
(1977) found that rate of acquisition in autoshaping was constant for constant ratios o f the
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intertrial interval to trial duration, a result which parallels exactly the ratio invariance
predicted by CCM, i.e., that preference should not change if Tt and Ti are multiplied by
the same constant. Primarily to incorporate the effect o f reinforcers delivered during the
intertrial interval, which retard acquisition, Gibbon and Balsam (1981) proposed that
acquisition o f keypecking in autoshaping was a function o f the ratio C/T, where C is the
average interreinforcer interval (“cycle time”) and T is the CS duration. If context effects
in autoshaping and concurrent chains are isomorphic, then Gibbon and Balsam’s model
would imply that temporal context in concurrent chains should be represented as
Tt/(Tt+Ti). This can be incorporated in the generalized CCM (Equation 5.2) if fix ) =
x/(jc+1).
Although the present results might be regarded as strong support for Tt/(Tt+Ti),
especially as it is able to predict the negatively-accelerated relationship between preference
and Tt/Ti without an additional parameter, it is unclear whether the empirical results
motivating Gibbon and Balsam’s (1981) model have parallels in concurrent chains. As
noted above, C/T is superior to IIT as a predictor of acquisition in autoshaping because it
explains the decrement in acquisition when reinforcers are presented during I. However, a
series o f experiments in Fantino’s laboratory has failed to find any effect on concurrentchains preference of either an intertrial interval duration placed between the terminal and
initial links or a reinforcement schedule during such an intertrial interval (W. Williams &
Fantino, 1995)3. At present, it seems best to conclude only that the relationship between
preference and Tt/Ti is negatively-accelerated, and leave for future research the question
of whether the same expression can describe temporal context effects in concurrent chains
and autoshaping.
Although the present data do not allow a discrimination to be made between the
effectiveness o f Tt/(Tt+Ti) and (Tt/Tif, k < 1, as representations o f temporal context, it
should be possible to arrange a test by examining more extreme values o f Tt/Ti. The
major difference between these functions is that Tt/(Tt+Ti) predicts that preference should
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reach an asymptote at sufficiently large values o f Tt, whereas (Tt/Tif predicts that
preference should continue to increase. On the basis o f conditions for which TtlTi has
moderate values, predictions for both models could be made for more extreme values of
Tt/Ti.
The second major finding o f these experiments was that the ratio invariance
property predicted by both CCM and DRT characterizes concurrent-chains choice, at least
with independent initial links and over the range o f schedule values explored here. Ratio
invariance requires that preference should remain unchanged if Tt and Ti are multiplied by
the same constant. To test this prediction, parallel sets o f conditions were arranged in
which Ti was equal to 15 s or 30 s. The initial and terminal-link schedules for the Ti = 30
conditions were obtained by multiplying the corresponding schedules from the Ti = 15
conditions by two, which multiplies Tt and 77 by two. When preference in the Ti = 15 and
Ti = 30 conditions was plotted as a function o f Tt/Ti, approximate superposition occurred
in Experiment 1, which arranged independent initial links (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). The
average absolute deviation from predicted equality, pooled across subjects (48
comparisons) w a s. 11 log units. Statistical tests revealed that the deviation was
unsystematic, and did not differ between the conditions in which there were 2-to-l and 4to-1 terminal-link delay ratios. Data were more variable in Experiment 2, however, which
arranged interdependent initial links (Figures 5.7 and 5.8). The mean absolute deviation
from ratio invariance, pooled across subjects, was .15 log units, but more importantly,
deviation was systematic: Preference with 77 = 30 was more extreme than with Ti = 15
for conditions with 4-to-l but not 2-to-l terminal-link ratios. Although the more extreme
preference in 77 = 30 is predicted by differences between obtained and arranged Tt/Ti,
which were greater in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1 (see Figures 5.14 and 5.15), the
interaction with terminal-link delay ratio is not.
One puzzle posed by the present results is why systematic deviation from ratio
invariance was obtained with interdependent but not independent initial-link schedules,
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and why overall agreement with ratio invariance was better with independent initial links.
Most likely, the systematic (and larger) deviation was a byproduct of the greater variability
in the data in Experiment 2, probably caused by greater variability in obtained TtlTi. The
systematic deviation reached statistical significance only because o f data from Birds 177
and 178 (see Figures 5.7 and 5.8). Because only two birds demonstrated the interaction, it
is unlikely that the novel procedure used in Experiment 2 to limit deviations o f obtained
from programmed Ti was responsible. Also, the experiment reported in Chapter IV found
strong support for ratio invariance in a within-session test using interdependent schedules
(and without correcting obtained Ti). Although few experiments have compared
independent and interdependent initial-link scheduling (see Fantino & Royalty, 1987, for
an exception), the present results suggest that independent schedules produce cleaner
data, probably because of greater control over obtained TtlTi. The drawback with
independent schedules, of course, is that the obtained relative number o f terminal-link
entries will vary, especially at more extreme levels o f preference. But this problem may be
easily corrected with a model such as CCM, which allows for effects o f unequal terminallink entries to be removed from the data without estimating any free parameters (i.e., by
assuming

= 1 in Equation 5.1), as was done here.

However, it must be acknowledged that the unsystematic error from the ratio
invariance prediction, even in Experiment 1, was moderately substantial. It is possible that
this error could be reduced through procedural changes. For example, instead o f exposing
pigeons to three concurrent chains in each session, perhaps better data could be obtained if
a traditional single-component procedure were used (at the cost of increased time to
collect the data). Also, the bias shifts that plagued Experiment 2 could likely be minimized
by using a procedure in which the location o f initial-link stimuli varied randomly from
cycle to cycle (as in Experiment 2 in Chapter ID). Nevertheless, it should be emphasized
that the ratio invariance is an extremely strong prediction, and the within-subjects design
used here poses a stringent test. In this regard, it is notable that the group-mean data
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(Figure 5.9) reveal substantially greater superposition than any of the individual data,
especially for Experiment 1. It is difficult to know beforehand, however, just how much
unsystematic error is too much. In the experiment that demonstrated the analogous ratio
invariance in autoshaping, Gibbon et al. (1977) used a between-groups design, and their
data were even more variable than those presented here (e.g., see their Figure 5.4). Unlike
autoshaping, concurrent chains provides parametric, within-subjects data, which is a major
advantage for experiments that attempt to quantify effects of the temporal context of
reinforcement.
The third major finding was that, for 3 out o f 4 subjects in each experiment,
virtually perfect matching to relative terminal-link delay of reinforcement (i.e.,
reinforcement rate or immediacy) occurred when all other parameters were also estimated
in fitting CCM (Equation 5.1) to the data set. For these subjects, sensitivity to relative
terminal-link delay (a2) converged towards 1.0 as the temporal context parameter, k, and
sensitivity to relative terminal-link entry frequency, au were added in separate fits (see
Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Sensitivities to delay estimated for Birds 956, 958, and 961 in
Experiment 1 were 0.97, 0.96, and 0.97; corresponding estimates for Birds 177, 005, and
196 in Experiment 2 were 1.00, 0.98, and 1.01 (sensitivites for the other subjects were
0.68 and 1.44). Although Grace (1995; Chapter II) noted that terminal-link sensitivities in
CCM could not be estimated separately from temporal context, this applies only to
experiments which do not systematically vary temporal context. Because identical groups
o f conditions were arranged with TtlTi values o f 0.5,1, and 2, it is possible to obtain a
context-free estimate of sensitivity in the experiments reported here.
This result is important because it suggests that after data are corrected for bias,
and after effects of temporal context and unequal terminal-link entries are removed, choice
in concurrent chains between VI terminal links satisfies strict matching to relative
immediacy. Of course, this was the conclusion o f Hermstein’s (1964a) and Autor’s
(1960) early studies. Fantino’s (1969) finding that increasing initial-link duration
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attenuated preference between the same pair o f terminal links was widely viewed as
decisive evidence against the viability o f a matching account o f concurrent chains. As
Grace (Chapter IV) noted, one contribution of CCM is to show how the temporal context
effects identified by Fantino can be represented in the framework o f the generalized
matching law (Baum, 1974a; Davison, 1983). CCM and DRT share an important
property, as noted in Chapter IV: If Tt = Ti, then both models reduce to matching to
relative immediacy (assuming a2 = 1). Equality of relative initial-link response and
terminal-link immediacy ratios (i.e., matching) is only one point on a continuum of
possible results generated by varying temporal context. But the present data suggest that,
at least with VI terminal links defined by exponential distributions, strict matching to
relative immediacy obtains regardless o f temporal context, but that this will not be
apparent unless temporal context is properly accounted for in the model. Thus, there is a
certain irony in the fact that these experiments have, through attempting to characterize
temporal context effects, in effect validated Hermstein’s (1964a) original insight: that the
matching law could describe choice in both concurrent schedules and concurrent chains,
and that conditioned reinforcers were functionally equivalent to unconditioned reinforcers
in their effect on choice.
The close approximation to matching suggests that (Tt/Tif, k < \ , not 27/(27+7/),
may be the appropriate representation o f temporal context. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that
estimated a2 values for 27/(72+7/) were generally twice the values estimated for (TtlTif,
because when Tt/Ti = 1, 27/(72+7/) = 0.5. As one o f the major goals o f CCM is to provide
an integrated account of concurrent schedules and concurrent chains, it would be better to
have a representation o f context that predicted strict matching as a normative result.
Much o f the heuristic value o f a descriptive model such as CCM is its isolation o f
higher-order dependent and independent variables (terminal-link sensitivity (a2), and Tt/Ti,
respectively). Manipulating Tt/Ti as the independent variable, two experiments
investigated the rate of change o f preference as a function of temporal context. For both
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independent (Experiment 1) and interdependent (Experiment 2) initial links, preference
was an increasing, negatively-accelerated function o f TtlTi. This result is inconsistent with
both the simplest version o f CCM (Equation 5.1), in which k is set equal to 1, and delayreduction theory (DRT; Fantino, 1969; Fantino, Preston & Dunn, 1993). It is consistent
with CCM for k < 1, and for CCM in which temporal context, following Gibbon and
Balsam’s (1981) scalar expectancy theory account o f autoshaping, is represented as
Tt/(Tt+Ti). In addition, the experiments tested whether the effect o f temporal context
depended on the relative, not absolute, values of Tt and Ti (ratio invariance), as predicted
by both CCM and DRT. Deviations from ratio invariance were unsystematic and
relatively small in Experiment 1, but larger in Experiment 2, suggesting that ratio
invariance does characterize concurrent chains, at least for independent initial links and the
schedule values considered here. Finally, estimated values o f sensitivity to terminal-link
immediacy o f reinforcement (a2) were almost exactly 1.0 for 3 out o f 4 subjects in each
experiment, suggesting that strict matching to relative immediacy (Hermstein, 1964a) does
describe choice in concurrent chains, when temporal context effects are adequately
characterized by the model. Future research should explore the generality of these results,
in particular whether preference as a negatively-accelerated function of TtlTi and ratio
invariance still characterize choice between different types o f terminal-link schedules (e.g.,
fixed-interval (FI) FI; mixed-interval (MI) MI; and VI FI).
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Endnotes to Chapter V

'The criteria Davison (1987) used were that slope and intercept estimates from a
regression performed on the obtained versus predicted data did not deviate from 1.0 and
0.0, respectively, by less than two standard deviations, and that the standard error of
prediction be 0.10 or less.
2MacEwen’s (1972) VI schedule values are listed as the harmonic, not arithmetic mean
and the intervals are not listed. Because Tt is calculated as the arithmetic average, an
optimizing procedure was used to define, according to the Catania and Reynolds (1968)
constant-probability progression which MacEwen used, schedules with the harmonic
means listed. The arithmetic averages were then used for calculating Tt.
3Williams, W., & Fantino, E. (1995). Defining the foraging context: The effects of effort
and outcome uncertainty. Paper presented at the annual meeting for the Association o f
Behavior Analysis, Washington, D. C, May, 1995.
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CONCLUSION

With the evidence in Chapter Five that strict matching to relative immediacy may
characterize choice in concurrent chains after all, this dissertation has come full circle. It
began in Chapter One with an attempt to find a descriptive quantitative model for
concurrent chains that would be analogous to the generalized matching law for concurrent
schedules. In effect, CCM integrated the generalized matching law and the temporal
context relations embodied by delay-reduction theory (DRT). The generalized matching
law and temporal context were two major developments in research on choice that
apparently disconfirmed Hermstein’s (1964a) application o f the original matching law to
concurrent chains. However, Chapter Five showed that when effects o f position bias,
temporal context, and unequal terminal-link entries were accounted for in CCM, that
sensitivity to relative terminal-link reinforcement immediacy was almost exactly 1.0 for 3
out of 4 subjects in two experiments. Because the processes underlying matching in
concurrent schedules are still unknown (see Williams, 1994a, for a recent review), why
matching should hold for VI terminal links in concurrent chains is unclear, but it seems
likely that whatever explanation is found to be satisfactory for matching in concurrent
schedules will also apply for concurrent chains.
The empirical research reported in the dissertation attempted to test predictions o f
CCM and extend its domain of applicability. Chapter Two introduced a multiple
component procedure that had the advantage o f producing high-quality parametric data
veiy rapidly, compared with traditional procedures, and tested an important assumption of
all matching-law based models such as CCM: Reinforcement delay and magnitude, as
independent dimensions of value, do not interact. When data were analyzed with CCM,
no evidence for an interaction was found. In Chapter Three the definition o f value used in
248
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CCM was generalized to apply to arbitrary distributions o f delays to reinforcement, which
allowed the model to predict preference for variability. CCM was then adapted to the
adjusting-delay procedure, and a series of experiments showed that terminal-link value
was determined equivalently in concurrent chains and the adjusting-delay procedure.
Chapter Four tested the critical assumption separating CCM and DRT, whether value is
dependent on (DRT) or independent o f (CCM) temporal context, by arranging probe tests
in which terminal-link stimuli from different temporal contexts were presented
simultaneoulsy. Choice in the probes was consistent with the assumption of CCM that
terminal-link value was independent o f temporal context. Finally, Chapter Five
manipulated TtlTi as the independent variable directly, and found that preference was
generally a negatively-accelerated function o f TtlTi, which implies that if temporal context
is represented in CCM as (T tlT if, then k should have a value o f less than one.
Overall, this research supports five major conclusions. First, temporal context
effects on choice in concurrent chains are determined by the relative, not absolute, times
spent in the terminal and initial links, and may be incorporated in the framework o f the
generalized matching law to give a model that can describe virtually all the archival data
from concurrent chains and concurrent schedules. Second, the conditioned reinforcement
value of a terminal-link schedule is invariant regardless of whether concurrent chains or
the adjusting-delay procedure is used. Third, context effects on concurrent-chains choice
are independent o f the value of the terminal links. In different terms, what is learned about
the terminal links is separate from how that learning is expressed in initial-link preference.
Fourth, the relationship between DRT and CCM, as models for choice and conditioned
reinforcement, parallels the relationship between contingency theory (Rescorla, 1968) and
scalar expectancy theory (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981) as accounts o f Pavlovian conditioning,
and suggests that the same processes may apply to the two classes o f procedures. Fifth,
strict matching to relative terminal-link immediacy o f reinforcement may hold in
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concurrent chains when factors extraneous to terminal-link value are accounted for by
CCM.
There are many avenues for future research. Perhaps the most important goal is
the development of a molecular model for concurrent chains that would be compatible
with the molar CCM. Such a model could explain results that currently can only be
described by CCM. For example, temporal context effects: As noted in Chapter One,
CCM offers only a description of these effects, but a molecular model could potentially
explain them. Additionally, such a molecular model might explain changes in molar
sensitivity parameters as a function of the terminal-link delay distributions, and show that
acquistion of preference in concurrent chains may be explained by Pavlovian processes. It
would be interesting to discover whether a molecular model could explain matching in
concurrent chains, and if so, whether it would apply to concurrent schedules as well.
Another important question is to investigate whether temporal context effects in
concurrent chains and other procedures such as autoshaping and multiple schedules are
isomorphic.
In conclusion, this dissertation has shown that concurrent chains, long regarded as
being intractable and hopelessly complex, is in fact the natural extension of concurrent
schedules that its originators, Autor (1960) and Hermstein (1964a), believed it to be.
Uncovering the organization of behavior in concurrent chains at more local time scales,
and exploring the relationship between concurrent chains and other conditioning
procedures, holds the promise of both a greater understanding of the processes governing
choice and a further integration of research in operant and Pavlovian conditioning.
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APPENDIX A

For a definition of the value of a reinforcement schedule to generalize CCM, it must
reduce to a power function o f the ratio o f the average immediacies o f reinforcement when
the intervals comprising the first schedule differ by a scalar multiple from the intervals
comprising the second, i.e., when the schedules are either both FI or both VI. We will
show that defining value as the arithmetic mean o f the distribution that is obtained when
individual delays are scaled according to a power function satisfies this constraint.

Let a i,a 2 ,...,an and b i,b i,...,b n be the intervals comprising two reinforcement schedules,
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APPENDIX B

First and second derivatives of CCM (Grace, 1994) and DRT (Fantino 1969) with respect
to Tt.

CCM
Assume that the ratio of terminal-links (entered equally often) is w -1 . Then the terminal2
2{n - 1)
link schedule values are (left, right): —T t,
T t. From Equation 5.1:
n
n
( 2( « - l )
Bl

\

Tt
= log# +

-T t

r TY
az log(« - 1) .
J iJ

Bl

Therefore, the first derivative of preference logh— with respect to Tt is
IBr J
I

fl2log(» - 1), ana the second derivative is zero.

CCM with context represented as Tt/(Tt+ Ti)
Consider next a version of CCM in which temporal context is represented by Tt/(Tt+Ti).

log— = lo g j+ ( —— -j<Z2log{ n - 1).
Br
b
VTt + Ti
The first derivative o f preference with respect to Tt is
tf2log(77-l)[(27+ 7?)-1 - Tt{Tt + TiY2}
and the second derivative:
a z\o g ,n -\)\T t{T t + 7/)"3 - 2{Tt + J?)-2]
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This is negative because the squared term inside the brackets is larger than the cubed term
for typical values of Tt and Ti (> 1).

D RT
Bl

( T - D l)

Br

\T

The original version o f DRT is: — = 7———r . Again we make the assumption that
— D r)

terminal links, whose ratio is {n - 1), are entered equally often and that Ti is constant.
2
2{n - 1)
Therefore terminal link schedule values are (left,right) —Tt,----------Tt.
n
n
Takhig logarithms of both sides (and adding a bias term) yields:
Bl

lo g -r-—log# = log( T - D l) - log( T - D r) =
Br

log Ti + Tt —

2 Tt
(2 n -2 )
( » - 2)
-T t = log Ti +
-lo g Ti + T t - Tt -lo g
n
n
n

n

Differentiating with respect to Tt and simplifying gives:
~ 1 Y « - 2n f ,

InlOA n >

(n -2 ) V
Ti+■Tt

U
( n - 2 ) V1
T i-■Tt

And the second derivative:
Y h- 2
InlOA n )
1

{ n -2 ) >-2
T i—
-T t
n

n

Note that the second derivative is always greater than zero, because
. { f t - 2)
Tt
Ti —
n

(if- 2 ) V 2
T i+ ——— Tt , and therefore! Ti - -Tt
n

\

r

Ti-

{ n -2 )
-Tt
n

Therefore, the original version of DRT (Fantino, 1969) predicts that the rate of increase in
preference as a function o f Tt is always increasing. The Squires and Fantino (1971)
version o f DRT makes the same prediction.
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